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COMMODORE 

64 IN TOUCH 
Powertulpngrf'” 

for the Koala Pad-pJZ^ 

i.l STRIKES BAO( 
Japan’s latest 

business system^ 

displays your screen 

ROBOTS COME HOME 
Get to grips 

with the BBC Micro 



MAY WICO BE 

When you’re up against all the evil in the universe, you 
need the finest joystick. Weak, sticky, slow controls 

can only lead you to your doom. 

You need a Wico.* The controls in more than 500 
modem arcade games are actually made by Wico* They set the 
industry standard for durability and performance. Ar 
arcade quality goes into the Wico’' you take home 

Wico'* joysticks work directly with the 
Commodore 64,™ Vic 20,™ all Atari8 Home 
Computers and Atari8 Video Games. 

Add an interface, and you can connect into 
a Sinclair Spectrum or Apple II8 and lie* If 
have a new MSX computer there’s the just 
released MSX Grip Handle for you. 

What do you get? A man-sized handle 
on a virtually unbreakable shaft. Tough, 
ultra-sensitive Wico* switchgear. A heavy¬ 
weight base. A year’s guarantee. And more 

dodging, chasing and blasting power than ever before. 

The Wico* range includes the famous Red Ball,™straight 
out of the arcades. The Three Way Deluxe with interchangeable 
handles. The light but rugged Boss. And check out the state-of- 
the-art Trackball: many owners use it for serious programming, 

where it gives them effortless cursor control. 

Ask your dealer to let you handle a Wico* Quality 
(you’ll find) costs money 

But if you want to have less trouble fighting your 
controls, and more power for fighting the 

of darkness . . . only Wico* is worthy 
of your hand. 

WICO 
THE FINEST HAND CONTROLS 

IN THE KNOWN UNIVERSE 

ICO NAME IN ALL GOOD SHOPS AND CATALOGUES. 



COMMOPORE hits back 

In the face of last week's 
onslaught from Atari, Com¬ 
modore has re-grouped. It can’t 
match Jack Tramiel’s new 
outfit for numbers, but the 
three new systems demon- 
started as far apart as Las 
Vegas and Birmingham will 
carry its standard into battle 
this summer. 

OUTPUT 

SPECTRUM—wtty_10 

The character set on your Spectrum can come in all shapes and 
sizes with our routines to interface to Basic programs. 

It’s the real thing, a program to let Commodore 64 owners turn 
their Koalapad graphics tablets to something more inventive 
than pretty doodles._ 

BBCassinement 16 

Brush up your BBC Micro’s trigonometry with this sine curve 
program to add to your wavy line store. 

HARDWARE 

SHARP scores 24 

With an 8086 and an NEC graphics chip, the Sharp MZ5600 looks 
fast enough to give most of its rivals in the PC stakes a run for 
their money — and GEM is on the way. 

PERIPHERALS 

Present Arms 30 

We put robots on parade with an inspection of arm-waving 
machines from Colne Robotics and Fischertechnik . They may not 
change your life but you should discover what your right 
Armdroid’s for. 

COMPETITION 

33 Win a SPECTRUM disk drive 

We’ve got together with Spectrum dealer Micro Interface to offer 
you the chance of winning one of three superb Timex disk 
systems. Throw some salt over your shoulder, spit three times for 
luck, and give it a whirl. 

SOFTWARE 
Astronomy Domine 

We check out three programs for serious star-gazers. Will they 
eclipse Elite? Can they outshine Star Wars? Judge for yourself. 

REGULARS 

0NIT0R 

Atari stars due in spring, this 
page; Commodore takes stock 
after Las Vegas, page 2; Home 
Front goes in for prediction, 
page 3; Which Computer? Show 
report, page 4; Sinclair lines up 
QL peripherals, page 5. 

PCWCharts 

Get it off your chest on our 
weekly letters page. 

Software Preview 

Martin Bryant's White Knight 
is cornered in our regular look 
at the micro chess board. 

Reviews and pictures from the 
games the snow can’t stop. 

Grand alliance 
plots IBM’s fall 
Digital Research has 
announced a project that may 
do to IBM what DR’s GEM 
threatens to do to Apple’s 
Macintosh. 

DR president John Rowley 
told a seminar in London that 

his company will release an 
upgraded version of Concur¬ 
rent DOS to run all software 
written for both PC DOS and 
Topview without modification. 

Dubbed Concurrent DOS- 
286, it is a dedicated operating 
system for Intel’s 80286 micro¬ 
processor — the powerhouse in 
IBM’s AT machine. DR says: 
'Concurrent DOS-286 will open 
up the market significantly by 
enabling systems which are 
based on the 80286, but which 
are not necessarily IBM com¬ 

patible, to run IBM DOS ap¬ 
plications unmodified. 

The occasion of the 
announcement was billed as 'a 
joint seminar’ held in London, 
Tokyo and New York by DR and 
Intel. The three-day interna¬ 
tional event gradually emerged 
as a platform from which DR, 
Intel and several other col¬ 
laborators launched an attack 
on IBM’s near-monopoly. 

Sharing the platform in Lon¬ 
don were ICL, Software Pro¬ 
ducts International (producer 
of Open Access on the IBM PC), 
and Professor Martin Healey of 
the University ofWales. In New 
York Ashton-Tate joined in. 

Most direct of the speakers 
was Ninian Eadie, director of 
ICL's office systems division, 
who termed IBM’s market posi¬ 
tion 'not healthy for the indus¬ 
try or the end user’. 

John Rowley summed up.the 
promise of the 80286/Concur¬ 
rent DOS project as 'compatibil¬ 
ity with IBM and, at the same 
time, it will open the door to 
innovative system designs'. 

ICL and Acorn, on its top-of- 
the range ABC machines, have 
already signed high volume 
licences for Concurrent DOS- 
286 which DR intends to ship 
before June this year. 

Microvitec moves to touch screen tutoring 
across the front of the monitor 
screen and the sensors detect 

Touch screen technology is set 
to invade the nation’s class- 

Microvitec, manufac¬ 
turer of the top-selling monitor 
in schools, today (Wednesday) 
unveils the Touchtech 501. 

At £210 (plus VAT) the 
Touchtech is a stand into which 
a standard metal cabinet Mic¬ 
rovitec monitor is fixed, with a 
screen bezel which houses 
infra-red sensors. 

I nfra-red beams are projected 

when the beams are broken. 
The exact coordinates are fed 
back to the serial port of the 
micro. 

The system is ideal for soft¬ 
ware involving a choice be¬ 
tween one or more alternatives. 

The Touchtech 501 works 
with the BBC Micro; models to 
work with other popular micros 
are in the pipeline. 

range won’t go above £700.’ 
This would be virtually a $1/£1 
conversion from the prices 
announced in the US. 

In fact. Silica expects to sell 
the 65XE for under £150, the 

Atari's new stars due for spring UK debut 
Atari’s Las Vegas show-stop¬ 
pers could be in the UK as early 
as April at prices close to 
straight $1/£1 conversions. 

The six new micros from 
Atari’s US stable (issue 95) are 
due to make the UK journey by 
May according to the company's 
UK subsidiary. But one of 
Atari’s leading UK distribu¬ 
tors, Silica Shop, is giving an 
April date for the machines to 
make their appearance. 

A spokesman from Silica 
revealed that he expected the 
XE 8-bit range to be available 
in late April with the ST range 
following shortly. 

On pricing he said: ’We esti¬ 
mate the XE range to sell from 
around £150 to£400 and the ST 

Mari MOST — spring knack. 

65XEM with a music synthesis¬ 
er for less than £400 and at the 
top end of the XE range the 
128K 130XE and the 65XEP 
nearer the £400 mark. 
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rgONITOR: 
Commodore covers 
new angles at Vegas 
We make no apology for taking 
our coverage of the Las Vegas 
Consumer Electronics Show 
into a second week. There was 
too much on show to do it full 
justice last week — and the 
Commodore machines in par¬ 
ticular deserve a closer ex¬ 
amination 

One of the biggest dis¬ 
appointments was the non- 
appearance of Amiga’s Lor- 

CES 
a vastly improved version of the 
old Commodore 64’s Basic 2.0. 
Not only can the 7.0 handle 
sprites and high-resolution 
graphics from Basic but it has a 
number of structured features 
that computer bulls love, such 
as DO - LOOP and BEGIN - 
BEND. 

There is 64K of ROM for the 
128 mode: 48K for 7.0 Basic and 
I6K for the improved Disk 
Operating System. 

The 64 mode is 100 per cent 
compatible with the Commod¬ 
ore 64, ensuring a whole range 

Trim peripherals — Commodore's add-ons for Um C128. 

raine, the 16-bit computer ac¬ 
quired by Commodore, but it 
showed two new products which 
both look like winners. 

The Commodore 128 is a 
triple processor computer with 
6510, 8502 and Z80 micro¬ 
processors. Like the Atari STs, 
the 128 has a professional 
keyboard with numeric keypad 

of games software for the 128 
before its launch. 

It also supports all the 64's 
peripherals, so 64 owners can 
upgrade their machines with¬ 
out having to throw away 
peripherals and games. 

The third mode is CP/M, 
running on a Z80A processor. 
The Commodore 128 will the re - 

Commodore LCD —great white hop. in the light-weight division. 

and a whole new range of 
peripherals. 

When switched on, the com¬ 
puter initialises to 128 mode 
which has 58K RAM available 
for Basic text and a further 64K 
for variables and data storage. 
This is run by Commodore’s 
new 8-bit 8502, which is com¬ 
patible with the 6502 (BBC 
Micro) and 6510 (C64’s cpu). 

The Basic is version 7.0 and is 

fore be able to run business 
software such as Wordstar and 
dBase II. 

The 128 is a revolutionary 
machine for Commodore. First, 
the 128 has an improved Basic. 
Second, and most important, 
the 128 is compatible with other 
computers. Commodore has al¬ 
ways made its machines totally 
incompatible with anything 
else in the field, but this 

machine has not just one, but 
two compatibilities. 

The 128 will be selling at 
around $300 from this spring 
and every indication is that the 
64 will be reduced. There is 
uncertainty over what will hap¬ 
pen to the Plus 4 and C16. 

Commodore is also joining 
the lap-held bandwagon by 
releasing the Commodore LCD. 
Weighing approximately 31bs, 
the Commodore LCD has an 80 
by 16 column liquid crystal 
display which is bigger than 
Epson’s PX-8, 

It runs on the CMOS 65C02 
which is yet another version of 
the 6502 and has 96K of busi¬ 
ness and telecommunications 
software. The LCD also has a 
built-in 300 baud modem and 
runs on rechargeable batteries. 

LCDhasBasic3.6,and32Kof 
CMOS RAM The keyboard is 
strange. The photographs in 
press hand-outs showed a nor¬ 
mal full-travel keyboard but 
when the machine turned up at 
the show it had different, flat- 
tish, keys. 

The 128 and LCD indicate 
that Commodore is moving out 
of the games computer market 
into middle of the road business 
computers. The departure of 

Spectravideo showed their 
latest MSX with disk drive 
included and most of the manu¬ 
facturers are hoping to launch 
these 'value added MSX’ sys¬ 
tems in the US. 

Although most manufactur¬ 
ers will not comment on launch 
dates or prices, Harry Fox, 
founder of Spectravideo and 
now a spokesman for Microsoft 
commented that MSX will de¬ 
finitely be launched in the 
United States this autumn at 
prices between $200 and $300. 
He said that as most American 
manufacturers are moving 
away from the lower end of the 
home computer market, MSX 
will soon dominate the field. 

Panasonic. Sony and Pioneer 
now have video superimposi¬ 
tion units and video editing 
facilities for MSX. Pioneer 
made an impressive demon¬ 
stration of its MSX laser disk 
system, Palcom. which showed 
a new game called Star Fight¬ 
ers produced by ASCII’s high 
technology laboratory. Star 
Fighters has graphics gener¬ 
ated by a super mini VAX 
11/780 with the MSX game 
itselfsuperimposed on topofthe 
computer generated image, re¬ 
corded on the laser disk. 

Sluclair’t radio wrirt-watch — stealing the QL’s thunder. 

CBM from this field is a perfect 
opportunity for the MSX crowd 
to move in. 

MSX circus hits 
town at last 
After all the-will-they-won’t 
they speculation, the MSX cir¬ 
cus hit Las Vegas by showing a 
whole range of computers. Mic¬ 
rosoft played host to almost all 
the MSX manufacturers in 
Japan, Holland, Korea and the 
US. The MSX stand was satu¬ 
rated with computers in many 
variations. 

The current trend in MSX is 
to have a built-in 3.5in disk 
drive. Sony, Panasonic and 

Of all the manufacturers. 
New York-based Spectravideo 
showed the largest number of 
products. Spectravideo now has 
MSX Express which is a full 
64K RAM computer with a 
3.Sin disk drive built in. Also it 
has RS232,80 column card, and 
modem cartridges. Spectra¬ 
video was the first to announce 
a Local Area Network (LAN) 
for MSX which enables 32 
systems to be connected. 

Toshiba showed the follow¬ 
up to its HX10 MSX computer, 
the HX-22. This has much 
better styling than its predeces¬ 
sor and has a word proces¬ 
sor written by Broderbund Soft¬ 
ware. Toshiba’s machine is said 
to be ready but it is waiting for 
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ONITOR: CES pi OMEFRONT 
$100 when it goes on sale in the7 

other manufacturers to launch 
their products in the US. 

Sony and Panasonic display¬ 
ed similar machines, both with 
separate keyboards and built- 
in disk drives. Philips’ latest 
VG8020 48K MSX was also on 
show for the first time. 

The MSX stand also hosted 
three software companies, In- 
focom of Zork fame. Lisp Com¬ 
pany and Nexa Corp. Infocom 
displayed its latest interactive 
detective game called Suspect. 

The Lisp Company showed 
its Logo, which it claims is 
faster than Digital Research’s 
DR Logo. Nexa Corp also 
showed an impressive F15 
Combat flight simulator. 

Konami had a large stand 
adjacent to MSX's, showing six 
new MSX games. 

Not to be outdone by Epson 
and Commodore, NEC laun¬ 

$100 when it goes on sale 
US later in 1985. 

The watch component in¬ 
cludes all standard time and 
calendar functions, 24 hour 
alarm with hour chime, and 
light. The radio operates on a 
1.5 volt battery housed in the 
watchband’s clasp. 

The radio antenna is entirely 
self-contained inside the 
watchband. The miniature 
loudspeaker eliminates the 
need for a separate earphone. 

Sinclair has also announced 
that the QL will be on sale for 
$499. US sales will be con¬ 
ducted exclusively via mail 
order from Sinclair’s US office 
in Boston but in this age of mass 
marketing and high perform¬ 
ance machines like the Atari ST 
and Commodore 128, QL may 
turn out to be doomed from the 
beginning. 

The one and only British 

iM 

Sticking Ms NEC out — Nippon Electric IsunctiM the S401A end friends. 

ched a follow-up to the much- 
acclaimed PC8201. The new 
PC8401A is a battery-powered 
lap-held with 64K RAM. The 
LCD screen is 80 by 16, which is 
the same size aB Commodore 
LCD and twice that of Epson’s 
PX-8. The screen is placed 
inside a lid which protects the 
keyboard in transit. 

The PC8401A also has a 300 
baud built-in modem and tele¬ 
communications software 
which can emulate a DEC 
VT100 terminal. It’s a CP/M 
compatible machine, and 
Wordstar and Personal Filer 
are included in ROM. 

The price is set to under 
$1,000, similar to that of CBM 
LCD and Epson PX-8. 

The biggest surprise for any 
British visitor to CES was 
undoubtedly the Sinclair wrist- 
watch radio. While Sinclair 
announced its ’car’ in the UK, 
here at CES it gave a preview of 
the world’s smallest FM radio. 

British presence 
is worth watching 
The biggest surprise for any 
British visitor to CES was 
a compact FM radio. The result 
is a totally portable radio time¬ 
piece which will sell for under 

software house at CES, Master- 
tronic, introduced a range of 
arcade games on disk for the 
Commodore 64. The price is set 
at $9.99 which sounds incred¬ 
ibly expensive by British stan¬ 
dards but in the US it is seen as a 
major price breakthrough for 
computer software. Previously 
most 64 games Bold for around 
$20 to $30. 

The first ten games to be 
launched in the US include 
Chiller (without Thriller) and 
Monty Python’s The Quest for 
the Holy Grail. 

The company has already 
sold 140,000 programs since its 
October debut in Canada and 
hopes to repeat the success in 
the US. 

A new Silicon Valley com¬ 
pany called Soniture showed an 
unusual device called a Space 
Tabulet. This comprises a re¬ 
ceiver frame that can be placed 
on top of the computer display 
and a pencil-like pointer (trans¬ 
mitter) that you hold. 

It acts like a light pen but the 
receiver frame can detect the 
position of the pen in three 
dimensions using ultrasonic 
waves. 

This ingenious device is to be 
marketed in Britain by Dragon 
off-shoot Touchmaster. 

An Apple a day keeps 
rumours at bay 
An old favourite has just been 
re-issued from the Stale 
Rumours and Baseless Predic¬ 
tions Department. Apple won’t 
survive 1985, it says. The same 
thing was said this time last 
year but 1984 didn’t rhyme 
with ’survive’ so nothing came 
of it. 

It’s comforting when life is 
predictable in this way. Old 
Moore could put a regular 
insertion under January in his 
famous almanack: 'Heavy snow 
blankets Witney; royal corgis 
whelp; doomsayers point finger 
at Apple Computer ’ 

It’s a measure of Apple’s 
success that the competition 
should regularly claim to detect 
signs of terminal illness in the 
company. The Mac can’t suc¬ 
ceed,’ they cry, and then they 
rush out to implement Digital 
Research’s GEM so that their 
systems look like a Macintosh. 
TTiey already looked like an 
IBM PC because IBM compati¬ 
bility takes less in the way of 
imagination. 

Apple’s prospects for 1985are 
a matter of reasonable public 
interest, but it’s unfair to single 
Apple out as the runt of the 
litter. You could make a case for 
any number of micro makers 
coming under a lot of pressure 
in the next few months, and 
there are better reasons than an 
intuitive leap for doing so. 

The falling pound, for exam¬ 
ple. It may not be having much 
impact over in Cynical Valley, 
land of high technology and 
constant sunshine, but in the 
UK there will be pricing poli¬ 
cies in tatters all over the 
country. 

The one dollar pound has 
been a fact of life in the micro 
industry for a long time, but 
that dates back to when the 
pound stood above $1.40. When 
the official rate starts to draw 
close to £1=$1 something will 
have to give. 

Anybody who imports sys¬ 
tems or components will have 
noticed the difference. In most 
cases they’ll be paying in dol¬ 
lars, which is to say that they'll 

be paying more for the same 
goods. 

The most obvious way to keep 
the existing profit margin on 
what they sell is to bump prices 
up to compensate — but the 
trend over the whole industry is 
in the opposite direction. Prices 
fall regularly. The competition 
for sales is so intense that a 
price increase from one com¬ 
pany would probably drive it 
immediately outofbusi ness. Go 
to the wall, go directly to the 
wall, do not pass Go . . . 

There isn’t any prospect of 
safety in numbers; the manu¬ 
facturers couldn't orchestrate a 
coordinated price rise to protect 
themselves. Even the MSX 
manufacturers found their 
members breaking ranks when 
the general level of prices 
looked unacceptable. In the 
business micro market if IBM 
was to put up the price of its PC, 
one or two others might get 
away with following suit. The 
rest would Bimply increase 
their production and rub their 
hands happily. 

So the companies are faced 
with a dilemma. Their costs are 
rising but their prices are 
already under pressure — 
downwards. Some of them will 
already be operating uncom¬ 
fortably dose to the edge of 
unprofitability, cutting corners 
wherever they can just to stay 
in business. Many will have few 
opportunities of improving pro¬ 
ductivity and absorbing the 
extra costs that way. 

For a while, they may be able 
to absorb these costs and keep 
prices competitive by cutting 
their mark-up. The unofficial 
cost of building a Macintosh is 
$500—if that figure is accurate 
Apple still has some room to 
manoeuvre. But it isn’t a recipe 
for long-term success. The next 
generation of machines is de¬ 
veloped from the profits made 
by the present generation. 

Under these circumstances, 
the most diversified companies 
have a clear edge. A computer 
maker that also produces (for 
the sake of argument) a best¬ 
selling roller-skate powered by 
a hair-dryer motor might be 
able to cover a loss on his 
computer operations from the 
profits on his roller-skates. Big 
companies can erect similar 
bulwarks by drawing on re¬ 
serves set aside for those rainy 
days. 

But companies with only one 
line of business and one main 
product could be in trouble. 
Maybe that’s why people al¬ 
ways pick on Apple, whose UK 
boss David Hancock admits 
that a lot depends on the 
Macintosh. But it’s obvious 
that a number of other com¬ 
panies are going to feel the cold 
winter chill before Apple does 
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ONITOR: WHICH? SHOW 

‘Shy’ Commodore PC 
has nothing to hide 
The Mad Hatter is alive and 
well, if Commodore’s Alice in 
Wonderland performance at 
last week’s Which Computer? 
Show is anything to go by. The 
company had its new PC-com¬ 
patible up and running, but 
wasn’t saying anything about 
its price or capabilities, so you 
could play with it provided you 
didn’t mind Commodore not 
telling you how to play with it. 

Similarly, although a 'full 
support package' for the 
machine was unveiled to ex¬ 
isting dealers, Commodore 
wouldn’t say what the package 
comprised. If it’s at all exciting 
we’d be happy to hear from tame 
Commodore dealers . . 

Commodore is apparently 
sensitive to allegations that it 
has pre-announced products in 
the past, and has therefore gone 
over the top on the rebound by 
installing padlocked zippers on 
mouths throughout its public 
relations department. 

The box, however, looks nice, 
if a trifle large, and those nice 
people at Commodore are pre¬ 
pared to admit it’s a 16-bitter. 

From other sources we can 
tell you that the Commodore PC 
has plenty to be shy about. Its 
8088 runs at 4.7MHz, its 256K 
of RAM can be expanded to 
640K, its 12in monochrome 

Commodore PC — ckvik at secrecy. 

monitor ofTers 640 by 200 pix¬ 
els, and there are five expan¬ 
sion slots besides parallel and 
serial interfaces. You can have 
two 360K floppies or one floppy 
and a 10Mb hard disk. This 
combination sounds depress- 
ingly familiar. 

The machine is due to be 
launched in the spring as part of 
Commodore’s 'offensive' on the 
UK business market. It looks as 
though it could get stuck in the 
mud. 

Toshiba inscrutible 
about new releases 
Toshiba made its entry into the 
business computer market with 
two machines: the T1100, a 71b 
portable and the T1500, a 

desktop IBM compatible 
machine. Both are built 
around the 8088 processor. 

The T1100 comes complete 
with 256K of memory and an 80 
character by 25 line liquid 

TosMha niOO — m tosh her*. 
crystal display. 

The larger T1500 desktop 
claims full IBM compatibility 
and has 128K RAM, either dual 
5.25in floppy or floppy/hard 
disk drives and, unlike the 
IBM, a colour graphics inter¬ 
face is included as standard. 

Ascertaining prices for these 
machines was a process fraught 
with difficulty. Without a 
translator present, the charm¬ 
ing and helpful Toshiba repre¬ 
sentatives chose to answer ev¬ 
ery enquiry whatever its aim 
with the words: 'IBM com¬ 
patible'. 

Leather-bound 
ABMs whip market 
Not everybody’s approach to 
IBM compatibility was as lack¬ 
lustre as Commodore’s. ABM 
Computers had 1 uggables start¬ 
ing at £1,095 in three styles — 
leather-bound, Kaypro-clone, 
and specially toughened. 

These are called respectively 
the Ambassador, the Envoy and 
the Commando. They’re driven 
by 8088s with 128K and twin 
320/360K floppies at the bottom 
of the range. 

Through its Far Eastern con¬ 
nections ABM also imports two 
desktop machines from Sun 
Electronics — the Suntac 
PC6000 and PC6700 are also 
MSDOS compatible. 

But the company aims to 
build systems in this country. 

Tandy all-in-one 
best yet to come 
Tandy has unveiled the latest 
addition to its wide range of 
business microcomputers. The 
Model 1000 compares very 
favourably with the IBM PC, 
with a lower price and colour 
graphics supplied as standard. 

For £1,099 the Tandy 1000 
has an 8088 processor, 128K 
RAM (expandable up to 640K) 
and a double-density 5.25in 
disk drive giving 360K of stor¬ 
age when formatted. 

Included in the price is 
Deskmate, which gives you a 
simple word processor, electro¬ 
nic spreadsheet, filer, com¬ 
munications program, diary 
and mail package 

It is not intended to compete 
with the larger packages that 
are about, such as Lotus 1-2-3, 
but is designed so that any one 
who buys the machine will be 
able to use it without having to 
spend any more money. 

But the version of MS-Win¬ 
dows that graced the 1000 on 
the Tandy stand is still not the 
polished production version. 
Summer is the best guess on the 
availability of Microsoft’s elu¬ 
sive Windows. 

Sagesoft/OCP 
drive for Sinclair 
Sagesoft is a company with 
designs on the QL — Sage 
Accounts will shortly be avail¬ 
able through Sinclair at £89.95, 
including VAT. This may seem 
an unpleasantly high price to 
you, but versions for the more 
conventional business ma¬ 
chines come in at £375, so 
the QL program is something of 
a bargain. 

Sagesoft will also be convert¬ 
ing its payroll program, and is 
working on an unspecified non¬ 
business project for the QL. 

Meanwhile, Oxford Compu¬ 
ter Publishing provided the 
vehicle for the first showing of 

the Abbeydale Designers’ 
SPDOS disk drive for the Spec¬ 
trum, which is being marketed 
by Watford Electronics. OOP 
revealed its 'silicon office’ con¬ 
cept, which is intended to turn 
the Spectrum into a business 
system, and which is based 
around SPDOS. 

The first disk program out of 
the traps is Stock Manager, 
which is to be followed shortly 
by Purchase Manager and 
Sales Manager. 

OCP wins the accolade of 
being one of the first companies 
giving software support to 
SPDOS, the other notable being 
HiSoft, which is scheduled to 
issue its Pascal program in 
SPDOS format. 

Tl MSDOS shows 
friendly front-end 
Fronting up the Texas Instru¬ 
ments stand was the Prolite 
portable, launched in the UK 
ten days ago. But TI also 
demonstrated some of the fruits 
of its extravagant spending on 
artificial intelligence — a nat¬ 
ural language front-end to 
MSDOS and an expert system 
on a micro. 

TTs argument is that systems 
that treat you like an idiot are 
fine when you’re finding your 
feet, but after six months it may 
become a little tiresome. So its 
friendly front-end to MSDOS is 
something that you can switch 
in and out of. 

Not that you have to type in 
complete English sentences to 
work your way through it—the 
selection of English commands 
is by a rotating series of menus. 
It costs £75. 

Antipodean micro 
stages a return 
There wasn’t a tinny of Fosters 
in sight on the Australian 
stand, but the Dulmont Mag¬ 
num has found a UK distribu¬ 
tor and could soon be a regular 
feature of trade shows. 

Professional Micros, of Long- 
stanton, near Cambridge 
(0954-81991) is supplying the 
£2,195 portable in this country. 
The machine, with an 80186, 
96K of CMOS RAM, 128K of 
ROM, and a flip-up 80 by 8 LCD 
screen, weighs about 81bs and 
runs MSDOS 

Trilex puts colour 
into its Doodles 
Back on the genuine IBM front, 
Trilex was showing a colour 
version of its Doodle Computer 
Aided Design package for the 
IBM PC and Olivetti M24. 

Doodle is a competent design 
package, and it is compatible 
with IBM DOS files. 

It costs around £600. 
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ffioNITOR 
IN BRIEF 

DK Traffics, new owner ofCurrah 
Computer Components (issue 
95) is now putting the finishing 
touches to Currah’s Micro 
Source. This high level assem¬ 
bler for the Spectrum was the 
last product Currah was work¬ 
ing on before it went under. DK 
Tronics says that Micro Source 
will be available in a month, 
with versions for other popular 
computers following later. 

Cheetah will donate all profits 
from sales of its game The Perils 
of Bear George to the Ethiopian 
famine relief appeal. Universal 
Software is also chipping in 
£1.50 from each sale of its £2.99 
Starship Adventure game for 
the Dragon. 

Lynx fans with that neglected 
feeling can take comfort from a 
new surge of interest in their 
micro. Phoenixx Software (no 
relation to the now-defunct 
Phoenix Software) is releasing 
Jet-Set Willy at £7.95 for the 
48K and 96K Lynxes. A version 
for the 128K model is on the 
way. Phoenixx (0928-35525) 
claims the support of Romik, 
Gem and Level 9 in its effort to 
give the Lynx the kiss of life. 

Database Software's Mini Office 
rated quite exceptional value’ 
by PCWs reviewer i n issue 93— 
isdueout in new versions for the 
Amstrad and the Commodore 
64. The package gives the user a 
rudimentary word processor, 
database, spreadsheet, and 
graphics for an amazing £5.95. 
The new versions should be on 
sale by the end of the month 
through Boots and WH Smith. 

Software Projects and Oceaa have 
patched up their differences 
over the use of the Hunchback 
character in computer games. 
Ocean has withdrawn its legal 
action against Software Pro¬ 
jects and has allowed it to go 
ahead with its Hunchback at 
the Olympics game. In return, 
Software Projects has acknow¬ 
ledged that Ocean owns the 
copyright to Hunchback and 
will not be producing any other 
games featuring the character. 

There are now more 16-bit micros 
being launched than eight-bit 
machines. Who says so? BIS- 
Peddar 101-633 0866) which 
publishes a Quick Reference 
Guide to microcomputer sys¬ 
tems. According to its latest 
figures there are now 295 eight- 
bit micros on the market, 185 
16-bit machines and 71 32-bit 
machines. Depressingly, 64 
micros are described as being 
IBM compatible. In 1984, 191 
new micros were launched of 
which 88 were 16-bit and only 
64 eight-bit. 

QL — one today, 
jam tomorrow 
Sinclair is celebrating the first 
birthday of the QL with acres of 
advertising and proud promo¬ 
tions. Keen wait-watches will 
notice that the company has 
lost none of its '28-day delivery’ 
panache. 

'See how far we’ve come,’ says 
Sinclair as it details the soft¬ 
ware and hardware available or 
planned for the QL. Languages 
from Metacomco, Computer 
One, Micro APL and GST. 
Applications from Psion, Har- 
court and Accountancy Soft¬ 
ware. And a range of peripher¬ 
als from Kaga, Quest, CST, 
Miracle Systems and Sigma 
Research. 

However, the hard disk 
'available shortly from Quest’ is 
still some way off delivery. 'We 
don’t know when it will be 
available,’ said a Quest sales 
executive. 

Similarly, Quest's memory 
expansion boards are still in the 
pending category. The 64K and 
128K boards are due 'any day 
now’. But the 512K board is in 
the 'don’t know when’ category. 

Interestingly, the peripher¬ 
als and add-ons from Quest and 
other third party suppliers cov¬ 
er almost exactly the list of 
products that Sinclair implied 
at the QL launch that it was 
developing itself. 

The non-availability of the 
hard disk is particularly intri¬ 
guing. For the rest of the 
software and hardware Sinclair 
could suggest that it was al¬ 
ways intended that they would 
be developed by third parties. 

But Quest's Firefly, of course, 
can only be used for CP/M and 
not QDOS. So how much longer 
will users have to wait for a 
version that works with the 
QL’s own operating system? 

And for a machine that has 
been around for a year there is 
still a depressingly small 
amount of software around. As 
recently as November, Sinclair 
was issuing to the press in¬ 
formation claiming that 'the 
extensive hardware develop¬ 
ment is paralleled by extensive 
software development activi¬ 
ties involving over 200 houses'. 

Sinclair is still making prom¬ 
ises of goodies to come. 'Two 
things are now certain about 
QL software,’the advert claims. 
'First, there’s going to be plenty 
of it. And second, it’s going to set 
completely new standards for 
microcomputers.. .’ 

'At the moment, there are 
well over 100 software prog¬ 
rams in development,’ it proud¬ 
ly trumpets. 

Nice to know there’s jam 
tomorrow.. . 

Sinclair milestone 
marked by gold QL 
Are you one in five million? If 
you own one of Uncle Sir Clive's 
micro marvels you are. Sinclair 
celebrated the sale of its five 
millionth micro at the Which 
Computer? Show last week by 
holding a free raffle for a gold 
painted QL. Well, it perhaps 
makes a welcome change from 
'you can have any colour provid- 
ing it is black’._ 

Micro Power hurls 
down the gauntlet 
'Probably the most challenging 
game ever devised for the BBC 
Micro’. That’s Micro Power’s 
catch phrase for Castle Quest, 
and from what we’ve seen it’s 
not far short of the mark. 

Micro Power is staking a lot 

on the game; there’s a £500 
high-score competition and if 
you crack the game within 
three months of purchase, Mic¬ 
ro Power will pay you £1. Mind 
you, the game cost £12.95, so a 
less-than 10 per cent refund 
isn’t much to write home about. 

The game is basically an 
arcade platform affair, with 
some unusual features. There 
are a number of problems to be 
solved which require rather 
more thought than normal 
arcade games. 

Research Machines 
cuts disk prices 
School micro specialists Re¬ 
search Machines (RML) has cut 
the price of its hard disk drives, 
a 10Mb Winchester and con¬ 
troller now costs £2,344 and a 
20Mb Winchester and control¬ 
ler costs £2,771. 

The controller can handle up 
to four Winchesters and RML iB 
quoting £1,536 for extra 20Mb 
drives. The prices don’t include 
VAT, so they still look over¬ 
priced. But schools do get,an 
educational discount. 

Users preferring to opt for 
high capacity floppies might 
like to know that RML has cut 
the priced of its quad density 
drives to £924 which is only 
£125 more than the cast of 
RML’s double density drives. 

JEKYU AND HYDE—With the fhcfc of a swNchTroedataX Switch allows you 
toswap add-ons from one computer to another. Costing £113 for an RS232 

two add-ons to be hooked up to the box. The Tniedata switch from DNCS 
(0706-675671 is reasonably priced compared to Inmac’s devices of the 
same ilk. Inmac’s Centronics box costs £258 and its RS232 £223. In 
addition, DNCS has a 32K buffer-to-T-switch up for grabs for anyone with an 
RS232 interface on their micro. K costs £228. 

DATE 4 STATION AUDIENCE 
Using your computer Starting Wednesday May 1,11.40-Noon, Radio 9- 12-year-olds 

4 VHF 
Computers at work June 12,19,26,11.40-Noon, Radio 4 VHF 9-12-year olds 
The Mole concept May 16,00.30-01.10am, Radio 4 VHF General public I 
Uniformally accelerated motion May 17,00.30-01.10am, Radio 4VHF General public 

The Learning Machine 

Computers and the disabled 

February 8,6pm BBC 2 General public 
March 8,6pm BBC 2 General public 
From October 1985 the programme goes week ly 
Weekly starting March for seven weeks, General public 
late night BBC 1 
Starting June, five weekly programmes General public 

For those dreary days and nights when time drags, here are the BBC radio and TV programmes- 

5 

rJ 
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All software is for the British Broadcasting Corporation Microcomputer 
except where indicated. 
Prices include VAT Available from booksellers and computer shops. 



r? ANPOM ACCESS 
'Inripifk 

Game for 
a Memotech ... 
I was most surprised to read 
your answer to the enquiry for a 
computer offering backgam¬ 
mon, chess and bridge (issue 
93). 

As the only magazine, in my 
brief experience, to print 
Memotech listings, I would 
have expected you to recal I that 
this excellent machine can also 
offer pontoon, blackjack, 
draughts and reversi, as well as 
the three requested. 

However, please carry on the 
good work with, perhaps, a 
games listing or two, to con¬ 
vince the computer buying pub¬ 
lic that the one reason for not 
buying a Memotech, ie lack of 
software, no longer exists. 
I) R Jours. 
King ham, Oxon. 

... and holding the 
key to the MTX 
Although the technique for 
reading the Memotech 
keyboard described by Keith 
Hook (issue 75) is fast (in 
machine code) and detects mul¬ 
tiple key presses, it is still 
cumbersome to work out the 
sense-bytes for each key. This is 
especially true when ASCII 
values are required for the key 
currently depressed. 

In cases where multiple key 
presses aren’t needed, a call to 
the system ROM at address #79 
(decimal 121) returns to the 
ASCII value of the key being 
pressed in the accumulator. 
Before calling this routine 
# FD7C must be cleared, for 
example: 
xor a clear accumulator 

Id (FD7C),a 
call #79 get ASCII of current 
key 
This returns the ASCII value of 
the current key or 'O’ if no key is 
being pressed. The routine pre¬ 
serves all but the AF registers. 
NicJoynson, 
Christchurch, Dorset. 

Unravelling another 
link in the chain 
I am glad that Mr Smith 
(Random Access, issue 94) 
gained some intellectual sti¬ 
mulation if not practical ap¬ 
plication from my article. Un¬ 
chaining VU-FILE (issue 86). 

He is quite correct in saying 
memory can be further saved bv 
the use of V AL (I had a 1K ZX81 
too). However in order to sup¬ 
port a second Microdrive you 
would have to find another 595 
bytes — no amount of VALs 
and SGN Pis are going to 
achieve that. It was my inten¬ 
tion to make the conversion as 
simple as possible. 

However I think it's time for 
PCN to bend over and take a few 
lashes — the confusion over the 
filenames is due to a couple of 
misprints. To clear up any 
confusion there are in fact two 
mistakes. There should be a 
space between VU-CODE and 
MD in the save ... code state¬ 
ment, and as Mr Smith points 
out, Vu-File should be VU- 

FILE. 
Oh, and before the eight 

thousandth person tells me that 
it is much easier to convert 
VU-FILE with Trans-Express 
—I know, but I wrote the article 
before Trans-Express was laun¬ 
ched. 
Carl J Lau reason, 
Prescot, Merseyside. 

TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

l 1 Ghost Busters Activision SP.C64 £995 

2 3 Match Day Ocean SP £6.90 

3 2 Airwolf Elite SP £6.95 

4 5 DT’s Decathlon Ocean SP. C64 £7.90 

5 7 Knight Lore Ultimate SP £9.95 

6 6 Elite Acorn soft AC £15.00 

7 4 3D Star Strike Real Time SP £5.95 ; 

8 8 Skool Daze MicroSphere SP £5.95 l 

9 9 HunchBack II Ocean SP.C64 £6.95 | 
10 13 Gift of the Gods Ocean SP £9.95 j 

11 11 Doomdark's Rev. Beyond SP £9.95 ! 
12 10 Select 1 Comp Records SP, C64 £12.49 

13 12 Staff of Karnath Ultimate C64 £9.95 j 
14 17 Raid over Moscow US Gold C64 £9.95 

15 18 Booty Firebird SP.C64 £2.50 

16 16 Combat Lynx Martech SP.C64 £8.95 

17 ~ Spy Hunter US Gold C64 £9.95 

IF -E- Pole Position AtariSoft Various £7 99 
20 — Ini Soccer Commodore C64 £7.99 

GAMES 

TW TITLE PRICE TW TITLE PRICE 

1 GhostBusters £9.95 1 Ghoet Busters £9.95 

2 Match Day £6.90 2 Staff of Karnath £9.95 

3 AirWolf £6.95 3 Raid over Moscow £9.95 

4 Knight Lore £9.95 4 Booty £2.50 

5 Skool Daze £5.95 5 DTs Decathlon £7.90 

6 DTs Decathlon £6.90 6 Spy Hunter £9.95 

7 Gift of the Gods £9.95 7 Impossible Mission £9.95 
8 Doomdarks Rev £9.95 8 HunchBack II £7.90 

9 Select 1 £12.49 9 IntSoccer £7.99 
10 HunchBack 11 £6.90 10 SummerGames £14.95 

MICROS 
■SZH 
TW MACHINE PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 Spectrum £125 1 IBM PC,XT £2,390 
2 CBM 64 £199 2 ACT Apricot £1,760 

3 Electron £199 3 Compaq £1,795 
4 Amstrad £349 4 Olivetti M24 £1,595 

5 CBM 16 £140 5 Dec Rainbow £2,359 

6 BBC B £399 6 Televideo 1605 £2,640 
7 Atari 800XL £125 7 Wang Professional £3,076 

8 MSX (series) £250 8 ITT Extra £1,985 
9 Einstein £500 9 EriccsonPC £2,095 

10 Sharp MZ700 £250 10 Macintosh £1,795 

These charts are compiled from both independent 
the nation. They reflect what's happening in high streets during the week up 
to January 17. The games chart is updated every week The prices ouoted 
are for the no-frills model and include VAT. Information for the top-selling 
micros is culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is 
updated every month. PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM/C, 
who can be contacted on 01-892 6596 
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OUTINE ENQUIRIES 
Suffering from circuit crunch or data dyslexia? Want some sound advice on speech synthesis 

or the best type of printer? Then consult the experts. But remember, no SAEs, 
’cos we can’t reply personally. Address your queries to Routine Enquiries, PCN, 

Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Approaches to 
anagram cracking 
/Y am presently writing an ana- 
W^Kram-sotving program or my QL. 
K works by positioning any known 
letters, then filling the spaces with 

this tends to produce a lot of words 
which are nonsense. 

I can see two ways round this. 
Pint, to use a built-in dictionary, like 
Psion’s Scrabble; or second, to filter 
the random words. Can you 

suggest a source of rules for letter 
arraagmamts in English words? T all 
order, eh? 
Lucy Jones, 
Maldon, Essex. A First, we can't tell you how 

Psion coded its dictionary. 
We suspect the company is 
sitting on that information. 
However, data compression 
techniques are fairly well 
documented in some more adv¬ 
anced computer books. Howev¬ 
er, having mastered the techni¬ 

ques, you’d still face the mam¬ 
moth task of typing your dic¬ 
tionary into the QL. 

Thesecond alternative would 
be more straighforward but no 
less long winded, since you 
would have to formulate hun¬ 
dreds of rules then enter those. 
For reference material we 
would point you at a good 
library which should be able to 
come up with some readable 
books on semantics. A further 
suggestion: try a book on codes 
and ciphers. In the days before 
computers, language rules 
were the main method of crack¬ 
ing codes. 

As to the actual coding of the 
program, memory require¬ 
ments may force you to split it 
into two programs, one to 
generate the random words, the 
other to do the checking. Save 
the output from the first as a 
data file which will act as the 
input to the second. 

You can make a lot of prog¬ 
ress with a few simple negative 
rules, like the rarity of certain 

double-letter combinations — 
wwjj, and soon; together with a 
few more positive ones. 

If you really want to be 
ambitious, you could introduce 
some element of interaction 
and expert systems program¬ 
ming, by allowing the user to 
confirm new rules as they are 
encountered, and having the 
computer ’learn’ as it goes 
along. Tall order, eh? 

Faster route to C64 
disk drive upgrade? 
^ I hope to upgrade my Commod- 
V ore 64 with a disk drive but 
don t know which one to get. 

the 1541 but it is custom-made for 
thojob. 

I have heard that Commodore now 
has a 1542. Is it compatible with the 
64 and has it got any advantages 
over the 1541? Is there any other 
disk system tkat is compatible with 
the 64? 
957 Cpl Stewart, 
BFPO 16. 

A Commodore has' produced 
an upgraded disk drive in 

the 1540 series but so far as we 
know it will only work with the 
new Plus-4 machine. The 1541 
remains the only dedicated 
drive for the 64. 

Although the 1541 is ex¬ 
tremely slow compared to other 
drives, it works very well and is 
certainly the cheapest around. 

If speed is absolutely crucial, 
you should look at the drives 
Commodore makes for its busi¬ 
ness machines. To use these you 
will need to buy an IEEE 
interface which will plug into 
the user port (generally not the 
cartridge port). These are much 
faster, occasionally offer much 
greater storage, but alway cost 
another £50 or so. 

Commodore's IEEE drives 
are compatible with the 1541 
with a single proviso: don't mix 
disks between 1541 and the 
others. There is a marginal 
difference in format which 
could cause problems if you 
move between the two. 

f*afl A JANUARY 1.1 U OFFER 
I want Personal Computer News delivered to my door 

every week 

□ 1 year (.51 issues). yki C50 Off £ 10.00 

□ 1 year Europe. 635 0© £25 00 

□ 1 year airmail. £55 00 

□ I enclose my cheque made payable to Personal Computer News 

□ Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express cord (delete where not 

_Exp*ry dote Account No._ 

Signed_ 

Get Personal computer News delivered free 
to your door every week for a year in our 
special January half-price subscription Namel- 

Offer. Address 

Fill in the form below and be sure of getting 
your copy of action-packed Personal 

Computer News for less than half the shop 
price...just £10 for a whole year instead of 

the normal price of £20._ 

r 

Meat* u* Mock capddi 

Sand to: Subscriptions Dept, 53-55 Frith Street, London W1 
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ICROWAVES 
Cot any good tips for Commodore usere, or sparky Ideas for the Spectrum? Then air your 
dbcoveriee in tho fonwi by sanding thaw to mo. £10 for every antwer printed and £50 for 

the Microwave of the month. Send to Microwaves, Personal Computer News, Evelyn House, 
_62Oxford Street, London W1A2HG. 1 

Speedy clearance 
of your BBC screen 
This routine clears both the 
Beeb’s graphics screen and text 
screen simultaneously, at the 
speed of the cus command. 
Although assembled at page 
nine, it may be stored almost 
anywhere as it is only 29 bytes 
long. 
Lines 1040 and 1050 perform an 
OSBYTE call with A%=&84; 
this returns HIMEM in X(lo 

1 000OSBYTE=6FFF4 
1010FOF C“0 TO3 STEP 3 
1020PX-6900 
10301 OPT C 
1040.GCL IDA £684 
1050JSR OSBYTE 
1060STX L OOP*1 
1070STY L00P+2 
1080LDY £80 
109OLPX £0_ 

byte) and Y(hi byte). 
Lines 1060 and 1070 overwrite 
the operand in line 1110 with X 
and Y(ic HIMEM). 
Lines 1110-1160 effectively 
POKE zeros into the screen 
memory. 

To use the routine simply 
replace any clg command with 
CALL&900. Should you wish to 
relocate the routine elsewhere, 
you must reassemble it. 
Stephen Baker, 
St George, Bristol. 

1100LDA £0 
1110 .LOOP STA 63400,: 1120INX 
1130BNE LOOP 
I 140INC LOOP*2 
1130DEY 
1160BNE LOOP 
1170RTS 
1180) 
1190NEXT C_ 

List Basic variables 
in Amstrad programs 
The following short Amstrad 
CPC 464 routine is a useful 
debugging tool. It lists the lines 
on which a Basic variable has 
been used. Merge the routine 
into the working program, and 
activate with run ssaao. Alter¬ 
natively, use it as a subroutine 
by changing the END keywords 
in lines65360,65410 and 65440 

to RETURNS. 
The routine prompts for the 

name of the variable, and for 
the line numbers at which to 
start and stop searching. If null 
replies are given for the limit¬ 
ing line numbers, the entire 
program is searched. For each 
line on which the variable is 
used, the line number and the 
number of occurrences is 
printed. 

The routine simply performs 

a search through the range of 
Basic program lines specified 
for occurrences of a text string 
containing the specified vari¬ 

able name, with bit 7 set in the 
last character. 
D Bright, 
The Hague, Holland. 

63350 INPUT "Var.able nas 
65360 IF zz»-“" THEN END 
65370 IF RIOHTSdzS, lDR RIGHTS!zz». 1" OR 
RIGHTS!zz*.1>="X" THEN zzS-LE 
FTS(ziS,LEN!zz*)-l>>GOTO 65360 
65380 zz»-UPP£R*(ZZ*>8zz14-LOWERS!ZZ*>8zz*-LEFTS(zz». 
LEN!zzS)-l>+CHRSU2S OR «SC 
(RIGHTS!zzS«1)))szzlS“LEFTSlzzlS, LEN!ZZlS)-1)+CHR6(128 
OR ASC(RIGHTS(zzlS. 1))) 
65390 zzstart!-0izzond1-65535:INPUT "Start Lin*: “I 
zzstart':INPUT "Finish Lines 
“•zzend1sIF zzend'=0 THEN zzend1-65535 
65400 zz'-4170 
65410 zzl 1 -PEEKIzz ! )«-256+PEEK(zz ! “1) l IF zzt'-0 THEN 
PRINT "End of Prosram Reache 
d."SEND 
65420 zz2'-PEEKIzzI 42)*256*PEEK!zz'*3) 
65430 IF zz2! (izttar t' THEN zz !“ZZ ' «-zzl ' iDOTO 65410 
65440 IF zz2!> zzend‘ THEN END 
65450 zz0'=08 zz31=zz!*4 
65460 IF zz3!>-zz'♦zzi' THEN 65490 
65470 IF CHRS!PEEK!zz3'))“LEFTS!zzlSi 1) OR 
CHRS!PEEK(zz3!))“LEFTS(zzS, 1) THEN GO 
SUB 63510 
65480 zz3'“zz3'*llGOTO 65460 
65490 IF ZZ0'!>0 THEN PRINT "Line ”»zz2!I" - "Szz0!l" 
occurrences" 
6SS00 zz!-zz!+zzl•iGOTO 65410 
65510 Zz3'-zz3'IFOR zz4'-l TO LEN(zzlS) 
65520 IF NOT (MIDS(zzlS.zz4*, 1)-CHRS!PEEK!zz3!)) OR 
MIDS(zzS.zz4',1)“CHRS!PEEK(z 
zS!))> THEN RETURN 
65530 ZZ5'“ZZ5'*1:NEXT zz4!8ZZ0'-ZZ0'*18 
zz3'-zz31♦LEN!zzlS)8 RETURN_ 

New year cash for winning wave 
The winner of December’s Microwave of the month is James Bridson of 
Culcheth, Warrington (issue92). His BBC disk routine allows access to 
any individual sector so as to write a copy of the sector to the buffer. 

Beeb window 
gets sideways scroll 
A sideways scrolling screen 
within a window is possible 
with this machine code prog¬ 
ram for the Beeb (see right). 

A normal window in the BBC 
is set up with the command 
VDU 28, LEFT X, LOWER Y, RIGHT 

X, UPPER Y 
and vertical scrolling is easily 
carried out by a succession of 
vdu is commands. 

For right to left scrolling, 
however, a different solution is 
needed. 

The data in line 10 holds the 
parameters for the machine 
code in the same format as the 
vdu 2s command above. This 
can be altered to whatever 
values you require. 

A word of caution: if the 
screen display has scrolled due 
to text filling the screen the 
addresses used by the code will 
be wrong — with unpredictable 
effects. The routine is for mode 7 
only. 
JeffTullin, 
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear. 

L. 
10OATA 5,20,34,5 
20REDI data lor window.syntax at (or 

UDU28 window commands- tee 
USER GUIDE if unture 

30 
40READA,B,C,O 
50A*=67C00»(O*40*A) 
60 
70OIMSX255 
80 
90FOR X=0 TO 3 STEP3 

100PA-S* 
1I0COPT X 
120 
130STA670 s STA672 
140LDA4 Rz 0IU 256 
150STA671 8STA673 
160s loadt address of top loft of 

window into loeatione 670-673 
170 
180 
190LOXS0 
200.outer loop 
210 DEC17? 
220 LDTS1 
230 
240.innorloop 
250 LDAC678),Y 8STAC672),Y 8 

n shifts character one tpace left 
260 CPYi(C-A)!BEQ loopend: 

' If whole line finished, leave 
inner loop 

270 I NT sjtIP inner loop: 
h otherwise set next byte 6 repeat 

280 
290 
300.loopand 
310 L0AII32 8STAC670),T: 

' empty last tpace on rl9ht 
320 INX:CPX«(B-0):BEQ OUT: 

s If lost row rooched, then oxlt 
330 
340 CLC8LOR670:AOC#40 
350 STA670 8STA672 
360 BCC outor loop 
370s- this routine adds 40 to workin9 

addrottot (le. moves to noxt 
screen line) 

380 LDA671:ADCt0 
390 STA671SSTA673 
400 jnp outer loop 
410 
420.OUT 
430RTS 
440)8NEXT 
450 CLS 
460 FOR X-l TO40:PRINT"PERSONAL C0HPUT 

ER NEWS!“;SNEXT 
470 
480 FOR X= I TO 30sCALL Sr 
490 FOR N- 1 TO 30SNEXT,sREH (DELAY) 
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lUTPUT: SPECTRUM 

Expand your character sets with these 
| machine code fatlnga by Ben WMkocfo This machine code program for the 

ZX Spectrum can be used in coiyunc- 
tion with Basic to print the standard 

character set in several expanded for¬ 

mats. 
To promote this easy interfacing with 

Basic programs, a novel method of 
transferring data has been employed; 

certain Basic variables are reserved for 
the control of the machine code program, 
and the latter searches the variables 

area to obtain the necessary data. 

Extensive details of the way in which 
the Spectrum Basic system stores vari¬ 

ables are to be found in chapter 24 of the 
user manual; however, to summarise, 
the variables are stored immediately 

above the Basic program, starting at the 

address given by the system variable, 
(vars), and terminated by a byte #80. 

There are six different categories: 
• Numbers with single-letter names. 
• Numbers with names longer than 

one letter. 
• Number arrays. 
• For-next loop control variables. 
• Strings. 
• String arrays. 

It is not difficult to distinguish 
between them, as the first byte of each 
category has a unique range of values 
(see the manual, pages 122 to 124). but a 

search of the variables area will be far 
from simple, because the different 
lengths of the different categories must 

be taken into account. Fortunately there 
is an easy way to achieve the search. It is 

obvious that the Basic system will need 
to search the variables area; therefore 
the ROM must contain a routine for this 
purpose. The routine to use is at adds 
#19B8. It is entered with HL pointing to 
the first byte of a variable, and will 
return with: HL unchanged; DE point¬ 

ing to the first byte of the next variable; 
BC — the length of the variable 

'skipped’. 

With this routine at hand, searching 
becomes easy: to find a number variable, 

for example 'x\ the first bytes of each 
variable are checked until a byte #78 
(ASCII for 'x’) is found, or until #80 is 
found, in which case the end of the 
variables area has been reached. The 
code for a string will be #20 less than the 
corresponding code for a variable (eg ’x$’ 

will be #58) — see Figure 1. 18> 

In Figure 1, you can see a comparison of variable and string codes. 

PR1N (04000) Print character and attributes at position 
(HORI),(VERT) in mode (MODE). Increment (HORI) 
and (VERT) as appropriate. If co-ordinates are out of 

range, reset them to 0,0. 
PRLN (05010) Print a line of the display file. If in double width mode, 

this will be two bytes. On entry, BC points to the ROM 
data. DE points to the display file. 

PRJL (05260) / PRJR (05300) Double up left / right nybble of A, to fill all of A. 
PRAL (054101 PutvalueofAintoattributelocationaddressedbyDE; 

if in a double width mode, do the same for the next 

attribute on. 
EXCH (06000) Exchange the values of the program variables 

(HORI),(VERT), and (MODE) with the values of the 
basic variables h,v,&m respectively. If any of the 
latter are not found, return with the carry flag set. 

FIND (08000) Search variables area for the variable (or string) 
defined by the contents of A. If found, return with HL 
pointing to the number data (or 1st character of 
string). If not found, return with the carry flag set. 

Hexdump 
it. 3E 94 CD 
2B 2B 4E 23 

i 07 FE 0B 78 
' DF FE C9 E5 

19 FF 3A 18 
C6 IE BE 38 

I FF 2F IF E6 
30 0t 21 00 
FI F5 D6 20 
87 87 CB 10 
4F ED 5B 19 
0F 57 E6 E0 

■ 03 C6 58 57 
E6 18 C6 40 
CB 4E C4 A1 
03 79 E6 07 

i 8D 5C CD D7 
i 09 EB 01 20 
' D7 FE 21 19 

E6 01 3C 86 

This it an example of doubling up tba data. 

Hexloader 
0F 23 3A 18 
3C 86 FE IS 
FI Cl D1 El 
0E 0A CD C4 
CD C8 FE 12 
12 14 7A E6 
20 5F D8 7A 
0F 0F 0F 0F 
07 CB 19 0F 
79 Cl C9 12 
12 ID C9 DD 
03 DD 7E 03 
7E DD 4E 00 
DD 23 10 ED 
2A 4B 5C 7E 
Cl C5 B8 28 
EB 18 F0 23 
78 Cl D1 C9 
68 76 00 00 

PRINT "In upper chi' 
PRINT “ADDRESS - “I 
INPUT a* 
IF a*-“XX* THEN STOP 
IF LEN ••< >2 THEN PRINT 
ror - retype*: OO TO 70 

I LET b«CODE a*<11-48 
I IF b >9 THEN LET b-b-7 
I LET d=b*16 
I LET c-CODE a*(2>-48 
1 IF c>9 THEN LET c-e-7 
I LET d*d+c 
l PRINT a« 
) POKE a,d 
l OO TO 40 
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SPECTRUM 
screen file occupies addresses 

#4000 to #57FF. The usual style of 
character cell on the Spectrum is 8x8 
pixels; 8 bytes in the screen file are thus 
required for each cell. The addresses are 
not allocated sequentially. The screen is 
best thought of as three blocks corres¬ 
ponding to rows 0 to 7,8 to 15, and 16 to 
23 (the latter contains the messages’ 

area). These blocks occupy addresses 
#4000 to #47FF, #4800 to #4FFF, and 

#5000 to #57FF respectively. For each 
block, the LS byte of the address defines 
the cell, and the eight possible values of 

the MS byte define the lines within the 
cell. For example, the cell corresponding 
to the position of “PRINT AT 10,10” uses 
addresses; 

#484A 

Assembly listing 
*0010 
01000 
01010 
01020 
01030 
01040 
01030 
01060 
01070 
01080 
01090 
01100 
01110 
01120 
01130 
01140 
01130 
01160 
01170 
01180 
04000 
04010 
04020 
04030 
04040 
04030 

WITH VARS 

HOftI IN RANGE 
4 COMPATIBLE 

WITH MODE7 

JR C,MAINZ < 
LD A,£34 
CALL FIND; FIND t* 
JR C,MAINZ 
DEC HL 
DEC HL 
LD C,(HL>; LD BC WITH NO. 
INC HL; OF CHARS* 
LD B,<HL) 
MAINN INC HL 
LD A,(HL> 
CALL PRIN; PRINT CHAR 
DEC BC; DEC COUNTER 
LD A,B 
OR C 
JR NZ,MAINN; IF MORE LOOP 
MAINZ CALL EXCH; SET NEW 
RET; VALUES OF VARS & RET 
PRIN PUSH HL 
PUSH DE 
PUSH BC 
PUSH AF 
PRCH LD HL.HORI 
LD A,< MODE) 

04060 CPL 
04070 AND £01 
04080 ADD A,£1E; 
04090 CP (HL); 
04100 JR C,PRCHA; 
04110 INC HL 
04120 LD A,(MODE) 
04130 CPL 
04140 RRA 
04150 AND £01 
04160 ADD A,£16 
04170 CP (HL); ALSO CHECK VERT 
04180 JR NC.PROK 
04190 PRCHA L'D HL ,£0000; ZERO IF 
04200 LD (HORI ) ,NL;OUT OF RANGE 
04210 PROK POP AF 
04220 PUSH AF; A-CHAR CODE 
04223 SUB £20; 1st CODE -£20 
04227 RES 7,A; ENSURE NOT >£7F 
04230 LD B,£0F 
04240 ADD A,A 
04230 ADD A,A 
04260 RL B 
04270 ADD A,A 
04280 RL B 
04290 INC B 
04300 LD C, A; BC POINTS TO CHAR 
04310 LD DE,(HORI) 
04320 LD A,D 
04330 RRCA 
04340 RRCA 
04330 RRCA 
04360 LD D,A 
04370 AND £E0 
04380 OR E 
04390 LD E,A 
04400 LD A,D 
04410 AND £03 
04420 ADD A.£38 
04430 LD D,A 

#494A 
#4A4A 
#4B4A 
#4C4A 
#4D4A 
#4E4A 
#4F4A 
The data for the character forms is 

stored in the ROM, from #3D00 for 
’space’, to #3FF8 for ©\ eg to print ©’ 
normal size, the eight bytes #3FF8 to 
#3FFF are simply transferred to the 
eight bytes constituting the required 

cell. 
If we wish to print double height 

characters, two vertically adjacent cells 
are used, and each data byte is inserted 
twice. To print in double width format, it 
is necessary to ’double up’ each of the two 
nybbles of the data and then insert them 

04440 PUSH DE;SAVE ATTR POINTER 
04450 LD A,(VERT) 
04460 AND £18 
04465 ADD A,£40 
04470 LD D,A; DE-SCREEN POINTER 
04480 LD HL.MODE 
04490 PROKA BIT 1,(HL) 
04300 CALL NZ,PRLN; CALL TWICE 
04310 CALL PRLN; IF 2x HEIGHT 
04320 INC BC 
04330 LD A,C 
04340 AND £07 
04550 JR NZ,PROKA; LOOP 8k 
04360 PRAT POP DE; ATTR POINTER 
04690 LD A,(£5C8D); BASIC ATTR 
04700 CALL PRAL; DO ATTR ROW 
04710 BIT 1,(HL) 
04720 JR Z,PRAD 
04730 EX DE,HL 
04740 LD BC,£0020 
04730 ADD HL,BC 
04760 EX DE,HL; 
04770 CALL PRAL; 
04780 PRAD LD HL,HORI 
04790 LD A,(MODE) 
04800 AND £01 
04810 INC A 
04820 ADD A,(HL) 
04830 AND £1F; INC HORI ACCORD- 
04840 LD (HL),A; INO TO MODE 
04850 JR NZ,PRINZ 
04860 INC HL; IF NECESSARY INC 
04870 LD A,(MODE); VERT TOO. 
04880 RRA 
04890 AND £01 
04900 INC A 
04910 ADD A,(HL) 
04920 CP £18 
04930 JR C,PRADA 
04940 SUB A; ZERO IF OVER RANGE 
04950 PRADA LD (HL),A 
04960 PRINZ POP AF 
04970 POP BC 
04980 POP DE 
04990 POP HL 
03000 RET 
03010 PRLN BIT 0,(HL); JR IF Kl 
03020 JR Z,PRLNA; WIDTH MODE 
03030 LD A,(BC); CHAR FROM ROM 
03040 CALL PRJL;EXPAND L NYBBLE 
03030 LD (DE),A; PUT ON SCREEN 
05060 INC E 
03070 LD A,(BC) 
05030 CALL PRJR;EXPAND R NYBBLE 
05090 LD (DE),A 
05100 DEC E 
03110 JR PRLNB 
05120 PRLNA LD A,(BC); IF k1 
05130 LD (DE),A; WIDTH 
03140 PRLNB INC D 
05150 LD A,D 
03160 AND £07 
05170 RET NZ; IF NOT CELL BOTT 
05180 LD A,E 
03190 ADD A,£20 
05200 LD E,A;SET E FOR NEXT ROW 

in horizontally adjacent cells, for each of 
the eight lines. Figure 2 shows an 
example of this process. 

The Basic program should set up the 

following variables: h (Horizontal print 
coordinate); v (Vertical print coordin¬ 
ate); m (Mode; 0=Normal, l = Double 
width, 2=Double height, 3=2 x 2). 

The text to be printed must be put in 

t$. Note that: t$ must be a normal string 
as opposed to a string array; and that h.v, 
and m must be integer values, and set up 

as normal variables, not by means of 
for-next statements. 

The attributes used will be those 
current at the time, as for normal print 
operations. The machine code is run by 
randomize usr ssooo. The code could, of 
course, be assembled at a different 

address. E 

05210 RET C; RET IF BLOCK CROSS 
03220 LD A,D 
03230 SUB £08; ELSE RE-ADJUST D 
03240 LD D,A 
03230 RET 
05260 PRJL RRCA; L NYBBLE ENTRY 
03270 RRCA 
03280 RRCA 
05290 RRCA 
03300 PRJR PUSH BC; R NYB ENTRY 
03310 LD B,£04 
03320 PRJA RRCA 
03330 RLCA; DOUBLE UP BITS 0 TO 
03340 RR C; 4 OF A « PUT IN C 
05330 RRCA 
03360 RR C 
05370 DJNZ PRJA 
03380 LD A,C; BACK IN A 
03390 POP BC 
05400 RET 
05410 PRAL LD (DE),A; DO ROW OF 
05420 BIT 0,(HL); ATTRIBUTES 
03430 RET Z; RET IF xl WIDTH 
03440 INC E 
03430 LD (DE),A; NEXT ONE ALONG 
03460 DEC E 
03470 RET 
06000 EXCH LD IX,MODE 
06010 LD B,£03 
06020 EXCHN LD A,(IX*£03> 
06030 CALL FIND; FIND VARIABLE 
06040 RET C; IF NOT FOUND 
06050 LD A,(HL); EXCHANGE IT 
06060 LD C, ( I X«-£00) ; WITH SYS 
06070 LD (1X*£00),A; VARIABLE 
06080 LD (HL),C 
06090 INC IX 
06100 DJNZ EXCHN; DO NEXT 
06110 RET 
08000 FIND PUSH DE 
08010 PUSH BC 
08020 PUSH AF 
08030 LD HL,(£5C4B); (VARS) 
08040 FINDA LD A,(HL) 
08030 CP £80 
08060 JR Z,FINDX; IF END 
08070 POP BC 
08080 PUSH BC| B-CODE TO FIND 
08090 CP B 
08100 JR Z,FINDZ; IF FOUND 
08110 CALL £19B8; IF NOT FOUND 
08120 EX DE,HL; GO ON TO NEXT. 
08130 JR FINDA 
08140 FINDZ INC HL 
08130 INC HL; POINT TO NO- OR 
08160 INC HL; l*t CHAR. 
08170 FINDX RLA; IF NOT FOUND 
08180 POP BC; SET CF. 
08190 LD A,B; "POP A NOT F“ 
08200 POP BC 
08210 POP DE 
08220 RET 
09000 MODE DEFB £00; VARIABLE 
09010 HORI DEFB £00; VARIABLE 
09020 VERT DEFB £00; VARIABLE 
09030 DATA DEFB £6D,£68,£76 



UTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

TOUCH 

Listing 1 
Hue £ tec cod* 

0002a 
00029 
00030 

9d00 
9d0l 
9d04 
9d07 
9004 
9d0d 
9d0f 
9dJ2 
Vdl4 
9017 
9dl0 
9dl9 
9dl9 
9dlc 
9dle 
9d20 
9d22 
9d25 
9d27 
9d2a 
9d2c 

00030 
00031 
00052 
00057 
00054 
00053 
00056 

00069 
00070 
00071 
00072 
00077 

ad 14 03 
Bd 18 9b 
ad IS 03 

bt fb 
<0 06 
bb Id 9a 
6c 18 9a 
a9 00 
Bd Id 9s 
8d la 9a 
6c 18 9a 
ad la 9a 
<0 06 
ca la 9a 
6c 18 9e 
ad 19 d4 
16 

c9 08 
10 03 
6c 18 9a 
ad la d4 

trqvec«*0314 
keyq-*0277 
ptr-*00fb 
xlook“S4297 
ylook-34298 
stre#n-*0400 
colour-td800 

•=*9000 
lnlt sal 

Ida lrqvac 
sta oldvac 
Ida irqvec*l 
sta oldvecM 
Ida C^start 

Ida Ostart 
sta irqvec«-l 
cli 
rts 

start ldy typa 
baq notypa 
Ida nquaua 

sta 1 
Ida i 
sta r 
lny 

J«P 
endstr Ida 

sta 
sta 
jap 

notypa Ida 
baq 

oktord Ida 
c 1 c 
ror 
sta 

Jap 
chacky Ida 

clc 

sta yraq 
cap £8 
bpl qotnua 
jap (oldvacI 

qotnua ldx £3 
rotlop clc 
ror xreq 
dax 
bna rotlop 
Ida yraq 
ror a 

Ikoalapad function key qeneratoi 
t (c) 1985 
I slaon taylor 
1 for 
I personal coaputer news 
I 
inuaber of chars In kybd queue 

(colour aeaory 

(disable interrupts 

type 
(oldvec > 
£*00 
type 
code 
(oldvec) 
justrd 
oktord 
Justrd 
(oldvec) 
xlook 

cheeky 
(oldvac) 
yl ook 

(save old irq vector 

(buffer eapty 

(ana char froa keyboard ' 

(and of strinq 

(Ok to read 

iqet rid of asb 

iget rid of asb 

(bottoa nibble only required 

£ toe 
00074 9dB0 
00075 9dB2 
00076 9d83 

77 9d87 
78 9d8a 

00079 9dBc 

00087 9d97 
00084 9d9a 

35 9d9c 
36 9d9e 
37 9da0 
38 9d*2 

00089 9da4 
70 9da6 
71 9da9 
72 9dab 

00093 9dac 
74 9daf 

00093 9db2 
76 9db3 
77 9db7 
78 9dba 

00099 9dbb 

00116 9del 
00117 9de3 
00118 9daS 

00129 9dfc 
00130 9dfa 
00131 9e00 

d0 10 
ad la 9e 
d0 03 
6c 18 9*e 
a9 01 
8d Id 9e 
6c 18 9e 
Bd la 9e 
a 9 10 
8d la 9e 
a9 if 
83 fb 
a9 9a 
83 fc 
a0 00 
bl fb 
cd la 9a 
f0 07 
18 
20 04 9e 
4c a4 9d 
20 0b 9e 

c8 
a9 20 
Bd 00 04 
bl fb 
d0 0d 
a9 20 
99 00 04 
c8 
c0 28 
30 f 6 
6c 18 9a 
a9 01 
99 00 d8 
bl fb 
c9 00 
00 03 
a9 5f 
4c af 9d 
20 f 6 9d 

4c cb 1 

bl fb 
c9 41 
30 07 
c9 3b 
10 03 
38 

00133 9e04 e6 fb 
00136 9e06 00 02 
00137 9e08 #6 fc 

00141 
00142 
00143 
00144 
00143 
00146 

9a0c 
9e0e 
9e 10 
9al2 
9el4 
9el6 

c6 fb 
a3 fb 
c9 ff 
00 02 
c6 fc 

foundl 

cllina 
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The Koalapad is a popular and 

versatile graphics tablet for the 
Commodore 64; but with a bit of 

inventive programming, it can be used 
for something more than just drawing 
pretty pictures. The touchpad can be 

utilised as a set of function keys to widen 
the range of options at your fingertips, 
not to mention saving wear and tear on 

the fingertips themselves. 
After some experimentation, I found 

that the optimum number was four 

across and eight down, giving a total of 
32 keys available for programming (one 

of these keys is dedicated as an Enter 
key, as discussed later). 

Using the program 
Load the program, either with a 
machine code loader of your choice, or 

with the Basic loader listed (those of you 
without disk drives and assemblers will 
have to use the Basic loader), and enable 
the software either by typing run with 
the Basic loader, or by a SYS or similar 
for the Basic loader. Then, all you will 
need to do is press the appropriate area 
on the touchpad, which will show the 
chosen key function on the top line of the 
screen. To execute the command, the top 

left area on the Koalapad will need to be 
pressed. 

All that remains is to make an overlay 

for the touch sensitive area of the 
touchpad with all the commands written 
on it. It should be possible to write 

program to produce hard copy from a 
printer with all of the commands on it, 
(and send it in to Microwaves, maybe?). 

How it works 
The program links itself into the 1/60 
second interrupt vector, and does its own 
processing before returning control back 
to the operating system’s interrupt 

routines. It takes the X and Y co¬ 
ordinates of the pressed area of the 
touchpad, and rationalises these to 

boa comand 
Ida coda 
boa oktox 
jmp (oldvac) 
Ida £1 
•ta typa 
Jnp (oldvac) 
sta coda 
Ida £*10 
sta juatrd 
Ida £<table 
•ta ptr 
Ida £>table 
sta ptr*l 
Idy £*00 

beq 4 ound 
clc 

Jmp search 
jsr dacptr 
Ida (ptr>,y 
Jsr lncptr 
clc 
cnip £*00 
baq loundy 
jsr incptr 
Jisp search 
loy 
Ida £ • 
sta screen 
Ida (ptr),y 
bne dlspl 
Ida £ 
•ta screen,y 
iny 
cpy £40 
bai cl line 
Jmp (oldvac) 
Ida £1 
•ta colour,y 
Ida (ptr).y 
cmp £S0d 
bne notcr 
Ida £•_' 
Jmp stscrn 
jsr cvtasc 

Jmp foundl 

Ida (ptr),y 
cmp £441 
bmi ascok 
cmp £*5b 
bpl ascok 

inc ptr 

inc ptr*l 
rts 

pha 
dec ptr 
Ida ptr 
cmp £444 
bne not44 
dec ptr+l 
pla 

I is command - not enter 

I ok to execute 

I set type pointer going 

I just incremented y 
I zero so must be right 
)Jump over code 

icleer rest o4 line 

I show special char, 
land put on screen 
I convert to ascii 
I screen pic ok 

;not very big, so c 

I convert to screen code 

I gone over page 1 

00147 9el7 
9el8 
9el0 
9ela 

00149 
001S0 
00131 
001S2 
00153 
00154 
00155 
00156 
00156 
00156 
00156 
00157 
00157 
00157 
00157 
00156 
00158 
00158 
00158 
00159 
00159 
00159 
00159 
00159 
00159 
00160 
00160 
00160 
00160 
00161 
00161 
00161 
00162 
00162 
00162 
00163 
00163 
00163 
00163 
00164 
00164 
00164 
00165 
00165 
00165 
00165 
00165 
00165 
00166 
00166 
00166 
00166 
00166 
00166 
00167 
00167 
00167 
00167 
00167 
00167 
00168 
00168 

9elc 00 
9eld 00 
9ele 00 
9el4 00 
9e20 01 
9e21 52 55 4 
9e24 0d 
9e23 00 
9e26 02 
9e27 4c 49 
9e2b 0d 
9e2c 00 
9e2d 03 
9e2e 44 50 
9e43 0d 
9e44 00 
9e45 04 
9e46 4c 44 
9e44 0d 
9e30 4c 49 
9e54 0d 
9e55 00 
9eS6 05 
9eS7 4e 45 ! 
9eSa 0d 
9eSb 00 
9eSc 06 
9e5d 53 41 
9e62 00 
9e63 07 
9e64 4c 44 
9e69 00 
9e6a 08 
9e6b 44 30 
9e75 0d 
9*76 00 
9e77 09 
9e78 50 52 
9e81 00 
9e82 0a 
9e83 4c 44 

9e92 0d 
9e93 00 
9e94 0b 
9e93 4c 44 
9ea3 0d 
9ea4 S3 59 
9eac 0d 
9ead 00 
9eae 0c 
9ea4 4c 44 
9ebd 0d 
9ebe 52 55 4e 
9ec1 0d 
9ec2 00 
9ec3 0d 
9ec4 

0168 9eeS 0d 
00168 
00169 
00169 
00169 
00170 
00170 
00170 
00171 

9ee8 54 48 

oldvac .hot *00 
code .byte *00 
xreg .byte *00 
yreg .byte *00 
type .byte *00 
justrd .byte *00 
table .byte *00 
.byte *01, run’,*0d,*00 

.byte *02, list',*0d,*00 

.byte *03, openl,8,15,“i"iclosel',*0d,*00 

.byte *04, load-*",8 ,*0d, list ,*0d,*00 

.byte *03, new’,*0d,*00 

.byte *06,'save“ ,*00 

.byte *07,'1oad“ ,*00 

.byte *08, ’open 1,8,15',*0d,*00 

.byte *09, print£l,' ,*00 

.byte *0a,'1oad“asm",8 ,*0d,'run',*0d,*00 

.byte *0b, 1oad 'edit",8,1 ,*0d, sys49152 ,*0d,*00 

.byte *0c,'1oad"1oload",8 ,*0d,‘run',*0d,*00 

.byte *0d, poke33280,0ipokeS32Bl,0ipoke646,1 ,*0d,*0B 

.byte *0e, then',*00 

.byte *04, dim',*00 

.byte *10,'get',*00 
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TRACKBALL 
Improve your scores and skills with the Computek Trackball suitable for use with 
Commodore 64, Vic 20 and Atari £ 17.95 
Trackball interface for Oric/Atmos £11.50 
Trackball interface for Spectrum/ZX81 £7.95 

COMPUTEK JOYSTICKS 
For use with the BBC Computer. Metal shaft, 2 fire buttons 

PM C16 CASSETTE DATA UNIT 
Designed for use with Commodore +4, Commodore 64 and Vic 20. 
This cassette unit is a device for storing and recalling computer 
programs on ordinary cassette tapes. It can be used for saving 
programs you have written and want to recall for later use. It can also 
be used to read pre-recorded programs that you have purchased. 

£24.95 

DUST COVER 
Clips onto the back of the Commodore 64. Pivots up to allow use of keyboard, fully 
moulded, clear plastic dust cover. £7.95 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ORIC ATMOS.£125.95 Please send me the following. 

I enclose my cheque/P.O. made payable to: 

* All PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING * 

MICROPRIDE IT*. 
UNIT 1*, SHIPYARD INDUSTRIAL 1ST ATI, 
BRIOHTLINOSEA, ESSEX CD7 OAR. 

ORIC MODEM AND 
INTERFACE. £99.95 

ORIC JOYSTICK 
Top fire button and side fire button for use with Commodore 64, 

Oric UK Joystick interface for use with Oric/Atmos 
Joystick interface for use with Spectrum/ZX81 

Vic 20 and Atari 
£9.95 

£11.50 
£7.95 

ORIC DISC DRIVE. £225.00 

ORIC PRINTER £129.95 



UTPUT: COMMODORE 64 
Listing 1 (cont) Listing 2 
00171 
00171 
00172 
00172 
00172 
00173 
00173 
00173 
00174 
00174 
00174 
00175 
00175 
00175 
00176 
00176 
00176 
00177 
00177 
00177 
0017B 
00178 
00178 
00179 
00179 
00179 
00179 

9e*e 43 4c 
9403 
9*04 13 
9405 4* 50 
9*09 
9*04 
9*0b 50 52 
9*11 
9*12 15 
9*13 47 45 

*17 
9*18 16 
9*19 53 59 53 
9* lc 00 
9*Id 17 
9*1» 43 4c 32 
9*21 00 
9*22 18 
9*23 43 4* 44 

.byte 

. byte 

. byte 

. byte 

. byt* 

.byte 

.byte 

.byte 

, '•top’,*00 

, 'close',*00 

pnot£ ,*00 

get£',*00 

sys',*00 

clr ,*00 

end ,*0d,«00 

9*26 
9*27 
9*28 19 
9*29 49 4e 

00181 
00181 
00181 

9*2e 
9*2* le 
9*30 4e 43 

0182 
00182 
00182 
00183 
00183 
00183 
00184 
00184 

9*34 
9*33 
9*36 46 4* ! 
9*39 00 
9*3* lc 
9* 3b 47 4* 

.byte 

.byte 

.byte 

'input',*00 

'next',*00 

100 d*t*120,173,20.3,141,24,158,173,21,3,141,23,158,169,25,141,20,3,169,157 
110 d*t*14l,21,3,88,96,172,29,138,240,38.163,198,240,3,108,24,138,177,231.14 
120 datal19,2,169,1,133,198,200,177,231,240,6,238,29,138,108,24,138,169,0,14 
130 data29,138,141,26,158,108,24,158,173,30,158,240,6,206,30,138,108,24.158 
140 datal73,23,212,24,106,141,27,158,201,8,16,3,108,24,158,173,26,212,24,106 
130 d*t*141,28,138,201,8,16,3,108,24,138,162,5,24,110,27,138,202,208,249,173 
160 data28,158,106,106,41,28,13,27,158,208,16,173,26,138,208,3,108,24,158,16 
170 datal,141,29,1 SB,108,24,156,141,26,158,169,16,141,30,158,169,31,133,251 
180 datal69,138,133,252,160,0,177,231,203,26,158,240,7,24,32,4,138,76,164,13 
190 data32,11,138,177,231,32,4,138,24,201,0,240,6,32,4,138,76,164,137,200,16 
200 data32,141,0,4,177,251,208,13,169,32,153,0,4,200,192,40,48,246,108,24,15 
210 datal69,1,133,0,216,177,231,201,13,208,3,169,93,76.239,157,-32,246,137,13 
220 data0,4,200,76,203,137,177,231,201,63,48,7,201,91,16,3,56,233,64,96,230 
230 data251,208,2,230,232,96,72,198,251,165,251,201,255,208,2,198,232,104,96 
240 data49,234,0,2,9,0,0,0,1,82,85,78,13,0,2,76,73,83,84,13,0,3,79,80,69,78 
230 data49,44,36,44.49,33,44,34,73,34,38,67,76,79,83,69,49,13,0,4,76,79,63 
260 data68,34,36,34,44,56,13,76,73,83,84,13,0,3,78,69,87,13,0,6,83,63,86,69 
270 data34,0,7,76,79,63,68,34,0,8,79,80,69,78,49,44,36,44,49,53,13,0,9,80,82 
280 data73,78,84,33,49,44,34,0,10,76,79,63,68,34,63,83,77,34,44,56,13,82,85 
290 dat*78,13.0,11 ,'76,79,63,68,34,69,68,73,84,34,44,36,44,49,13,83,89,83,32 
300 data57,49,53,50,13,0,12,76,79,63,68,34,76,79,76,79,65,68,34,44,56,13,82 
310 dataBS,78.13,0,13,80,79,75,69,33,31,30,36,48,44,48,58,80,79,73,69,33,51 
320 data30,36,49,44,48,38,80,79,75,69,34,32,54,44,49,13,0,14,84,72,69,78,0 
330 data13,68,73,77,0,16,71,69,84,0,17,83,84,79,80,0,18,67,76,79,83,69,0,19 
340 dat*79,80,69,78,0,20,80,82,73,78,84,33,0,21,71,69,84,35,0,22,83,89,83,0 
330 data23,67,76,82,0,24,69,78,68,13,0,23,73,78,80,83,84,0,26,78,69,88,84,0 
360 dat*27,70,79,82,0,28,71,79,84,79,0,29,82,69,84,83,82,78,0,30,71,79,83,85 
370 data66,0,31,80,82,73,78,84,0 
1000 print"kidtlcopying data in now..." 
1010 poke36,136ipoke33,0iclrireai lower hlmem pointer 
1020 *orl"40192to407B9ireads:poke!,att«t*a<next1 
1030 i*t<>49092thenprlnt"error... please check data statements."lend 
1040 *ys40192 

9*3* 00 
Id 

.fryte *lc, 

.byte *ld, 

0184 
0183 

0183 9*4* 00 

.byte *le, 

.byte *1*, 

goto',*00 

‘return',*00 

gosub',*00 

print',*00 

Symbol table 

(3800 

9dcb 

symbol value 
ascok 9e03 
colour 
didpl 
*oundl 
Inlt 
notB 
nqueue 
Ptr 
start 
type 
yreg 

9*0a 
00c 6 
00*b 
9dl9 
9# Id 
9elc 

comand 
empty 

lrqvec 
notcr 
oktord 

9d3e 
9d92 
9d25 
9dc3 
0314 
9dec 
9d4* 
9d6* 

cvtasc 

d419 

gotnum 
Justrd 
not** 
oktox 
screen 
tabend 
xreg 

9dc* 
9d*6 
9d39 

9*1# 
9*16 
9dB* 
0400 
9*56 
9elb 

cod* 
decptr 
*ound 
lncptr 
keyq 
notype 
oldvec 
search 
table 
ylook 

9*1* 
9e0b 
9db2 
9*04 
0277 
9d44 
9*18 
9da4 
9*1* 
d41a 

produce a number between 0 to 31. This Command table 
gives the required command number. No. Command Description 

If it is between 1 and 31 then the 1 RUN <cr> 
command is printed on the top line of the 2 LIST <cr> 
screen. If it is 0, then the command is 3 0PEN1 8,15,‘T’: CL0SE1 Initialises disk for use 
entered into the keyboard buffer one 4 LOAD' S”, «<er> LIST <cr> Displays disk directory on screen 
character at a time, waiting for each 5 NEW <cr> 
character to be removed from the buffer 6 SAVE” 
by the operating system before placing 7 LOAD” 
the next. This process continues until 8 0PEN1,8,15 <cr> Opens command file to disk 
the whole command is accepted by the 9 PR1NT£1," Allows commands to be sent to disk 
operating system. 10 LOAD' ASW”, S <cr> RUN <«r> Loads and runs assembler from disk 

Using your own commands 11 LOAD"EDIT”,8,1 <m> SYS49152 <cr> 

12 LQAD“L0L0AD", 8 <cr> RUN <cr> 
Loads and enables text editor 
Loads and runs Loloader 

To define your own commands, alter 13 POKE53280.0: POKES53281.0: POKE646.1 Changes border 6 background to black 
either the assembly source, or the Basic 14 THEN and print colour to white 
loader. Note that the data area for each 15 MM 
command is in the following format: 16 GET 
First byte: 00 17 STOP 
Second byte: Command number (eg 18 CLOSE 
01-31) 19 OPEN 
Consecutive bytes: Command data in 20 PMWTE 
ASCII 21 GET£ 

Note that after each command is a zero 22 SYS 
byte, this byte being the zero flag of the 23 CLR 
command following. The data area 24 ENO 
starts in line 240 in the Basic listing, as 25 INPUT 
follows: 0,1,82,85,78,13,0, etc. 26 NEXT 

The zero is the zero flag, the 1 the 27 FOR 
command number, and 82,87,78,13 28 GOTO 
being run and carriage return in ASCII. 29 RETURN 
For most applications, however, the 30 GOSUB 
keywords included in these listings 31 PRINT 

should suffice. FI Commands 14 to 31 are intended to be used when typing in program listings. 
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UTPUT: BBC 

SINE LANGUAGE 
Speed up your calculation of functions on the BBC with this program from Pete Johnson. The trigonometric functions SIN, 

COS and TAN in BBC Basic have 
many uses, eg in plotting graphs 

and working out rotations in shape 
plotting. However, the speed at which 
Basic calculates the functions leaves a 
little to be desired, and for high-speed 
work the programmer has to resort to 

look-up tables. 
This article describes one such look-up 

technique. Listing 1 is written in 6502 

assembly language, provides the follow¬ 
ing features: 
1 Sines of0-360 degrees obtained using 

only 91 look-up values. 
2 Results returned are accurate to 16 

bits or about four decimal places. This 
is ample for most applications. 

3 The routine may be called from 
machine code with the angle to be 
used in the A and X. The result is 

tretumed in AX and is SIN (angle) 
♦&8000. 

4 The program may also be called from 
Basic with a statement of the form 
CALL get Sine, angle%, sin where 
angle% is any integer variable and sin 
is any real variable. Again, angle** is 
between 0 and 360 degrees, and the 
result is automatically scaled to a 
real, so that the CALL statement may 
replace an assignment such as 
sin=SIN( RAD( angle)). 

5 The calculation is performed on aver¬ 
age 18 times faster than the Basic’s 
built-in sine routine. 

6 The routine doesn’t call Basic internal 

routines so is compatible with all 
variations of Basic and also works 
with the Tube. 
The main sine routine starts at line 

1760. This uses the look-up table at the 

label sinTab to find the scaled sine of the 
angle in AX. The actions for the four 
quadrants are: 

0-90 degrees The sine is simply 
looked up from 
sinTab. 

91-180 degrees the identity sin 

(a)=sin(180-a) is 
used. 180-a is in the 
range 89-0 degrees, so 
once the subtraction 
has been made, the 
routine for 0-90 de¬ 
grees is called to 

obtain the result. 
181-270 degrees To obtain the result, 

the identity sin(a)=- 
sin(a-180) is used. 
First 180 is subtracted 
to obtain an angle 

between 1 and 90 de* 

To ttw Ml tt a Sine wave, to the right is a Tan w. 

Listing 1 
1000 REM Pete Johnson October 1984 1250 No 
1010 REM Find sine of 0-360 deg. given table of 0-89 degrees 1260 jsr negl Yes, so negate the result 
1020 REM CALL getSine,A%,A puts sine of RAD(A») in A 1270 sta t and resave it 
1030 REM as a value between -1 and 1 1280 stx t+1 
1040 1290 .noNeg 
1050 ptr=*70 : REM Pointer to arguments 1300 ldx *4 Get the address of the second 
1060 t-672 :REM Tanporary for result 1310 jsr getPtr parameter in ptr, ptr+1 
1070 pb=+600 : REM Addrss of BASIC parameter block 1320 ldx #129 Set intial exponent to 1 
1080 DIM code 380 1330 .nonralise 
1090 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STff 2 1340 bit t+1 loop until ms bit of high byte is 1 
1100 P%=codo 1350 fcmi normEnd Got it 
1110 T cpt pass 1360 asl t Try again 
1120 .getSine 1370 rol t+1 
1130 Id* *1 Get the address of the first perm 1380 dex Decrement exponent to compensate 

1140 jsr getPtr 
ldy #1 

in ptr and ptr+1 1390 bne normalise Do it again 
1150 Get the two Is bytes - angle in degrees 1400 .normEnd 
1160 Ida <ptr),Y 1410 ldy #0 Store the exponent in first byte of real 
1170 tax High byte in X 1420 txa 
1180 dey 1430 sta (ptr),Y 
1190 Ida (ptr),Y Low byte in A 1440 iny Then the high byte of result 
1200 jsr sin Get SIN(RADIAX))*48000 in AX 1450 Ida t+1 
1210 sta t Save the result 1460 and *47F Mask out high bit as assumed to be 1 
1220 stx t+1 1470 pip Was it negative? 
1230 txa Vtas it negative? 1480 bpl plusRes No 
1240 php 1490 ora #680 Yes, set sign bit of number 
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Listing 1 (contd) 

1500 .plusRes 1890 cap #271 ICE) 6100 Angle greater than 255 degrees 
1510 sta (ptr),Y Save mantissa 1 1900 bcs gt270 Greater than 270 degrees? 
1520 iny 1910 .gtl80 
1530 Ida t Save Is byte as mantissa 2 1920 sec Angle a between 181 and 270 degrees 
1540 sta (ptr),Y 1930 sbc *180 sin(a)—sin(a-180) 
1550 iny 1940 bpl sinNeg 
1560 Ida 40 Set mantissa 2 6 3 to zero 1950 
1570 sta (ptr),Y 1960 .gt270 
1580 iny 1970 sta t Angle a between 271 and 360 degrees 
1590 sta (ptr),Y 1980 Ida *360 AND 6FF s in (a)—sin (360-a) 
1600 rts And return 1990 sbc t 
1610 2000 
1620 •getPtr 2010 .sinNeg 
1630 Ida pb,X Get pointer at pb+x and px+x+1 2020 jsr sinl Return -sin(a), 0<=a<=90 
1640 sta ptr in ptr and ptr+1 2030 .negate 
1650 Ida pb+l,X 2040 sta t AX—AX 
1660 sta ptr+1 2050 stx t+1 
1670 rts 2060 -negl 
1680 2070 sec Usual negate routine 
1690 2080 Ida 10 
1700 .gt90 2090 sbc t 
1710 cmp *181 la it 91-180 2100 tay Save low byte in Y 
1720 bcs qtl80 NO 2110 Ida 40 
1730 sbc *180 sin(a>«sin(180-a)-ein(not(a-181)) 2120 sbc t+1 
1740 ear 46FF Drop through to sin 2130 tax 
1750 2140 tya Restore law byte 
1760 .sin \ Main entry point for sin 2150 rts 
1770 cpot #1 Test high byte of angle 2160 
1780 beq gt255 Greater than 255 degrees 2170 .sinTab \ Table of sines for 0-89 degrees 
1790 cup #91 Is it 0-90 2180 1 
1800 bcs gt90 No 2190 FOR i-0 TO 89 
1810 .sinl 2200 [ opt pass 
1820 asl A Mult, by two for indexing 2210 BQUW 68000 ‘SlhRADi 
1830 tay into sine table 2220 1 
1840 Ida sinTBb.Y Get fc8000*sin(AX) in AX 2230 NEXT i 
1850 ldx sinTab+l.Y 2240 [ apt pass 
1860 rts and return 2250 BQUW 67FFF 
1870 2260 1 
1880 .gt255 2270 NEXT pass 

grees. The sine of this 
is found using the 0-90 
routine, and this re¬ 
sult is then negated. 

271-360 degrees The relationship this 
time is sin(a)=- 
sin(360-a). Again, the 
subtraction is per¬ 
formed, then the sin is 
obtained, then it is 
negated. 

The relations described above may be 
neatly summarised with the Basic 

function: 
1000 DEF FNsin(th%) IF th%<=90 
THEN -SINRADthtt ELSE IF 
th%< = 180 THEN=SINRAD( 180-th%) 
ELSE IF th%<=270 THEN =- 
SINRAD( th%-180) ELSE=SINRAD 

(360-th%) 
You may notice the slight 'fudge ' in 

the code to set up the sine table at lines 
2190 on. The sines for 0 to 89 degrees are 
obtained as expected, by multiplying the 

value returned by SIN by &8000. 
However, the sine of 90 degrees is 
obtained separately after the main loop. 

The reason for this is the non¬ 
symmetry of two’s component numbers: 
the sine of 90 is 1, therefore the entry for 
90 degrees should be 1 *&8000, or 32768. 
However, &8000 is in fact -32768 in 16 

bits. The table uses the largest positive 
integer which is &7FFF instead. This 

doesn’t cause any problems in practice. 
The Basic interface to the sine routine 

starts at the getSine. The steps per¬ 

formed are: 
1 Get the address of the first (integer) 

parameter in ptr. 
2 Get the lower two bytes of this integer 

in AX. This should be in the range 

0-360. 
3 Call sin to obtain the scaled sine in 

AX. 
4 If the result is negative, take its 

absolute value and remember that it 

was negative. 
5 Convert the scaled integer into a 

floatingpoint number. To understand 
how this is done, a knowledge of how 

BBC Basic stores floating point num¬ 
bers is required. 

6 Store the result in the second (floating 

point) parameter. 
All this is performed between lines 

1120 and 1600. To see the program in 
action type it in, run it and then try the 

following benchmark: 
A-0 
time=o:for a%*o to ssoxall 

getSine,A%,A:NEXT:print time 

Compare the value printed with that 

obtained using: 
A=0 

i-OFOR K%=Q to 360: A= 
sinrada%:next:print time 

To compare the accuracy, try: a - o: 
(5)% = 420409 
for a%-o to 3«o:call getSine, 

a%,a:print a,sinrada%:next 
Finally a note about cosines. It is true 

for all angles that cos(a)=sin(a+90) 
where a is in degrees. Thus, a cos routine 
could be incorporated by including the 

lines in Listing 2. 
Similarly, a Basic getCosine could be 

provided simply by replacing the JSR SIN 
at line 1200 with a JSR COS. f\ 

Listing 2 
.oos 

clc Add 90 to get oos (AX - angle as usual) 
adc 490 
bcc nolnx 
inx 

.nolnx 
cpoc 4361 DIV 6100 Did we exceed 360 degrees? 
bcc lt361 No 
cup 4361 MOD 6100 Maybe 
boc lt361 No 
sbc 4360 MOD 6100 Adjust by subtracting 360 
ldx 40 

.lt361 
jip sin And call the sin routine 
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THOR 
BLIMEY! 

Plenty there is to be doing in 
Erik the Viking, a new text and 
graphics adventure, and like it 
very much I do, ya. It has been 
released by John Wiley (under 
its Mosaic Publishing imprint), 
and is available for the Com¬ 
modore 64, BBC B and Spec¬ 
trum micros. 

The adventure is based on the 
popular children’s book. The 
Saga of Erik the Viking, whose 
author is Monty Python star 
Terry Jones, and written by 
those wizards from High 
Wycombe, the Austin family, 
the Level 9 lords — so impress¬ 
ive stables all round. 

Vikings rule OK 
The game is set around 900 AD; 
the Vikings control most of 
England and rule the lands 
from Greenland to Sweden and 
south to the north of France. 
You may know thattheVikings 
just loved to pillage and plunder 
using their infamous raiding 
longships, but were you aware 
that their trading ships were 
called Knorra? Now, not a lot of 
people know that. 

The reason I feed you that 
educational morsel is because 
this adventure is said to pay 
meticulous attention to historic 
detail in both graphics and text. 
For instance, all the buildings 
shown are based on archaealo- 
gical reconstructions and read¬ 
ings from the Viking sagas. If 
all this academic stuff is put¬ 
ting you off, don’t let it. The 
fantasy element is there all 
right, so you’ll ei\joy playing 
while improving your educa¬ 
tion at the same time. 

Norwegian good 
Erik the Viking is played by 
your good self, and you begin up 
in the Norwegian mountains 
near your farm. You have just 
finished quietly dozing beneath 
the fir trees — and feel vaguely 
disquieted. You dreamt that an 
army of strange creatures 
swept down over the farm and 
dragged everybody away, in¬ 
cluding your wife. When you 
move down the hill and back to 
your farm, the dream turns out 
to be true — everyone has 
vanished. I don’t know what the 
Viking equivalent of ’Cor 
blimey’, is but that’s exactly 
whatErik must feel like saying. 

So off you go, scouring the 

Resident Dungeon master Bob Chapdl dons his 
Viking cap and embarks on a rescue mission 

surrounding area for clues. 
Well, this is an adventure, so 
what you’re real ly searching for 
are objects that might assist 
you, and objects aplenty you 
will find — so much so that 
you’ll be hard put to carry them 
all at once. There's a whetstone 
in the barn, some nails, a 
hammer and scales in the 
Bmithy and some trestle tables 
and asorted rushes near the 
Great Hall just for starters 
They must be of some use, so of 
course you take them. 

One thing you learn pretty 

sword embellished with the 
words 'Copyright Level 9 Com¬ 
puting’! Cryptic, huh? 

The Great Hall had a distinct 
pong of wolves about it, and 
there were some mysterious 

w prints down by the river 
nk. I’ve heard of cat burglars 

— but lupine looters? Never. 1 
soon found my first Knorr — if I 
hadn’t had the graphics switc¬ 
hed on, I might never have 
known what it was. The 
graphics, while quite attractive 
and quickly drawn, do not add a 

at deal to the game and can 

lure, see Viking Age, in your 
Lords of Time adventure?). 

Gang jawfare 
The gang that turn up to aid and 
abet provide some delicious 
giggles for seasoned adventur¬ 
ers. From time to time the gang 
tell you to hurry up—they even 
sit down and start to sing of 
gold! But don’t worry. Hobbit 
fans, the singing is not a sign 
you’re about to meet a sudden 
demise. 

Circus tightrope 
BigTop fans, are you constantly | 
falling off the tightrope .in 
Channel 8’s Circus? Perhaps j 

either reveals a further object 
or some useful information. For 
example, searching one object 
revealed Blueblade to me. I 
thought, what on earth is 
Blueblade? Could it be some 
acient Scandinavian safety 
razor? Last year’s Danish Der¬ 
by winner, perhaps? 

A further examination told 
me it was neither — it was a 

off; picture turns them back on 
again. 

The ship turned out to be my 
own, the Golden Dragon, so no 
doubt I was destined to do some 
sailing. But how to get the thing 
down to to the shore? A musical 
horn soon brought help run¬ 
ning (pause here for cockily 
erudite question to Level 9; 
surely this should have been a 

i lgntrope promem: 
1. TENY TEFAS ADNAR- 
AEW TOOF LAIC EPSE 
MOSD EENU OY. 
2 NWOL CFOP LEHT SILN 
ETENTCER EOT. 

Petrol problem: 
1. ROTA RENE GMORF TINO 
HPYS. 
2 RACE VIRD NEHT KNAT 
LLIF. E 
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News from the world of 
Sinclair QL computing. 

One year old... 
and look how we've grown 
When we launched the QL last year, we knew we were starting a 
revolution. 

For the first time, the serious computer hobbyist could afford the 
same power and performance as the professional computer user. 

A year later, and the QL is more than a unique computer, it’s the 
heart of a unique system. 

And the next 12 months promise even more for QL owners... 
new software options, extra storage devices, printers, monitors... 

Read on, and see how far we've come, and how much further 
we're going! 
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NIGEL 
EARLE 

it's the 
quantum leap for 
QL software and 

peripherals 
Without doubt the QL was the computer innovation of 1984. 
Launched to outstanding reviews, it soon gathered thousands 
of happy owners, and recognition from people like ICL, who 
have incorporated the QL and its Microdrives into the new 
One-Per-Desk. 
The quickest glance at the Ql^ 
specification shows what the 
fuss was all about... 128K RAM, 
32-bit processor architecture, 
200K built-in mass storage, 
bundled software. They’re fea¬ 
tures that would normally cost 
you three or four times as much! 

But that’s only half the story, 
because the QL is now the 
heart of a computer system, 
with a growing library of soft¬ 
ware... 

As you’ll see from these 
pages, 1985 is the year of the 
Quantum Leap for software 
and peripherals. Already there 
are no less than five QL lan- 
guagestogetherwithspedal pro¬ 
grams for software developers, 
a world-beating chess game... 
and much more on the way! 

On the hardware side, there^ 
a spedal QL monitor to make 
the most of that high resolution 
512 x 256 pixel display. There 

are memory expansion boards, 
Winchester disk drives, printers, 
and low-cost Microdrive cart¬ 
ridges. 

In fad, there’s so much going 
on, we’ll be running these 
regular Newsletters just to keep 
you in touch! 

If you already own a QL, 
the next few pages will give 
you a taste of the exciting year 
ahead. 

And if you don’t.. take a 
look at what you’re missing. It 
should be all the persuasion 
you need! 

Now read on . . . the Quantum 
Leap into serious computing 
starts here. 

Nigel Searle, Managing Diredor, 
Sinclair Research Limited. 

From sophisticated business packages to superb animated games 
QL software makes the most of the computers extraordinary specification. 

New QL Software 
Utilities, languages, games and business 
packages...with more on the way! 

Two things are now certain 
about QL software. First there's 
going to be plenty of iL And 
second, it's going to set com¬ 
pletely new standards for 
microcomputers. 

At the moment there are 
well over 100 software programs 
in development. And the first 

software releases, shown here, 
demonstrate how exceptional 
the best QL software will be. 

The QL already has five 
languages, superb programs for 
software developers, a top 
quality accounting package and 
in QL Chess it has its first game. 

QLUB :10r000 members and growing! 
QLUB is the special Users Bureau 
for Sinclair QL owners. There 
are now well over 10,000 QLUB 
members, and membership is 
growing all the time. 

For their annual subscription 
of £35, QLUB members are en¬ 
joying a whole range of infor¬ 
mation and advisory services, 
exdusive offers and special 
discounts. 

One of the most important 
QLUB benefits is the special 
news magazine, appearing six 

times a year. The magazine pro¬ 
vides a forum for QL owners to 
exchange views and keep in 
touch with all the latest develop¬ 
ments. 

Each issue is packed with 
updates on QL hardware and 
software, tips on applying the 
four QL Programs, and news of 
how other people are using the 
QL QLUB members also receive 
a range of special discounts, 
with savings of at least 20% on 
selected software products. 

Current special offers indude: 
QL Chess for £14.95 
QL Toolkit for £19.95 

QL Assembler for £31.95 
QL Cash Trader for £54.95 
Spedal subscription rates 
for Personal Computer News 

and QL User. 



The multilingual 
Sinclair QL 
BCPL - a forerunner of C, BCPL 
has been described as a systems 
programmer's delight In the 
words of QL User, this com¬ 
piler is a ’brilliant compromise 
between a high-level language 
and a low-level systems lan¬ 
guage’. Whilst not for beginners, 
this is an essential buy for any¬ 
one with a good knowledge of 
systems programming Complete 
with manual. 
Available from 
Metacomco-£59.95. 
Tel: 0272 428781. 
USP-already well-known for 
its artificial intelligence appli- 

Psion trouble 
shooting service 
All QLUB members can obtain 
special assistance from Psion 
on using the QL Quill, Abacus, 
Archive and Easel programs 
supplied with the computer. 
Psion will normally answer any 
queries within 48 hours. 

Free updates 
QLUB members will also receive 
one free update of each of the 
four QL Programs-incorpora¬ 
ting many new developments. 

cations, LISP is a powerful and 
versatile language. This is a 
sophisticated implementation 
of LISP, by one of its leading 
exponents, Dr Arthur Norman 
This package features full QL 
graphics, and a full manual is 
supplied. 
Available from 
Metacomco-£59.95. 
Tel: 0272 428781. 

Pascal-probably the most 
popular high-level language of 
all. Pascal is particularly well- 
suited to structured program¬ 
ming sophisticated data manipu¬ 
lation and algorithmic problems. 
Pascal interpreter complete 
with 87-page manual. 
Available from 
Computer One - £3935. 
Tel: 0223 862616. 

Forth - this ‘new generation’ 
language is proving both popular 
and easy to learn. The program 
provides a full implementation 
of the latest Forth 83 standard 
with graphics and sound exten¬ 
sion. 
Available from 
Computer One -£29.95. 
Tel: 0223 862616. 

APL - the compact mathema¬ 
tics-based interpreted language 
desigied for scientists and 
mathematicians. 

APL keyword interpreter 
complete with manual. 
Available from 
MicroAPL- £99.95. 
Tel: 01-622 0395. 

Programmer's 
packs 
QL Assembler-two programs 
operating in tandem. The first 
is a full-screen editor for creating 
and altering program files 
The second, a Motorola-format 
compatible 68000 assembler 
which converts source files 
written in M68000 assembly 
language into machine code 
files which can run on the QL. 

Both assembler and editor 
are written in machine code 
and can be multi-tasked with 
SuperBASIC so you can switch 

between editor, assembler and 
SuperBASIC instantly. 
Written by GST Computer 
Systems-£39.95.* 

QL Toolkit - a programmer's 
toolkit with over 70 programs, 
and extensions to SuperBASIC 
Most are linked to SuperBASIC 
initially and can then be used 
from commands or from within 
a program. Enhancements in¬ 
dude printer spooling (print a 
file while running a SuperBASIC 
program); improved file access 
(with full random input/output 
command); job control (allows 
management of multi-tasking 
programs induding the ability 
to display, alter pnorities, and 
delete jobs from the QL); and 
SuperBASIC screen editor. 
Written by Q Jump-£24.95.* 

World-beating 
chess! 
QL Chess-fresh from its victory 
at the World Microcomputer 
Chess Championship. This pro¬ 
gram sets a completely new 
standard for games software. 

There's a high resolution dis¬ 
play, animated 3-D graphics, 
and 28 levels of play from 
novice to champion. Features 
indude an openings book of 
nearly 4000 moves, HINT and 
TAKEBACK functions that help 
you learn from your mistakes, 
and the option to play a human 
opponent or the computer. 
Written by Psion - £19.95.* 

Software at work 
QL Touch ’n’ Go - a unique 
approach to learning touch¬ 
typing skills. The program is 
designed to give you mastery 
of the standard QWERTY key¬ 
board in just 24 hours. With 
practice, you should soon reach 
40 words per minute, with over 
95% accuracy. 
Written by Harcourt - £24.95. * 

QL Cash Trader - a unique 
computerised book-keeping 
system for small businesses. The 
program provides a complete 
course in the prindples of ac¬ 
countancy, and goes on to 
become an essential aid in the 
day-to-day running of a busi¬ 
ness. Complete with compre¬ 
hensive manual. 
Written by Accountancy 
Software of Torquay - £69.95* 

*This title is available from 
Sindair Research on 
0276 686100, and selected 
Sindair stockists nationwide. 
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 An industry is born 

From the moment of its launch, the revolutionary QL attracted I widespread networking Already the list of peripherals for 
massive interest from all quarters. the QL is very exciting - and lengthening by the day! 

In one area, the interest quickly turned to action, as high- Here, we've covered many of the latest most important 
tech hardware manufacturers realised the immense potential developments. 
of the QL for vast expansion, for system development and for | As more appear, be sure to keep in touch with QL News! 

New QL Hardware 

The dedicated Sinclair 
Vision QL monitor 

Once you see the incredible 
graphics capabilities of the QL 
you may decide an ordinary TV 
just can't do them justice. 

If that's the case, a high- 
resolution monitor is needed. 
(And if you’re creating presenta¬ 
tion-quality charts, for example, 
it's quite essential.) 

The new Vision QL monitor 
is specially designed for the 
computer by Kaga Electronics, 
with full support from Sindair 
Research. 

So it exploits the QL’s maxi¬ 

mum 512 x 256 pixel resolution 
to the full, with a pin-sharp 85 
column display. 

It's also specially styled to suit 
the QL - in looks, and in use. 
There's a 12" non-glare tube, 
and etched screen to diffuse 
reflections 

So the display is bright sharp. 
much easier to look at... and 
invaluable for those late-night 
programming sessions! 

And like the QL, the Vision 
monitor is designed with space 
in mind: it has a compact foot¬ 

print of just 12Vi" by 15" - no 
more than a typical portable 
typewriter. 

It's available from MBS Data 
Effiaency on 0442 60155 and 
selected Sinclair stockists. 

The QLS superb graphics capabilities - as demonstrated by the Sinclair Vision QL 
monitor 



Microdrive cartridges. I 
Another Sinclair First! I 

Microdrive cartridges are the 
QIA own unique storage media. 
Each stores up to 100K of in¬ 
formation, on a cartridge no 

bigger than a matchbox! 
Access is within seconds. And 

in tests, Microdnve cartridges 
have made over 50,000 passes 

without loss of data. 
Over 500,000 cartridges are 

now being used throughout 
Britain. And QL Microdrives 
themselves are standard equip¬ 
ment on the new ICL One Per 
Desk. 

The spec 
behind the 
spectacle 

CPU - Central Processing Unit 
Fast powerful Motorola 68008 
chip. A second processor, an 
Intel 8049, controls the key¬ 
board, generates the sound, and 
acts as an RS-232C receiver. 

RAM 
128K Now expandable to 640K 

ROM 
48K 

Operating system 
Qdos - revolutionary singe-user, 
multi-tasking windowing opera¬ 
ting system. 

Sinclair Microdnve cartridges - up to 100K of programs and data on a medium so compact you can pop it into your pocket 

Powerful hard¬ 
disk system 
For the QL business user, the 
new Firefly QL Winchester disk 
will boost the QUs power in 
one huge leap. 

Designed by Quest it uses 
CP/M and offers all the benefits 
of Wnchester technology: fast 
access, reliability, compact size 
and quiet operation. 

Wth 7.5 Mb storage, the 
Quest Firefly is ideal for large 
databases such as stock or cus¬ 

tomer lists And at under £1200, 
it represents exceptional value 
for money. 

The Firefly will be available 
very shortly from Quest on 
0421566488 

Winchester hard dnk drives supptement 
your QLS built-in mass storage. 

Expansion boards 
for up to 4 times 
more memory! 
Also from Quest a simple and 
inexpensive way to expand the 
QL's RAM: with memory ex¬ 
pansion boards. 

These compact units connect 
to the standard QL expansion 
port using the QL’s internal 
power source or, for larger 
boards an external power source 

The units range from 64K 
and 128K RAM boards to mas¬ 
sively powerful 256K and 512K 
RAM boards so there's some¬ 
thing for every user. 

Compact expansion boards 

Prices start at £117, and the 
512K board is a very cost-effec¬ 
tive investment at just £587. 

With affordable memory like 
this, the QL is more than a 
match for any other micro 
under £2,000! 

Storage 
Twin built-in QL Microdrives iJp 
to 100K storage each - transfer 
rate, up to 15K per second. 

Keyboard 
Full moving 65-key QWERTY, 
five function keys four cursor 
keys 

Language 
Sindair structured SuperBASIC 

Application software 
QL Quill - word processor 
QL Abacus - spreadsheet 
QL Easel-graphics 
QL Archive - database 

All four packages supplied 
with the QL 

Interfaces 
Two serial RS-232C interfaces 
Microdrive expansion port (up 
to 6 may be added), ROM 
cartridge port, local area net¬ 
work, 2 joystick ports RGB 
monitor and TV output 

Text screen 
Various modes - up to 85 col¬ 
umns by 25 rows on monitor. 
On TV, up to 60 columns 

Graphics resolution 
512 x 256 pixels (four colour). 
256 x 256 pixels (eight colour). 

Sindair Research Ltd 
Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR. 
Tel: Camberley (0276) 686100. 

iindaii- 

Where to find the QL . The Sindair QL is available at selected branches of Dixons, 
W H Smith, John Lewis Partnership, Currys, Greens in Debenhams and Ultimate, and larger 
branches of Boots, John Menzies and specialist computer stores nationwide. 

“ CX. CX.ua ind Qdos, ate trademarks ol Smelt* Research lid Our*. Easel Archive and Abacus are trademarks ot Psion Ltd Due to 

Interface options 
The QL comes complete with 
two built-in RS-232C interfaces. 

In addition, interfaces for 
Centronics printers are widely 
available from manufacturers 
such as CST, Miracle Systems 
and Sigma Research . . . with 

prices from only £35. 
And that's just the beginning 

For attaching scientific and 
laboratory instruments to the 
QL CST even offer an IEEE-488 
interface, which can handle up 
to 16 conneded devices simul¬ 
taneously! 



ARDWARE PRO-TEST: SHARP MZ5600 

Tfct Slurp MZ5600 could knock Apple’s Mac —d Lba computers 
off their perch. Trevor Jeeklae pets tills new micro on the 

operating table and gives it a thorough examination. First announced at last October’s 
London Business Equipment Show 
the Sharp MZ5600 range has since 

attracted a great deal of interest — so 
much so that not all the options were 
available for review. Sharp claims 

they’re selling too fast. 
Immodesty apart, Sharp has come up 

with an impressive micro, and made a 
sensible decision in not attempting to 
copy the IBM PC, although there are, of 

course, certain similarities. Both are 
based on the Intel 16-bit processors, the 

IBM on the 8088 and the Sharp on the 
8086, which means the 5600 has a 16-bit 
data bus compared with the eight bits of 

the IBM. 
If the sort of work you have in mind is 

essentially 16-bit, the Sharp runs faster. 
There was a time when an 8-bit system 
used an 8-bit data bus, operated on 8-bit 
data and was easy to categorise. Now 
we have 16-bit systems with an 8-bit bus 
operating on 16-bit data, and are headed 
for the 32-bit system with a choice of 32-, 

16- or 8-bit data buses. 

First impressions 
The 8086 processor may not have the 
best structure or instruction set avail¬ 
able, but as it was among the first used in 
micros, it does have a large selection of 
software available for it. 

Sharp has gone against the trend set 
by its competitors with 8086/8088-based 
systems in the size of memory provided 
as standard. Applications for the 8086 
range have been memory hungry, and 
the manufacturers have exploited this 
by their entry-level systems not having 
quite enough memory to run the soft¬ 
ware package you need efficiently or 
effectively. Most of these systems start 
at 128K; Sharp, however, stands alone 
in starting you ofTwith 256K. If you still 
need more memory there is an expansion 

board available. 

In use 
Program memory space is notaffected by 
the video RAM (which is separate), 

although it does come out of the 
megabytes the 8086 is capable of addres¬ 
sing. The video RAM is normally 96K, 
but is expandable to 128K. The 96K is 
sufficient for monochrome display, but 
must be expanded if you want to exploit 
the colour capability. 

The video RAM is accessed by both the 
processor and an NEC7220 graphics 
processor chip. The latter gives the 
MZ5600 series sensational graphics 

capability: it performs nearly all the 
graphics functions you might expect of a 
pricier microcomputer. Windowing, 
zoom, lines, circles and user definable 
characters are supported. Many 
sophisticated professional graphics de¬ 
vices are now appearing which use this 
chip. The demonstration system has 
some excellent examples of how to get 
the most out of this processor—multiple 
moving windows each with different 
picture elements, for instance. 

Sharp has also included a programm¬ 
able sound generator, supported by 

special statements in the Basic interpre¬ 
ter. The manufacturer scores over other 
systems here by also including a very 

necessary volume control, which is easy 
to find into the bargain. 

I don’t usually like such accessories 

but I was tempted to use it all the time 
with the review system. 

While on the subject of noise there was 
excessive noise from the hard disk — not 
just when first switched on or when in 
use — but continuously. Sharp says 
production models will have some filter¬ 
ing to reduce this, but ask for a 
demonstration in a quiet place anyway. 

Also whenever the floppy was access¬ 
ed, this drive created a tremendous 
noise, reminiscent of an old manual 
typewriter. Is it safe to assume that 
solving the noise of the hard disk will 
also remedy the floppy drive problem? 

The system is contained in a metal 
cabinet slightly smaller than an IBM 

PC’s. Unlike many other systems, the 

metal box stops interference from the 
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Plenty of function and editing key* are to be found on I 

present but this option was also unavail¬ 
able for review (and ominously is not 

mentioned in the price list). 
I would like to have seen some power 

supply sockets on the back, which would 
have added to the superiority of the 
system by enabling the monitor and 
printer to be powered without needing 
additional mains plugs and wires. 

The quality of the monochrome moni¬ 
tor supplied matched that of the system. 
A swivel stand allows the position to be 
adjusted. The keyboard is modelled on 
the IBM PC, but has a better feel and a 
slightly different layout. It is thinner 
than IBM’s, with small feet that are 

either up or down, rather than variable. 

tbe keyboard. 

manuals. DBase II, SuperCalc and 
WordStar were supplied and the list of 
other software ready for the MZ5600 
shows that Sharp has got its act together 
on this score too, unlike many others. 
MSDOS and CP/M-86 will be supplied 
free of charge with the machine. 

Sharp has not forgotten the 8-bit 

customers, and the Basic interpreter 
accepts programs written for those 
earlier machines. Two conversion prog¬ 
rams are provided to read an 8-bit 
system disk and convert the programs to 
the new format. This Basic is excellent, 
despite a few idiosyncracies. 

What you should remember is that 
this is not Microsoft Basic (although 

GWBasic will be available early in 
1985). So, a number of control structures 

are not present for the programmer. For 
example, there is no W HILE or REPEAT 

statement — only FOR/NEXT loops are 

allowed. A little worrying are the 
inconsistencies between this version 
and any other. The most irritating is 
that the PRINT statement only works on 

the printer. To print items on the 
monitor the DISP (display) statement 
comes into play. Then there are the 
strange forms of the single-line IF/ 
THEN/ELSE statement. Lastly, the 

interpreter distinguishes between the 
cases of letters. 

The capabilities of the 7220 

graphics chip are covered by many 
statements in this Basic. Control of each 
separate window can be established 

with one statement; scrolling of any 
window can also be done in one com¬ 
mand, in either up, down, left or right. 
The 7220’s characters display can use 
user defined symbols, in an easier way 

than the BBC Micro does, the functional¬ 
ity is the same but more direct. 

Presentation of output can be en¬ 
hanced using a very powerful PRINT 
USING statement which allows printer 
control character sequences to be in¬ 
cluded in the output. On the monitor it is 
possible to put up a grid of various sized 
boxes with a Table command, which will 

impress anyone who uses the Sharp for 
producing management reports. 

A number of statements are dedicated 
to the function keys to make full control 
easy. One of these is used for debugging 
and correcting erroneous programs. 

Programming language purists may 
be upset to discover that some mathema¬ 
tical functions don’t use the usual 
function syntax. However, there are 

electronics to surrounding equipment; it 
also protects the equipment in transit. 

The review system came with one 
600K floppy disk and a 10Mb hard disk 
all in the main cabinet. Apart from the 
keyboard and monitor, all the electro¬ 

nics are in this box. 
On the front of the box is a socket for 

the keyboard, the optional mouse plugs 
into the keyboard. Also on the front are 
the volume control and the reset switch. 

The latter has been recessed into the 
metalwork, so pushing it accidentally is 
impossible. A nice feature is that the 

on/off switch is out of the way on the side 
of the cabinet far away from the reset 
switch, and any exterior connectors 

which are all on the back. The power 
switch is also recessed. 

The sockets on the back are inset 
making them difficult to dislodge. There 
are two monitor sockets, one for black 
and white, the other for colour; this 
implies it may be possible to run the two 
together, but as the colour monitor was 
not available for review, I was not able to 
confirm that. There is also an additional 
socket for the keyboard. One serious 
criticism of these sockets is that both 
RS232 connectors are not the normal 
25-way sockets, nor do they conform to 

the newer RS432 standards, so adding a 
printer will need some thought. Sharp’s 
documentation tells you how to do this, 

but the plug is not the normal size. 

A separate Centronics printer port is 
also on the back of the case. A socket to 
connect an external floppy disk is 

Software 
An impressive array of software was 
included for the review, the mainstay 
being CP/M-86. Sharp has made very 
useful additions to the utility programs 

and overcome some of the problems 
inherent in CP/M-86. Several celebrated 

packages came on hard disk, but without 
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HARDWARE PRO-TEST: SHARP MZ5600 
redeeming features: a full set of floating 

25 point functions, and the ability to switch 
between degrees and radians for the sine 

and cosine functions. 
More upsetting to everyone may be 

the licence agreement between Digital 

Research Japan and the buyer. The 
terms and conditions are ludicrous. 
'Digital Research Japan make no war¬ 
ranty of any kind’ runs one, and 'the 
entire risk as to the quality or perform¬ 
ance is with the purchaser’ warns 
another. So, if CP/M-86 does not work on 

panying explanations are obscure. 
There is also a user’s manual which 
includes concise details of the hardware, 

though data sheets for the various 
devices would also have been welcome. A 
system integrator would need them, as 

would anyone trying to use the sound 
generator or the 7220 from a non-Basic 
program. The Basic interpreter does 
provide access to them, but not everyone 
wants to use Basic, even one this good. 

The Basic interpreter documentation 
is among the best for this language. The 

arrival, that’s just tough. Come off it, 
Digital Research, this won’t curry any 
favour with your customers. In fact, I 
would like to refuse to sign my agree¬ 
ment or even to purchase CP/M-86 — 

perhaps that’s why it comes free. DR 
may be trying to protect its investment, 
but there’s protection and there’s rip¬ 

ping people off. 

Documentation 
The usual 16-bit documentation comes 
in an IBM-style binder, with a box to 
store it in. 

The manual’s presentation is good, 

and the usefulness of the documents 
ranges from barely adequate to almost 
excellent. 

Since only CP/M-86 manuals were 
supplied my comments are limited to 
those books. In my experience, it is likely 
that what is said about DR’s offerings 
will also be true of Microsoft’s MSDOS 

manuals. For the latter, 1 was provided 
with some photocopied pages of an 

MSDOS manual, relating to the Sharp 
and my comments below concerning its 
CP/M-86 documents would seem to be 

true of this manual too. 
Software suppliers tend to think only 

in terms of quantity rather than quality 
of documentation, and that’s true here. 
The impression that both Digital Re¬ 
search and Microsoft give is that they do 
not understand their audience. 

The CP/M-86 documentation (a prog¬ 
rammer, system and user guide) is as 
issued by DR with the necessary adden¬ 

dum and errata sheets. For those who 
have already seen these manuals don’t 
despair, Sharp has put great effort into 
reproducing them. The contrast of the 
copies is very high overcoming the 
faintness of the originals. 

Sharp has added a separate manual to 
these three to cover its additions to 

CP/M. Unlike DR’s, this is typeset, and 
the examples are clearly laid out and 
well chosen, though some of the accom¬ 

we’re kept awake at night searching for 
the answer. 

The only niggling problem with the 
Basic manual is that it’s not in 
alphabetical order, but it does at least 
have an index of keywords. 

Two quick reference cards are in¬ 
cluded in the package: first, a DR pocket 
manual which includes the Sharp exten¬ 
sions. This covers most of the contents of 

the DR manuals, but in very meagre 
detail — a deficiency best demonstrated 
by the error message section which 
explains self-explanatory errors. The 
section on BDOS function calls is much 

too cramped — it needs much more space 
(perhaps given up to those error 
messages); however, it is useful and can 
save time. 

Basic also has a quick reference card, 
organised alphabetically; unfortunate¬ 
ly, some of the notation is not explained 
(such as the use of input/output unit 

numbers). It has small examples with 
parallel explanations in addition to the 

Volume control (top) it an unusual feature on the mi 
expansion (bottom). 

book has a small introductory section 

which leaves teaching the language to 
the many books already available; what 
it does cover are essential details of the 
implementation for those who have used 
another version. The manual is well laid 

out, with each Basic keyword on a 
separate page, along with the formal 
definition of the statement and exam¬ 

ples of each possible format included. 
There are notes in explanation of the 
function. 

What lifts this manual above the rest 
is that in addition to the explanations, 
there are helpful tips on the use of the 
statement with good examples, even if 
they are a bit laboured. There are also 
footnotes to answer thosequestions most 
of us have never wanted to ask until 

SPECIFICATIONS 

TO and the Sharp MZ5600 has plenty of ocopo for 

format of each keyword. 

Verdict 
If you want some compatability with an 
IBM but are not too concerned exactly 
how much, or you want to be happy in 

your use of a machine, relying on the 
documentation to tell you what you want 
to know again, then the Sharp MZ5600 is 
your machine. 

When DR’s GEM package becomes 
available for the MZ5600, it is going to 
put up a good fight with Apple's Mac and 

Lisa machines — that NEC chip does 
some startlingly good graphics. 

All in all, this is probably one of the 

best 8086-based machines at this level of 
the market today and deserves a lot more 
attention. E 

Sharp MZ5600 range, comprising cpu, 256K memory, single 
double-sided, double-density floppy drive, mono monitor, price 
£1595; the MZ5641 (as MZ5631, but with second floppy drive), 

price £1995; and the MZ5645 (as MZ5631, but with integral 10Mb 
hard disk) price £3495. 

(These prices include CP/M-86 and MSDOS as standard and one 
years on-site maintenance. > 

Colour monitor, Mouse (£95) 256K memory expansion (£299), 
96K video memory expansion (£230) and an 8087 Numeric 
processor available (price unknown). 

Sharp Electronics (UK), 061-205 2333 
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'ibur standard BBC Micro 
will have this many RAMs. 



That’s right, a massive 256 
Kilobytes of Random Access 

Memory, plus hardware and 

disc compatibility with the U.K.’s 
number one personal computer, the 

1BM*PC. 

Just think of the potential for 

your Model B. The opportunity to 
explore the vast range of IBM®PC 

compatible programming aids, 
languages and business software 

packages, which are already 

established as ‘State of the Art' and 

are destined for a growth pattern 
previously unknown in the Industry. 

To take full advantage of this 

high calibre software support the 
Torch Graduate incorporates twin 

360K floppy disc drives and two 

IBM^C compatible expansion slots, 
thus making available options such 

as local area networking, ideal for 

business and educational applicat¬ 

ions or auto-dial/auto-answer comms 

modems, linking up with viewdata 
and electronic mail services such as 

Prestel and Telecom Gold. 

As an added bonus, we 

even start you on your way with 
PSION XCHANGE integrated 

software package comprising, word 

processing, financial planning, 
graphics and database management 

programs, specifically developed for 
the colour version IBM*PC. 

BBC Model B owners, this is your 

day of reckoning! 

Torch Computers,dedicated to the 
BBC Micro in more ways than one. 



compatible. 
Technical Specification • 8088 16-bit CPU 

(5Mhz) • 256K RAM • MS^-DOS 

operating system customised to IBM PC 

compatibility • Twin double sided. 5 W 
floppy disc drives (each 360K formatted) 

• 2 IBM PC compatible expansion slots 

• Free PSION XCHANGE software 

lAbacus, Easel. Archive, Quill) • Software 

compatibility allows Lotus 1-2-3 and all 

popular IBKrPC business programs to run 

without modification, subject to constraints 

of BBC keyboard and display • Acorn Disc 

interface is not required • Keyboard, text 

and graphics by BBC Model B Micro. 

Torch Graduate 

TORCH 
COMPUTERS 
IBM® is the registered Trade Mari of International Business 
Machines The BBC MICKO is designed, produced and 
distnhuted by Acorn Computers Lrmiled The Graduate is 
manufactured bv Torch Computers under licence from Data 
Technologies Ltd 

For the name of your local Torch Graduate 

dealer complete the reader enquiry card or 

ring (0223) 841 (XX). 

Torch Computers Ltd.. Abberley House. 

Great Shelford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ. 



ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: ROBOTS 

ARM WRESTLING 
Ralph Bancroft and Kenn Garroch engage In a trial of robotic strength and control with 

the Colne Armdroid and the budget Flschertechnlk system. M« 
: 

Iicro controlled robotics is a grow¬ 
ing area of interest for many 
schools and forhomeenthusiasts. 

The major drawback is the cost of the 
robots and often the lack of software to 

drive them. 
Fortunately, things are starting to 

change and a number of Tjuild your own’ 

robots are becoming available at fairly 

reasonable prices. 
Colne Robotics has been a leading 

manufacturer of low cost robotics equip¬ 
ment and a robot arm is one of its latest 
products. It is available either in kit 
form or already assembled. I took the 
coward’s option and reviewed a sample 

of the latter. It turns out that this was 
probably a good move as we were later 
informed that kit assembly is pretty 

difficult. 

Setting up 
The Colne comes with an interface, 
operating software, a power supply and 
some manuals. Connecting everything 

up was simply a matter of plugging one 

lead of the interface into the robot, the 
other into the user port on the BBC. 

The power supply comes in a weighty 
cast aluminium box which gives the 

appearance of being able to provide 
enough power to lift anything, although 
it does get very hot after an hour or so of 
use. With the robot powered up, the 
control software centre loaded, from 

tape, into the BBC. 
Programming the Colne follows 

the seemingly universal process of 
moving the arm to a position in a 
sequence and then instructing the 
computer to remember that 
movement. This is continued 
for the complete movement 
cycle. Because the Colne 
is capable of movement 
through a number of axes, 

there are some additional 
commands not available 
on something like the 
Fischertechnik. 

The arm is mounted on a rotating base 
and has joints at the elbow and wrist. 
The latter swivels and rotates and 
supports the three-fingered hand, which 
can open and close. All this is strung 
together with a veritable knot of cord 

and pulleys. All the cords return to a 
pulley set contained in the base. Each 

pulley has a lever on it for manual 

adjustment. 

In use 
The upshot of all this is that the program 
needs to be able to control the whole lot. 
This is done by assigning two keys to 

each movement (back and forth) with a 
number of subsidiary commands for 
turning the stepper motors on and off, 

and setting up the points which need to 
be remembered. 
CoIm Robotic's Armdroid: noods to b« token by 
ttM bond and shown what to do. 

To get the robot to do anything, you 
have to move it to a suitable home 
position, defined as such with the home 
key. Keyboard controls are then used to 
move the arm to the next point. This can 
involve any mixture of wrist, elbow and 
arm movements which the computer not 
only seems to be able to tack together, 

but smoothens when it plays them back. 
Any number of attempts can be made to 

get the movement right. 
I eventually got things working so 

that the arm would pick up the phone 
and, unfortunately, drop it again. The 

grip is not terribly good for holding 
telephones, perhaps because it’s a little 
on the small side. Smaller objects, 
present far less of a problem. Using a 
large felt tip pen, it is possible to get the 
robot to draw lines, admittedly rather 
curved ones. 

The accuracy is not great and 
centimetre or so is lost every time the 
manoeuvre is repeated. 

Real problems occur when attempts 
are made to move the arm to its extreme 
positions. Things get so strained that the 
cords tend to jump off the pulleys. 

Putting these back on is fiddly, to say the 
least, and tends to pull everything out of 
line. Getting going again means turning 

off the motors and acjjusting pulleys, 
mainly in the wrist, until everything is 

realigned. 

Verdict 
The Colne robot arm is a good 
quality kit and certainly 

looks the part of a robot arm. If 
you intend building it remem¬ 
ber that it could be a little 

difficult. Buying it ready- 
built gets around all this 

fuss, and the only manu¬ 
al labour involved will be 

occasionally putting the 
pulleys back in line. 

Playing with robots is great fun. The 
hardest bit is thinking of some use for it 
besides lifting things up and putting 

them down again. 
If you can think of some reason to 

justify the cost then the Colne is rather 

more than just a toy. F 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 

Product Colne Armdroid 1 forBBC micro 
Price £569.23 plus 3% PP< ready 
assembled ), £534 plus 39fc PP (kit form) 
Avails biHtyCnl ne RoboticsO 1 -892 8197 
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together (and cheated on the wiring — 
see picture) it was obvious that the whole 
exercise was designed as on obstacle 

course. 
If the construction details in the 

Fischertechnik manual were scant, the 
information in the Micro Robotics Sys¬ 
tems manual was simply atrocious. All it 
consisted of were a couple of photocopied 
sheets that left more than a little to the 
imagination. 
The Fischertechnik robot: • simple robot arm at a 

points as it goes through its paces. The 
object of the exercise is to teach the arm 
to move to one position, pick up a metal 

disk and drop it in another position. 
Changing modes allows you to store 

the sequence of moves and then tell the 
arm to repeat it once or several times 
over. 

The lack of precision soon became 
obvious as the arm had a tendency to 
overshoot or undershoot the expected 
positions. As a result it often went into 
self-destruct mode by crashing into 
parts of the model where it quite clearly 

could not go. 

Verdict 
The great advantage of the Fischertech¬ 
nik computer kit is price. You could pay 
hundreds of pounds for a simple robot 
arm and not get to grips with half the 

concepts covered by Fischertechnik’s 
six models. 

Setting up 
The kit itself comes in a box complete 
with all the parts to make the six 
different models. Buttheinstructionson 
how to make them are primitive to say 
the least. 

Exploded diagrams in the manual 
illustrate the different stages of con¬ 
struction and you then have guess how 
all the pieces fit together—not as easy as 
it sounds to a first-time user. 

Having put the model together you 
then stumble across a final diagram 
showing the assembled model and its 
associated wiring. The problem is that 
there is no mention in the previous 
diagrams about the wiring and you 
discover that to achieve the neat result 
in the photograph you have to take the 
model apart and start all over again. 

The model chosen to testdrive was the 
teach-in robot. Having put the model 

It took a couple of hours’ experimen¬ 
tation to get the interfacing correct. 

The next problem, a fault in the 
interface box, caused one of the model’s 
electric motors to remain on continually. 
The fault was cured only by opening up 

the box and having a good poke around 
until the bad connection was identified. 

In use 
The movements of the robot arm are 
completely under software control. The 
software is provided on cassette and 
allows you to rotate the arm, make it go 
up and operate a magnet at the tip of the 
arm. 

In instruction mode you make it move 
and, using the Beeb’s keyboard, mark 

Unfortunately, you might find that 
the real challenge is assembling the 
models and then figuring out how to wire 
them into your micro. 

The blame for this sorry state of affairs 
must rest with Micro Robotics Systems 
whose poor documentation and less than 
reliable interface and software (it 
crashed on more than one occasion), 
turns what should be a pleasurable 
voyage of exploration into a nightmare 

journey of frustration. p] 

For those with a lower budget, the 
Fischertechnik robot kit might be a 
more attractive option — particu¬ 

larly as you can use it to construct no less 
than six different computer controlled 
models. 

The Fischertechnik computing kit is 
aimed only at those interested in 
tinkering around with the basic princi¬ 
ples of robotics. By no stretch of the 
imagination could it be considered a 

precision technical instrument. 
You are given the pieces to construct a 

'teach-in' robot that can learn simple 
movements and repeat them, a plotter, a 
model that plays the Tower of Hanoi 

game, a solar cell tracking device, a 
graphics tablet and a sorting system. 

The basic kit should be available 
through some leading toy shops but 
comes with two significant disadvan¬ 
tages: the manuals are in German, and 
there are no details on how to connect it 

to the leading makes of home micro used 
in the UK. 

The package deal offered by Micro 
Robotics Systems is probably a better 
option. For £112 you get the basic kit 
plus interface and software to hook it up 
to a BBC micro. 
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You'd better get the hang of this. 
One day you might be up here for real. 

(saw!■HBHHHHHHNCIilXlSiOM 

Space Shuttle. 
The flight simulation program that 

leaves others earthbound. 
Developed with NASA's assistance 

to turn your computer into 
Columbia's Flight Deck. 

£9.99 Commodore 64, £7.99 Sinclair Spectrum. 
Available soon for all popular systems. 

SRACE SHUTTLE FROM 

-AcIMTion 
Your computer was made for us. 

AVAIt ABlt fROM SUKtEP BRANCHES Of BOOIs.WH SMITH. KMfN MlN/lfS,l ASKY VSPKlRUM.RUMBfUJVVS.VWHMWORTH 
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AMSTRAD 

OFTWARE PRE-VIEW 
We check out the latest contenders on the software market, and cast an eye to 

the future. Don't forget. If you want your company’s package to be included on this page, 
send your latest releases to Bryan Skinner, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG, 

Anirog’s Surui- CBS and Ariolasofl. Well the concentration. The graphi 
vor is in the best 
traditions of 
arcade/maze 
games, with its 
smooth action 
and need for 
strategy and 

£8.95 

is that US Gold 
continues 
bring the 
best of US soft- 
ware, provid- 
>ng stiff com- 

■ . .£2 \ petition for 
Sta«ar7 £9.95 

FwtUae_£7.00 

Bigtop Barney £7.00 

TWCavanMafSKabc £7.00 

even better news is that there is 
more to the cassette version of 
Stellar 7 than the disk, and the 
superb wire frame images and 
gripping action still give hours 
of nail-biting enjoyment for 
games addicts. 

US Gold 021-359 3020 

Marcapter Noras 07356-71145 

Interceptor Micros 07356-71145 

Interceptor Noras 07356-71145 

and sound are neat, too. Centre 
Court, however, shows only too 
well just how variable Amstrad 
software, sadly, still is. The 
game tries to reproduce Psion’s 
Match Point, but with little 
success. 

Anraaft 0277-230222 

Apple Pie’s 
scene-setting 
promises more 
than it delivers. 
Fast and diffi¬ 
cult, with nice¬ 
ly done gra¬ 
phics, the game 

ctjs 

concept falls short of original, 
original. 

Identify Europe, another edu¬ 
cational program from Kosmos, 
aims to teach the countries, 
capitals and seas of Europe. For 
all that it’s nicely packaged, 
there’s no documentation. 

Keamee 05255-3942 

Orpheus (due to Tansoft con¬ 
nections) and UK. Oric prog¬ 
rammers have a wacky sense of 
humour, typified by UK’s 
Don't Press the Letter Q in 
which you play various fairly 
decent and amusing maze/plat- 

Good news for 
Oric 1 and 
Atmos owners 
is that software 
houses are still 
interested, the 
most notable 

being 

SPECTRUM 
DISK DRIVE 
A happy new year to Spectrum owners from PCN and 
Spectrum dealer Micro Interface. Together we’re 
offering three superb Timex disk systems worth £300 
each. They’re fast, easy to use and store 160K on each 
3in disk —just the thing for yawning cassette users. 

In addition, we’ll give away 24 keyboard overlays to 
the runners-up. 

All you have to do is complete the sentence on the 
right in the funniest or most entertaining (and 
printable) way. Entries must be received by Friday, 
February 1. The editor’s decision is final and no 
correspondence will be entered into. 

.Telephone. Name 

Address. 

Send to: Spectrum Disk Competition, Personal Com¬ 
puter News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 
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I White Haight 12 uto mm 
I rtudards in computer che» games. White Knight Mk 12, for the BBC 

Model B, is Martin Bryant's 
attempt to improve on his excel¬ 

lent Mk 11 version, which incidentally, 
won the home computer section in the 
1983 European Micro-computer Cham¬ 
pionships. 

On the face of it, Mk 12 is both more 

powerful and includes enough extra 
features to justify a new version. This 
review was carried out on a preproduc¬ 
tion version, complete with Bryant’s 
own manual, though the finished prog¬ 
ram should now be in the shops. 

Bryant has tested Mk 12 against a 
variety of other programs, including the 
Mk 11 version (which the Mk 12 beat 

13-3). 
The list is impressive, but Bryant 

doesn’t include any mention of how Mk 

12 performs against his own excellent 
program, Collosus, for the Commodore 
64. In many ways, Mk 12 looks and feels 
like a direct translation of Collosus — a 
later and stronger program than the Mk 
11 — though Bryant reckons that in the 
development from Collosus to Mk 12, he 
has achieved substantial improvements 
in the program's algorithims. 

But the real question is which is the 
best program, and from what I have seen 
of this one, coupled with Bryant’s 
results, Mk 12 is undoubtedly the best 

available for BBC users. 
Like Collosus, Mk 12 has a vast 
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number of playing levels. Although 
there are only four playing modes, Mode 

four al lows the user to speci fy an average 
elapsed time per move in any combina¬ 
tion of hours, minutes and seconds. The 
program defaults to ten seconds a move 
when you first select Mode four, and it 

provides an eqjoyable game at that level. 

Openings 
1 wasn’t particularly impressed with the 

strength or quality of the openings book. 

TWICE 
KNIGHTLY 

although the limited RAM on the BBC 

may be the excuse for this. But as 
Grandmaster John Nunn’s annotations 
demonstrate, Mk 12's tactical capabili¬ 

ties are good enough to give casual 
players a thrashing at the higher serious 
levels. 

One improvement over the earlier 
version is that Mk 12 knows about 
'underpromoting’ — the technical term 

to describe the deliberate choice to 
promote a pawn which has reached the 
eighth rank to something other than a 
Queen. 

This is not the sort of facility you’ll 
often care about, since it is natural to 
choose the Queen. But there are rare 
instances in a game when checkmate 
can be elegantly and instantly achieved 
by selecting a Knight instead of a Queen, 
and there is also the fact that a chess 

program which can’t underpromote 
can’t really be said to play all the legal 
moves. 

One new feature that most users wi 11 not 
like is Bryant’s inclusion of a routine to 
prevent the program being copied from 
cassette to disk. Mk 11 was not a 
protected program, and it could be saved 

to disk. 

It is understandable for a progra m mer 
to want to prevent illicit copying of his 
software, but the advantages of disk over 

cassette are so great that to be forced to 
hang about forfive minutes waiting fora 
cassette tape to load is extremely 
irritating. BBC Software has plans, 
apparently, for a disk-based version, but 

that will not be available for a while. 

Other additional features include the 
ability to save any position or game to 
tape (though if the saving process is 
flawed for any reason, the Beeb loses its 
memory of the game — so you need to 

write down the game score before 

saving), user defined board colours, 
more information on the screen, and the 
fact that the program now continues to 
analyse the position on the opponent’s 

turn to move. 
The screen display is good, and instant 

replay facilities are available at any 
point in the game. The speed of the 
replay is user driven, since you return to 
the beginning of the game by pressing 
Control N for new game, then procede 
move by move by pressing F (forward). 
Alternatively, you can step back for a 
maximum of 128 full moves. 

One interesting feature is Bryant’s 

way of handling user input. Wherever 
the program requires a number from the 

user (ie for colour changes, time settings, 
or playing levels) the program displays a 

default number which is decreased or 
increased by pressing the appropriate 
cursor arrow key. 

Moves on the board are made 
by either using the cursor keys to 

position the cursor over the chosen piece 
and entering, then indicating the des- 

WMte to pUjr, mat* in four moves. 

tination square and entering, or (with 
the Beeb in lower case mode) by entering 
the appropriate algebraic notation. 

Combinations of the two methods are 
also possible (ie when you type b the 
cursor shoots to the b rank—if you key in 

B instead, it moves the board position 
and game score back a move). 

Verdict 
White Knight Mk 12 is weaker than the 
present generation of dedicated chess 
computers, I i ke the Super Constel lation. 

But it is strong enough to beat most 
casual players and good enough to give 

those outside of the professionals an 
enjoyable game. Tony Harrington 

PCN extends its congratulations to 

Grandmaster John Nunn for his 
recent outstanding performance in 

the 88-nation chess Olympics at 
Salonika. In the Olympic's 57 year 
history, Nunn's 10 points from a total 
of 11 games is the best individual 
score since the great Alekhine won 9 
out of 9 in 1930. Nunn’s score helped 
the UK team to its first ever silver 
medal, four points behind the Rus¬ 

sians. 

Pro’s view 
How good is White Knight Mk 12? John 
Nunn played it off against the Mk 11 
version to find out. 

White is to play in this position from a 

game Borisenko-Nahimovskia played 
in the USSR in 1969. Borisenko found a 
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beautiful forced mate in four by 1 
Qh5 x h7 +! Kh8 x h7 2 g5-g6+ Kh7-h8 3 
Rgl-g5! (threat 4 Rg5-h5 mate)f6xg5 4 

h4xg5 mate. 
I fed the position into the Mk 12 and at 

first it favoured 1 g5-g€, a weak move 
allowing Black to block the kingside by 
1.. .h7-h6, but after 2 hours 38 minutes it 

found 1 Qh5 x h7+, and played the rest of 
the mating line without difficulty. It is 
rather a long time, but ask yourself 
whether or not you would have found the 

winning line. 
The second test was more impressive. 

Most chess programs have a problem¬ 
solving mode, designed to solve the 
puzzles which are often found in news¬ 
paper columns where White has to mate 
in a fixed number of moves. 

This is much faster than the normal 

mode, because the machine is only 
looking fora mate and can disregard any 
other type of advantage. In problem¬ 
solving mode the Mk 12 solved the first 
diagram in just under three minutes, a 
50-fold increase in speed. 

Finally, a problem composed by A 
Werle in 1945. How does White (to play) 
force mate in four moves? the Mk 11 
erroneously concluded that 1 e7-e8=Q 

does the trick, because it didn't consider 
the cunning defence l...d2-dl”N+! 2 
Kf2-g3 (to keep Black’s King bottled up 
in the comer) Nd 1 -e3. Then 3 Qe8xe3 is 

only stalemate, while otherwise White 
is unable to force mate in two more 

moves. 
On the other hand, eight seconds was 

enough for the Mk 12 to find the correct 
solution 1 c7-e8=R!. The threat is 2 
Re8-h8 mate, so Black still has to play 
1.. .d2-dl=N+ 2 Kf2-g3 Ndl-e3 (or else 
White mates by Re8-el), but now White 
can simply continue 3 Re8 x e3 Kh 1 -gl 4 

Re3-el mate. The point is that with the 
rook instead of the Queen on e3, the 
square gl is not covered and Black isn’t 
stalemated. John Nunn 

Lucky breaks 
As everyone knows, chess is a game of 
pure skill. Luck simply does not enter 

into it. Or does it? 
I remember playing a game in the 

final round of the Middlesex under 18 
championship, more than two decades 
ago, when a win would have secured the 
county title for me. After pondering an 

intricate position for many minutes, I 
failed to notice that I could give 
checkmate, and instead played a diffe¬ 
rent move which only drew. Had my 
opponent played that phase of the game 

better than I had done, or was he lucky? 
Luck can also play a decisive effect in a 

computer game. Perhaps the most 
dramatic example of a lucky break in 
computer chess was seen in this year’s 
World Microcomputer Championships 
in Glasgow. 

Psion Chess, in a hopelessly lost 
position, won the game on time. Why? 

The opposing machine, Fidelity’s Ele¬ 

gance, was running with EPROMS that 
had been programmed shortly before the 

tournament. Improvements — a one 
byte change — to the endgame code had 
been telephoned to the Fidelity factory 

in Miami. 
Somehow the two hex letters needed 

for the change had been received over 
the telephone line back to front, with the 
result that the EPROMs contained one 
wrong instruction. The program crashed 
frequently, once the endgame had been 
reached. It was these repeated crashes, 
in a winning position, that cost Fidelity 
the game, and the tournament. Was 

Psion Chess lucky? 
The position here arose in the 1984 

North American Championships in San 
Fransisco. White was the Chaos prog¬ 
ram which has long been one of the 
contenders for top honours in the event. 
Black was Phoenix, an up and coming 
Canadian program. Chaos had earlier 
made an unsound sacrifice, and was now 
faced with an ending in which Black had 

an extra piece. 
A respectable human player would 

have resigned White’s position by now, 
but computer programs are not yet 
respectable' or respectful. 

The game continued: 
37 . . Kb6xc7? 

Black should first push the a-pawn to a 
safe square, and only then go after the c7 

pawn. That way Black would eventually 
be able to create a passed a-pawn (after 

capturing on a3). 
38 Kf5-g6 Bg7-f8 

39 Bc3xa5+! 
The correct pawn. If White captured 

on e5, Black would hang on to the 

a-pawn and win. 
39 Kc7-c6 

40 Ba5-b4! 
A good swindling try. 

40 Bf8xb4?? 
Black knows that when you are 

materially ahead you should try to trade 
off pieces. What Phoenix fails to appreci¬ 
ate is the potential strength of Whites 

King side pawns. 
In the initial position, prior to Blacks 

37th move, I made a $5 bet with one of 
the Chaos programmers that his prog¬ 

ram would not lose. Now 1 offered to bet 
him $10 that his program would win the 

game! Being a piece down, he accepted 

my bet. 
41 a3xb4 Nc8-e7+ 
42 Kg6xh6 g5-g4 

43 Kh6-g5! 
Naturally not 43 f3xg4?? e5-e4, and 

e-pawn soon becomes a Queen. 
43 ... g4xf3 
44 g2xf3 Kc6-b5?? 

The wrong way. Black's King is 
needed near the centre and k-side. The 
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Black to move, move 37. 
knight should be used to stop the 

b-pawn, and Black could then draw. 
Now Phoenix can see that 45... 

Ne7-cb 4b h2-h4, gives White an un¬ 
stoppable h-pawn, but the text move 
serves him no better in the long run. 

45 Kg5-f6 Ne7-d5+ 
46 Kf6xe5 Ndxb4 
47 h2-h4 Nb4-d3+ 

48 Ke5-f5 Nd3-c5 

49 f3-f4 Kb5-c6 

50 h4-h5 Nc5-d7 

51 h5-h6 Nd7-f8 
52 Kf5-f6 Kc6-d7 

53 KfB-f7 Nf8-h7 
54 Kf7-g7 Kd7-e7 

55 Kg7xh7 Ke7-f7 

56 f4-f5 Kf7-fB 

57 Kh7-g8 Resigns 

Who was lucky? I won the bet, but that 
is skill — knowing the limitations of 
computer programs. Chaos won the 
game, but that is because it played the 

final stage better than Phoenix. Or 
should we say that because Phoenix 
threw away a winning position, Black 
was unlucky? In which case White must 

have been lucky. DaridLevy 
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6 AMEPLAY 
COMMODORE 64 

GANDALF 
The plot in Gandalf is fairly 
simple: you play the Gandalf of 
the title, and your castle is 
under attack from lizard-men 
who will enter and steal your 
apprentice, your task is to get 
him back and amass points by 
killing the reptilians. 

In the first screen Gandalf 
stands on battlements above 
the courtyard in the fore¬ 
ground. To the left is his 
apprentice, stirring a magic 
potion. A forest stretches away 
into the distance, and it’s from 
here that the lizard men 
approach. The joystick controls 
Gandalfs spell, pressing fire 
blows up a lizard with a neat 
little nuclear mushroom. 

Casting spells drains Gan¬ 
dalfs strength (his colour 
changes to indicate this), but 
energy can be gained by moving 
Gandalf up to one of the towers 
at left and right: there’s a magic 

star in the sky which zaps 
Gandalf back to life in a jiffy, 
but only when it’s free of clouds. 

The lizard men move in from 
the wings and look like dino¬ 
saurs. Once they reach mid¬ 
screen they turn and march 
toward the portcullis. Each one 

you blast turns to a gold coin 
which shimmers on the forest 
floor. After a time the portcullis 
rises and you should let a lizard 
man in to take the apprentice. 
Then you can follow the beast 
out of the castle to screen two. 

Things are pretty hairy out¬ 
side. The reptiles have dragon¬ 
like tendencies and will give 
you a dose of flame if you let 
them get too close. The plan 
here is to avoid them, blasting 
as many as possible, collect the 
gold coins and rescue your 
apprentice. From time to time a 
gold ostrich flies past and nicks 
one of the coins. To rescue your 
apprentice you must set a trap 
in the path of the abductor, but 
you can’t defend yourself once a 
trap has been set. 

Once you’ve vanquished 
enough lizards the gold you've 

collected jingles into your cof¬ 
fers and the action speeds up, 
but lose your three apprentices 
and you’re doomed. 

Gandalf is a curious game, 
there’s not an awful lot to it and 
it would be quite easy to master 
fairly quickly. It has a healthy 
proportion of that rare quality 
— playability, partly due to the 
neat graphics and partly the 
fairly original plot. It deserves 
a look, but what a pity there are 
only two screens—and where’s 
the 'realistic sound’ advertised 
on the inlay? All in all, fair fun 
in a limited format Bryan Skinner 

ing 7/10 
Price £9.95 

•faker Tv mac 021 - 
643 9524 

THE HORSE LORD 
There’s a trend in the computer 
games business to base all sorts 
of games on books ’of the same 
name’. This offering from Cen¬ 
tury is either loosely drawn 
from the novel, or the book is 
one of the dullest fantasy novels 
to hit the streets in recent 
times 

The game is well packaged 
and the cassette includes 
numerous protection devices. 
The most ingenious is a rewrite 
of the cassette operating system 
to produce a loading sequence, 
completely devoid of the com¬ 
forting clicks of the cassette 

relay and on-screen block coun¬ 
ter. There is also something 
supposed to prevent copying. 
But it’s a shame the program 
isn’t worth all this effort. . 

You take the part of the Horse 
Lord, a latter-day knight bent 
on the delivery of a message to a 
distant castle. In your path are 
footsoldiers, moats and — for 
variety guest what? — footsol¬ 
diers and moats together. The 
full path is depicted in the first 
screen and shows your route as 
a sort of square spiral to the 
castle in the centre. 

Your old ’oss shuffles along to 
the first obstacle, which you 
combaton a second screen. If it’s 
a moat, you have to jump it, if 
it’s a soldier you have to cut him 

up with your trusty blade or 
pierce him with a deadly arrow. 
’ The Horse Lord is depicted as 
a large helmet above a horse’s 
head with a sword apparently 

protruding from its mouth. The 
moat is a horizontal stripofblue 
across the screen, and jumping 
it means taking a run and 
pressing Return at the 
appropriate point. If you get it 

wrong it’s back to the start. 
The soldiers, which you meet 

one at a time, are also helmets 
wielding swords. By getting 
close and wapping the Return 
key, you can usually inflict 
enough damage to beat them. 

The whole procedure is tithed 
by a small band slowly decreas¬ 
ing across the bottom of the 
screen. It runs out much too fast 
and provides the main exit from 
the game. The closing image is 
that of a grotesque head with 
blood gushing from it — not for 
thesqueemish Sitnc 

10 
Price £7.95 
Publisher Century 
01-4344241 

LEDGEMAN 
Ledgeman seems at first sight 
to be a rather elementary plat¬ 
form game. In fact it’s the most 
varied and compulsive plat¬ 
form game I’ve ever played on 
the BBC micro. 

The loadingscreen scrolls the 
brief instructions and the con¬ 
trols (not redefinable) across a 
teletext display, and once 
loaded offers controls for music 
and sound effects and the selec¬ 
tion of one of three levels of 
difficulty. The music is a suit¬ 
ably manic rendition of part of 

the William Tell overture, and 
should be turned off if you’re 
playing late at night. 

The first screen shows a 

number of ledges and ladders, 
interspersed with large, multi¬ 
coloured Hydra and pulsating 
rectangles. Avoid the Hydra 
and take all the rectangles to 

move on. The second instal¬ 
ment has lots of ledges, but 
nothing to stop you grabbing 
the goodies — until the clock, 
which limits the time on each 
screen, reaches quarter past. 
Then fireballs drop from the 
roof, destroying platform sec¬ 
tions and you if you get in the 
way. If you don’t move fast on 
this screen you’ll be stranded. 

The third screen has a num¬ 
ber of wheels rolling about the 
place. Donkey Kong style. 
These have to be avoided or 
jumpedover. On screen four you 
have to board moving ledges 
like passing trains. 

Screen five invokes the fall¬ 

ing fireballs once again and a 
number of conveyors as well. 
Screen six has a spiral of ledges 
and ladders which seem simple 
until an explosion in the centre 
sends all kinds of debris bounc¬ 
ing about the place. The last 
screen is almost entirely con¬ 
veyors with Hydra. After seven 
screens you return to the begin¬ 
ning and the skill level is 
increased. An excellent game 
with a lot of variety. I Rating 9/10 

Price £7.95 Publisher 
Software Projects 
051-428 7990 

SPECTRUM 
VAMPIRE KILLER 

One shouldn’t expect too much 
from pocket-money priced 
games — but as a cheap game. 
Vampire Killer has its good 
ooints. 

You must try to ascend to the 
twelfth floor of a building to 
where Dracula is asleep behind 
a door. The only way you can 
progress between floors is by 
using the lifts, but unfortunate¬ 
ly these have gone a little 

haywire: you might find your¬ 
self going down when you had 
hoped to go up. 

The screen shows a split- 
level, side-on view of two floors 
with your little man in position. 
One floor looks exactly like 
another with its two green 
doors and one pink lift shaft. 
There may be a spider or bat 
blocking your way, but they can 
be shot if you have a bullet. 

Any door may be opened and 
entered, the screen changing to 
show you the room. There may 
be one or more objects in the 

room — hammers, garlic, 
stakes and crucifixes, or bul- 
lets. Itmayalsoharbourashock 

(such as a skeleton or spider) 
you can only survive a few of 
these scares. If the room turns 

out to be an air shaft you’ll 
tumble all the way back down to 
level one. 

Because all the floors and 
rooms are very similar, the 
game gets rather boring after a 
few plays. It’s all based on a 
random set-up, and is not en¬ 
tirely bug-free Bob Chappell 
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AIRUFT 
Ever since the advent of the 
helicopter version of Scramble 
there seems to have been an 
unspoken competition to design 
the most plausible chopper 
sprites for an arcade game. 
Airlift must get marks for best 
yet on the Beeb. It’s well- 
proportioned and has a convin¬ 
cingly animated rotor as well as 
a rotating tail-fan. There’s also 
a nifty little autogyro that 007 
would be proud of. That said, 
there isn't much else to recom¬ 
mend this game. 

The plot revolves around the 

rescue of hostages from a, 
series of bombed houses and 
their transport to the safety of a 
Red Cross hostel. 

In a rather defeatist manner, 

AFRICAN SAFARI 
African Safari, according to the 
cassette inlay, 'abolishes the 
distinction between arcade and 
adventure.' I was under the 
impression that this had been 
done and not by software such 
as this, which is essentially an 
adventure with graphics, along 
the lines of (but nowhere near 
as good as) Melbourne House's 
Zim Sola Bim. 

Here you’re Dr Livingstone, 
seeking the long lost Kenyan 
Diamond, the character being 
in the centre of a scrolling 
graphics display. By a curious 
choice of commands you need a 
joystick to move him east and 
west, but have to type c;o north 

MANIC MINER 
The game which really started 
the plethora of platform games 
Manic Miner is available for the 
Spectrum.64. BBC, MSX, and 
now the Amstrad. 

It all starts with miner Willy 
at the bottom of a very deep 
mine (some 20 screens deep). 
How he got there is neither 
explained nor relevant, but 
with your aid he will do his best 
to escape by collecting the 
flashing treasures, and enter¬ 
ing a portal which will take him 
to the next level. 

KONG STRIKES BACK 
01’ hairy is back again, still 
with a damsel in distress in tow. 
This time Kong has sought 
refuge in a fun fair. 

The first screen shows a 
Roller Coaster at the top of 
which Kong has perched his 
yelling captive. What you have 
to do is guide your man around 
the track until the Pinnacle is 
reached. Kong releases four 
cars down the coaster — if one 

the sleeve notes encourage you 
to wait until each house is 
destroyed by passing tanks 
before you try rescuing the 

orgo south for those directions. 
Above the display is a de¬ 

scription of your surroundings, 
and look will have the Doctor 
gazing around and reporting on 
what he can see. Beneath is 
stated the directions in which 
you can move, the what now? 
prompt, and a clock (you have 
only an hour to complete the 
adventure, with no save or 
pause facility.) 

Initially you can only head 
east and west, and east finds a 
peanut plant with peanuts 
attached, get peanuts? 'I’ve got 
a bad back,' reports the Doctor 
(some Doctor!), a reply that 
becomes infuriatingly com¬ 
mon, as at the next location 
where there’s a fire and a tin 
can. 

Further along are two monk- 

Naturally there are a num¬ 
ber of different obstacles, both 
stationery and mobile, to 

negotiate. Contact with these 
fatal, and Willy only has three 
lives. Each screen is given a 
title, and these, together with a 
number of the characters, form 

hits you, you go bouncing 
around the screen, finally com¬ 
ing to rest back at the start. 

There are two ways of dealing 
with the runaway cars. You can 
release a bomb in their path, 
but as this only blows up the 
lead car, you might not have 
time to fire another before the 
next car arrives. A simpler 
method is to shin up one of 
several ladders, and let the cars 
pass over or below you. 

Once at the top, you have to 
move right past the damsel to 
make Kong reappear otherwise 
nothing will happen and you 

hostages. In fact you get few 
points if you destroy the tanks 
before they shoot. 

When you land to pick up the 
hostages, well animated min¬ 
ute figures, you are (of course) 
fair game for any marauding 
tank. Once in the air, however, 
you’re comparatively safe and 
as long as you can make a 
reasonably soft landing back at 
the hostel your hostages obli¬ 
gingly disembark. 

Your next sortie will be a bit 
further away, but since your 
fuel is unlimited, time is the 
only difference. 

After about six rescues an 
autogyro appears. This will 
blow you out of the sky, given 

eys, one strong and one weak, 
the weak one hav ing the advan¬ 
tage of a gun. You must choose 
which of the monkeys to take. 

The eastern limit of the first 
screen is set by a snake sitting 

on a paddle, and when you’ve 
walked to the western limit you 
can go south to the Zambesi 
River, and another set of east- 
west locations for your charac¬ 
ter to walk maddeningly slowly 
along. Here you find a boat, so 

a series of 'in' jokes among 
members of the arcade prog¬ 
ramming fraternity. These are 
beginning to fade with time, but 
the graphics are still witty and 
everything moves very 
smoothly. 

The game remains none too 
easy either, and I’ve still to get 
past the fifth screen consistent¬ 
ly. The sound effects are aver¬ 
age, but at least you can turn 
the incessant 71811 of the Moun¬ 
tain King* off. The demonstra¬ 
tion mode offers tantalising 
glimpses of all 20 screens, but 
these are too short to allow you 
to develop a useful strategy. 

I’m surprised the program- 

won't move on to the next of the 
four screens. 

Screen two is very similar to 

the chance. It’s not too hard to 
avoid, but a Killer Satellite 
adds its weight to the argument 
in the later stages. 

Sadly, there just isn’t enough 
going on to make Airlift as 
addictive as it ought to be. 
Control of the helicopter is 
hit-and-miss, and much of your 
time is spent positioning the 
chopper to land in the right 
place. This may all be part of the 
fun for some, but for me it adds 
to the frustration. Sknoe Williams /Ratings 10 

Prieo£7.95 
Publisher Superior 
Software 

J 0532-469452 

now you’re up to the Zambesi 
without a paddle. How to deal 
with the snake? Keep explor¬ 
ing, and use your monkey. 

More difficult is how to deal 
with the strange responses. 
Type look near the boat and 
you’re told: There is nothing 
special. I can see a boat 
here.’GBT boat. 'I can’t see a 
boat.’ 

African Safari is ruined 
further by being so slow to play. 
If this abolishes the distinction 
between adventure and arcade, 
then give me one or the other 
every time. MMteGerrard 

Rating 4/10 
ML Price £11.95 

M^L Publishers Interdisc 
LI_ZJ 01-969 9414 

mers who converted Manic 
Miner didn’t do more with the 
Amstrad’s graphic screens. The 
game runs in Mode 1, so only 
four colours are available, but 
surely more detail could have 
been put into each character. 
Perhaps it’s sacrilegious to 
want changes to the original 
masterpiece, but it seems a pity 
not to make the most of the 
graphics potential of the host 
machine. Simon Williams 

/Rating 7/10 
Price £8.95 
Publisher Amaoft 

_ 0277-230222 

same mixture as before. The 
remaining screens promise 
waltzers, horses, and springs. 

The background music is 
great and the animation is 
impressively smooth. The 
drawback is that the first two 
screens are too similar, and the 
fact that there’s only four 
screens means that the chal¬ 
lenge is very limited. 

the first. It has a different track 
layout, and there are some 
bouncing balls, but it’s still the 
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HEAVENS ABOVE 
Astronomy softwarecan present the subject of star-gazing in a unique way. Colin Cohen loads up and looks to the stars. One of the good things about micros 
is that they make some tasks 
easier, and these three programs 

go one better. Instead of standing out in 
the cold night air, you can now go 
star-gazing from the comfort of your 
armchair. No longer do you need a torch 

to read your astronomical handbook, 
and you can view the night sky from 
anywhere on Earth and even travel back 
in time. 

Several astronomy programs have 
been released recently, here we look at 
three for the BBC: Star Gazer, Astro¬ 
nomy and Star Seeker. 

Features 
I began using Star Gazer, then came 
across Astronomy and realised the two 
should have been integrated. The first 
only deals with the stars, the second with 
planets and seasons. Then Mirrorsofl 
released Star Seeker which has all the 

features of the other two. 
But, before you rush off to buy it there 

are some differences in the way the 
programs approach the subject which 
are worth bearing in mind. For example, 
Star Seeker and Star Gazer suffer from 
slow screen updates if you change the 
time or your viewpoint. They’re so slow I 

forgot what the old screen looked like 
before the new one had been drawn. 

Documentation 
Perhaps it’s the subject matter, but for 
the first time in a review of this kind I can 
say that all the documentation is very 
good—the text is clear and we 11-written. 

Star Seeker comes with screen dumps 
and while Star Gazer's manual is 
execrably printed there is a useful colour 
chart and diagrams explaining the 
Celestial Poles. All three programs are 
available on cassette or disk. 

Star Gazer deals with the 31 brightest 
constellations, the criterion for selection 

is simply if they can be seen with the 
unaided eye on a clear night. You can 
call up a plot of the night sky in any 

direction, then move that window on the 

sky around the star map. 
Pressing'd’ draws in the lines linking 

the stars in each constellation and 
displays their names and those of the 61 
brightest stars. The Study Suites allow 
you to pick a constellation, or to guess 
which constellation is being shown. A 
short explanatory text can be produced 
under each image. 

Astronomy is a slightly misleading 
title because it only deals with the solar 
system, but it complements Star Gazer 

well and makes extensive use of the 

Beeb’s colour graphics. 
The phases of the moon are demons¬ 

trated with an orbiting screen and 
there’s an inset to show what the moon 

Star Gazer — 31 of th« brightest contUAatiom. 

Astronomy — calculating Dm 

looks like at any time. In Quiz Mode you 
can stop the orbit and guess what the 
moon looks like at that stage. 

Partial and total eclipses can be 

generated, and the package carries dire 
warnings about lookingatthe Sun. Most 
complex are the seasons, and there’s a 
good try at showing the effect of the 

Earth’s tilted axis on the seasons from 
Aukland to Zanzibar, but due to screen 
limitations it’s ’not to scale’. 

The planetary movements are given 
in another section. You can select from 
one to all nine planets, but for this you 

really will need a colour monitor to do 
the program justice. There are no aliens, 
but the problems of landing a rocket on 
any of the planets and using more than a 
dozen keys to cope with the different 
effects of gravity and atmosphere on 

each planet are not easy to master. I 
found it both difficult and slow and was 
soon lost in hyper-space. Note that the 

program wi 11 not run on the early OS 0.1 
BBC machines, though these can be 
updated for £5 to £10. 

Star Seeker covers 53 constellations, 

308 stars, the nine planets, the sun and 
the moon, but makes little use of colour. 
There’s a section on Halley’s comet on 
one of its 76-year round trips to the third 
stone from the sun. You can vary the 
scale of the display, and indeed unless 
you do I fear Earth will be wiped out by 

the comet in 1986. 
As well as plotting sky views (the 

information overlays are less complete 
than those of Star Gazer), you can 

calculate such things as times of sunrise 
or the moon’s phase on any date. Some 
displays are text-only, information that 
would perhaps be more at home in the 

manual. 
Star Seeker includes a driver for 

Epsons or compatible printers which you 
can use for screen dumps at many points 
in the program. BBC Publications say 
that there isn’t room in Astronomy for a 
printer-driver, but the manual describes 
how a screen can be saved to disk and 
then dumped to a printer. 

Verdict 
If you want to use these programs to 
teach astronomy, you’ll have to bear in 
mind what the BBC’s blurb says, they’ll 
all need 'an active partnership between 
parent and child or teacher and pupil’. 

All three programs are up against the 

32K limitations of the BBC Micro, 
though Star Seeker is also available for 
the 48K Spectrum and Commodore 64. 
But for once the subject matter is such 
that the subject can be shown and 
explained in a way quite impossible for 

any book. 
They are all programs to which you 

can return again and again, for educa¬ 
tion or for the sheer pleasure of looking 
at the stars without clouds, buildings, 
light-glare or driving rain. For my 
money, Astronomy has the edge. B 

Name Star Gazer Price cassette £9.95, 
disk £11.95 Distributor Small School 
Software, 14 Saltmarsh Lane, Hay- 
ling Island. Hampshire._ 

Name Astronomy Price cassette £9.20, 
disk £13.80 Distributor BBC Publica¬ 

tions, 01-580 5677._ 

Name Star Seeker, Price cassette 
£9.95, disk £12.95 Distributor Mirror- 
soft (in conjunction with the London 
Planetarium), 01-822 3800. 
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NEW HORIZON 
COMPUTERS LTD 

8 ASHBURNHAM ROAD 
BEDFORD 
MK401DS 

TEL: 0234 53816 
TELEX: 82392 ROBINS 

HARD DISCS PLUS CONTROLLER 10,20,40 MEGABYTE 
FOR OLIVETTI M24 PLUS IBM COMPATIBLE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

AGENT BUYERS 
CURRENTLY UNDER CONTRACT TO SUPPLY THREE 

MILLION POUNDS WORTH OF BUSINESS FOR 1985 

IMPORT and EXPORT 
COMPUTERS 

HOME COMPUTERS 
and 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
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BSC B including DFS, leads + manual* 
£400 or swop with CBM 64 4 ]541di*k 
dnve. Alao PC World back issues £1 
vach vec Buyer collects. Tel: 01-802 
8724 (North London) 
rnc MmM B 32 K O/S1 -2. tape recorder, 

n. joystick, large range of soft- 
ROMS, wordwue. BEEB Calc, 

Graphics, Speech 
condition, £500 on TeL 01-303 5459 
_■ 7.30pm. 
BBC, B t BPS 4 Opus 200K disk * 
RX80 + cassette ♦ joystick + Elite * 
games. Cost £1,200, sell £750. Tel: 
0272 496741 “ 

Details (Norfolk) 037971 . 
BBC MmM B 1 20S including Acorn 
speech chips £250 Pace Nightingal + 
Committar chip £100 some software 
Tel: 0945 587152 
Acorn disk drire 5 25in, 40 track. 100K. 
Cables + utility disk, offers? East 
Sussex Tel: 0435 882540 (eves). Ask 
for David. 
Wasted A com electron in exchange for 
Japanese biological four turret micro¬ 
scope with rising and measuring 
stage Up to 400X. Tel: 061-962 4348 
after 6pm. 
Acorn Oectrea four week* old plus £60 
orginal software Swap for CBM 64 or 
■ell for £160 Tel: 061-722 5962 
between 6pm and 7pm 
MC B Merlin Scnbe (V1.3) ROM 
wordprocessor Disk-based system, 
with utilities disk and manual Only: 
£40 Tel: 01-669 1303 (eves). 
MC home/business software, Spell 
cheek iBeebugsoft). Word wise Spell¬ 
ing Checker. for BBC Model B Only £9 
(40 track disk) Genuine home 
accounts 'cassette) £5. Tel: 01-669 
1303 (eves). 
BBC B plus 6502 processor, sideways 
ROM board, Wordwise, Graphics 
ROMS, joysticks. 1 20S All Basic* 
Worth £800 - offers? Neil Wash- 
brook, 24A Llanovcr Rood. Wembley 
Middx 
BSC software many popular original 
titles 'including* Acomsoft i lees than 
half price Alao many computer maga¬ 
zines and Basic books Ideal for 
beginners. Tel: Cambs 240638 

__Adventure 
Quest, Roland In Caves Basic tuto¬ 
rial Master Chess, and others £5 each. 
Tel: Reading 332417. 
tasfcad plus colour monitor wanted for 
CBM 64, 2 joystick*, cassette, £80 
games software, books Total value 
£430. Local (if possible). D. Foyston, 79 
Bewholme Grove. Marfleel Lane, 
Hull. N. Humberside 
Alaska* DMP-1 dot matrix printer, two 
months old, original box £150otio. Tel: 
01 502 2681. 
laikil CPC 64- colour monitor plus 
disk drive, joystick, Devpac, 
Am*word, games, books (Concise 
Firmware. Concise Basic), printer 
cable. £400 Tel: 01-868 9517 after 
8 30pm 
Aamkad software to se11 or swap. Harrier 
Attack, Codename Mat, Colossal 
Adventure Tel: 01-672 2609 after 

PCN Billboard 

■ell of exchange. ( (finals a ___ origii_ 
__ crazy Golf, Admiral Grafspee, 
Codename Mat and Tasword Also 
Commodore 64 progs sell or exchange 
for Amsoft progs. Tel: Bed worth 
316599 
ArasWsd CPC 464 colour complete with 
joysticks, games, magazine* Excel¬ 
lent condition. £295 Tel: Bradford 
(0274)881896. 
lawks* pass for sale. Elector Freddy. 
Oh Mummy, Codename Mat, Hunch¬ 
back. sell £4 each of swap Steve Rae, 
190 North Gower Street, London 
NW1 
Aanke* colour computer, colour mod¬ 
ulator. software etc £210 ono or swap 
for CBM 64, C2N, joysticks, software 
etc. Tel: Lee Valley . 718606 (N. 

___to swap in¬ 
formation. tips, and swapborrow 
games I own many titles. Alan 
Wright, 'age 16), 54 Hawkhil) Road, 
Alloa, Clacks, Scotland 

plus many more, worth approx. 
£ 1.200. sell for £450 or swap for CBM 
SX64. Tel: 01-673 5819 
Atari Software from £4, Dig Dug, Jet 
Boot Jack. Star Raiders, Space Invad¬ 
ers, Paint, Qix, etc, originals with 
instructions. All new Tel: 021-747 
5368 
Atari PrtsAsr as new. £60ono or swap for 
Atari hardwaresoflware Tel: Basil¬ 
don (0268) 284771 
Atari software disk Rcforger 88, Flight 
Simulator II, Field of FTre. £30 each 
ono. Tel: after 6pm 01-941 6163 
“ isellorswapalsodiskdnve Atari software sell orswapa 
wanted Tel : 0904 791661 
Atari 40a*0atL cartridges. Donkey 
Kong, Buck Rogers, Pole Position, 
Star Raiders, Galaxian and others £5. 
Tel: 0709 72868. 
Atari 806 wanted. Must be in good 
condition. Must have lead* and manu¬ 
als. Tel: Harlow 443837 after 6pm 
Atari magazises, back issues of Antic, 
Analog. Atari Connection, Electronic 
Games wanted. Single issues of whole 
collections bought Cash waiting. Tel: 
01-341 0464 (eves). 
Atari foystteks: te Suck £8 '£25 new). 
Suncom Star-tighter £5. including 
postage. Suitable for all Atari* (in¬ 
cluding VCS). All as new Tel: 01-341 
0464 (eves). 
Atari teftsare sale: Golf RON. £8. 
Airstnke. Bug Attack Disks £4 each, 
Ghost H unter' Pacman-tvpe), Canyon 
Climber cassettes £3 each, originals. 
Tel: 01-341 0464 (eves) 
Wests* Atari books mags and manuals. 
Will also swap programs on disk. Or 
buy unusual hardware for same Tel: 
01-478 5936 eves or weekends 
Atari 1026 colour printer, hardly used, 
£50. Tel: Slough 74901 

Commodore 
32ft Pet 'Basic 2 AMD 4) £300 Epson 
printer MX 100 £200 MX80 £180. 
Koala pad (C84) £40. Tel: Tunbridge 
Wells 0(*92 26016. 
Cammsdore 64 with data recorder and 
crackahot joystick and over £100 
worth of software and guarantee 
extended Sell for £310 ono Tel: 
061-881-1144 
CBM 64 originals for sale: Acos + £3; 
Cuddly Cuburt £2. More!1 Also 
wanted: Operation Whirlwind. Realm 
Impossibility. Cluedo: Monopoly. Tel: 
Waterloo ville 266855 'after 6pm) 
C8M 64 origin*** for sale: Pharaoh’s 
Curse (Synapse) £5; Flightpath 737 
£4; Soccer Cartridge £5. Protector II 
£5 Might swap Tel: Waterlooville 
266855- after 6pm). 
Wants* Vk 20 super expander Willpay 
around £13. offers in Norfolk Thetlord 
area only. Tel: Mundford 8192 (after 
4pm). 
Co—nedsre 1525 printer. 30 CPS. 
Excellent condiUoo. One year old. 
Cost £230. Sell £160 ono. Tel: Kaz 
01-444 5499. 
Enennsu* quantities of CBM64 and Vic 
20 software (originals) For large 
graded lists please send SAE to: John 
Keogh, 30 Highwood Ave . Finchley, 
London N12 8QP 
VK20VW over £100 new Sell £1 each 
or all for £20. Tel: 0506 630975 (Gary 
after 6pm only). 
C.B.M. software swap. Tel: Oundle 
72332 or list to 44 Bellamy Rd.. 
Dundle, Peterborough Have big list 
After 5pm, disks preferred. 
CBM a* disk-based software for swap 
Titles include Summer Games and 
Heagames. Tel: 0282 33993 or write to 
Geoff, 50 Moseley Rd.. Burnley, Lancs 
BBI2RF. 

Commodore 64 educational software 
wanted urgently for my children Ages 
3-9. Tel: Peterborough 0733 61685 
C8M 64 software to swap Games like 
Bruce Lee, Strip Poker, H.E.R.O, 
American Football. Zaxxon. Pitfall, 
Beach-Head, Suicide Express and 
much more Tel 0706 229875 
Commodore 64 Simons Basic cartridge 
£30, alao Codewriter Program Gencr 
ator £40. Both brand new Tel: 01-207 
1604 (after 6.30). 
C8M 64 software for swapping over 160 
from Holland. Germany. US. GB and 
Australia. Write to: Helen Reynolds. 

snt, Solihull. West 

_I have over 500 
programs to sell on disk or tape. Tel: 
021440 2124 (Amier). 
C8M 64 software to swap (cassette only) 
Send list to: Hans Pereson, Hyacint- 
vagen 9 S-590,62 Linghem. Sweden 
* ‘ ‘— letter model 1520 
for CBM/Vic Original box and pack¬ 
aging Immaculate condition, as new 
Bargain! £40 ono including leads and 
paper Tel: 0244 675717 
Vk26£49 Recorder£25 £130software 
£69.16K,£20 Programmers Aid, £22 
Introduction Basic I. £8 Quickshot 1 
£7 Books £2 50 each Whole lot £179. 
Tel: 021 4540234 
C8M64 plus 1541 disk drive plus easy 
script plus games, all fully boxed with 
manuals. Will sell £360. No offers 
please. Tel: 041-556 5937 
Pel 32K old ROM. small keyboard with 
cassette with software and manuals 
£150 ono Tel: 01-794 1984 (after 
7.30pm. Buyer collects. 
Comma*.!* 64 cassette* Scope 64 £12. 
Mutant Monty £5; Combat Lynx £6 
Tel: 045 275 494 Also Commodore 64 
cassettea-disks £1 off. 
CBM 64 plus £110 software, only £190 
ono. Tel: 0827 53006 (after 4pm - 
Stove). Also Atari games to swap or 
■ell 
C8M 64 sav on cassette or disk, Over 
130 titles, send list to Neil Reynolds. 
55 Learn Crescent, Solihull, West 
Midlands B92 8PB 
C8M 64 Easyscript, O’ Level Geogra¬ 
phy, Revelation. The Pyramids. Cos¬ 
mic Cruiser, Flight Path 737, £35 the 
lot Wnto: B Miller, 31 Greenw 
Road. Widnea. Cheshire WAS 6HE 
CBM 64 software to swap. Games like 
Strip Poker. Bruce Lee. H.E.R.O. 
Tapper. Star Wars. DC, Quest Foi 
Tires Tel Roaaendale 229875 (ask for 
Damian) 
Vk20 C2N + B+WTV + J/S + 32K 
RAM pack + 3K RAM pack Abo 
hundreds of pounds of S/W + books. 
Price £199 ono. Tel: Newbury 40821. 
Me 20 C2N cassette deck 16 4 8K 
expansion Alao 3K Super Expander. 
Quickshot II joystick, books, maga¬ 
zines. over £150 software eg Pharoha 
Curse Tel: 0422 71862 
Ceammdtre 04 + disk drive wanted, 
swap BBC/B with A com speech chipe, 
software data recorder, joysticks or 
■ell £250 Nooffere Tel: 0945 587152 
CBM 64 taftmre all originals in excel¬ 
lent condition, at a bargain price. If 
you live in the Lincoln area Tel: 
Welton 61076 for details 
Commedsre 64 software. Valhalla £8. 
Beach Head £5. Jet Set Willie £5. Son 
of Blagger £4. Decathlon (Activision) 
£6. or £20 the lot. Tel: Dymchi ’ 
873176 
Twa Vic 20 educations Biology 
English £5.50 each. £10 both CBM 64 
Geography brand new cost £9.99 sell 
for £5.50. All originab. Tel: Newport 
(0633)214840 
W* asyow■ swap 1541 disk drive for 
154o77 will alao give you a disk full of 
superb programs. Boxed, with manu¬ 
al. Tel: 01-673 5819. 
PET 32K computer printer, cassette 
drive, sound bad, 19 programs: Word- 
pro. chess, games Manuab, tutorials, 
cables. Sensible offers, may split. Tel: 
Littlewick Green (062882) 3182. 
CBM 64 software to swap Cassette only 
50 new titles in my collection. Tel: 
0702 72238 after6 30pm. Abo Modem 
wanted, will pay £50. 

Me 20,16K RAM. Basic intro, cassette 
unit, joystick, about 200 programs, 
books, mags, folly boxed and perfect, 
■ell £100 or swap Spectrum with 
similar accessories. Tel: (Barnes) 01- 
748 8325 after 7pm 
C64 software wanted, all strategic 
simulations, war games, or any other 
war simulation programs. Steve, Mos- 
sley, Orient Drive, Liverpool 25. Tel: 
051-4285101. 
Vk 26 computer, cassette deck, joys¬ 
tick, over £50 software, over 60 
listings, Introduction to Basic 'part 
one): cost £230; sell £110 Tel: Telford 
581593. 
Cs ■■«*»■ 64/ieictr— software Inter¬ 
change. Send your Commodore list for 
my Spectrum's 54 Park House. 314 
Seven Slaters Rd . London N4 2LS 
Wanted: Commodore 64 Select 1 Write 
54 Park House. 314 SevenSUters Rd., 
London N4 2L& 
C8M 64 Easyscript O’ Level Geogra¬ 
phy Pyramid £25 Also 48K Spectrum 
with £ 100 worth of soft ware, swap for a 
CBM printer or disk drive. Tel: 061- 
423 5493 after 6pm. 
C8M 64 software wanted. I have about 
1,000 programs. Swap only on disk. 
You must nave at least 800 programs. 
Send lists to: Thomas Lund-Hanscn, 
Baekskov 3.5290 Marslev. Denmark. 
CBM 64 Superbase 64, as new, plus 
backup copy, coat £90. sell £45 Mulit- 
plan 64, as new, plus backup copy, cost 
£99. sell £50. ttl: 01-690 3820. Can 

064 Easy File (disk based) for sale — 
excellent condition, manual + origin¬ 
al packing. Only three months old, £50 
new. only £22!! Tel: 0474 67326 
Vk 26 peripherals wanted, RAM pack, 
joystick, games, educational progs. 
Tel: 0436 810402 before Feb ’85 
YtuoritaVusspsI £59.95 practicalc 
£29.95, Chartpsk £19.95, Busicalc 
£12.50, (all disks > Tnpler C64, Printer 
interface £39.95. Tel: Peters field 
68597 
Vk26 ♦ C2N + joystick, over 35 games, 
Jet Pack. Fire Galaxy. Plus 5 car¬ 
tridges including Gorf + Jelly Mons¬ 
ters vgc. Tel: Dymchurch 873282 after 
6pm Chris. 
C8M 64 swap Easyscript for Simon’s 
Basic. Tel: 051-423 5492 after 7pm 
please, or write: B Miller. 31 Green- 

Road, Widnea. Cheshire WAS 

Pup saw sxchMgs CBM 64 have over 
1,000 programs. Will send complete 
list in return for yours. Only disk. 
Write: Per Nilsson PL 5281 S-44193. 
Alingans, Sweden. 
Commodore 64 games on disk. 5 origin¬ 
al, unused. Anolasoft Offers (No 
swaps or pirates). Tel: 0782 398423. 
Scope 64, Decathlon, Footbal Manager. 
Death Star-Interceptor, Nitender 
Will sell or swap ortrade for disks. Tel: 
01-670 5689. Sat 11am to 6pm 
Vk20C2N cassette, leads, books. lotsof 
software, all as new £100 ono P X 
Spectrum 48K or Commodore 64 Tel: 
East Horsley 4205, Surrey. 
Csasasdsre 64 brand new. never been 
used, one game only Hercules arcade 
adventure, £4. Tel: Paul Haines 0373 
71327 5pm- 10pm. Price includes 
postage 
Cemmodsre 64 software to swap. Titles 
include Strip Poker and Inter Soccer. 
Write to Geoff Lord. 50 Moseley Road. 
Burnley, Lancs BB11 2RF or tel: 0282 
33993 
CM 64, C2N cassette, as new. also 
software: Ghostbusters, Sherlock, 
Football Manager, Beachead, Arabian 
Knights, Manic, Flight 737, TK Val- 
by. Hobbit. Ultisvnth; all originab. 
Tel: 01-997 2974 after 6pm. 
Wanted CBM 64. C2N, software, etc. to 
swan for my Amstrad c 
modulator, software 
Valley 718606. 

Draco* 32 excellent condition, a voice 
synthesiser and over £200 software 
including Time Bandits, 8-Ball. 
Skramble. Still boxed Also free dust 
cover, books, magazine* Sell £140. 
Tel: 01-946 1434 
Drages 64 naotad prepared to pay up to 
£80 Will collect horn Essex or around 
Ipswich area. TeL Christopher Lovitt, 
Ipswich 50588 (eves) 
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books, magazines plus £160 software 
Sell for £110. Tel; 0625 713719 (Beds) 
ask for James. 
Dr**on owner* swap software, more 
than 130 programs to choose from. 
Write Cassum Amf, 28 Romilly Road. 
Finsbury Park. London N4 2QY 

lr«x 4SR with cassette recorder, join- 
tick + interface, £65 software, books, 
manual and leads. All boxed as new 
£150. Tel: Chichester 528596 (eves). 

software £100 ono. Tel: Yarmouth 
(04931669746 ieves). 
Lrax 96K unwanted present, best offer; 
also PCN No 5onwards Tel: Crayford 

Oriel 4SK boxed + £140 software 
including Ultra, Hobbit. Snowball and 
many others, offers? Tel: Bradford 
<0274)732089. 
We 1 with games and 'One Owners' 
Good condition — still under guaran¬ 
tee £96 ono. Tel: 0244 533147 after 
6pm. 
Ortc owner wants contact with One 
owners for exchanging of programs 
Send list. Write to-K Larsen, Weide- 
manns VEi 23, 7000 Trondheim. 
Norway, 
Oric 1 4IK plus 50 software titles and 
serial interface All leads plus 3 books. 
Offors around £80? Tel: Andy. 0602 
818176. 
(Me 1 software special offer. Hunch¬ 
back. Hopper and Johnny Reb. All 
originals perfect condition £2.50 each 
inc. postage. Tel: Paul Haines, 0373 
713x7 (evesi. 
Mam 48N with Tandy cassette drive, 
two books, and software: Chess. 
Flight. Centipede, Hopper, and Wel¬ 
come Worth £200 bargain at £125. 
Tel: Mr George. 01-946 3512 after 

PCN Billboard 

Spectrum FT# keyboard, near perfect 
condition, £30, Cambridge joystick 
interface + tape £15, offers to Sam 
Deane. 76b Loveridge Road. Kilburn, 
London NW6 2DT 

cover (Spectrum under guarantee) for 
CBM 64 + C2N Tel: 01-907 1204. 
Spectrum 4SK Games. Survival. HGS. 
B ofP.C.W, Chequered Flag. Vu Calc. 
Make a Chip, all originals. £2 each. 
Tel: Mike01-6386591 (day)or01-947 
7950 (eves). 
QL ter sale £350 ono. Tel: Orpington, 
Kent (0689) 50799 
Spectrum games: Airwolf £3.50, Kong 
Strikes Bsck £3 50. Run for Gold £5. 
Terror Daktil 4D £2. Automania 
£3.50, Doomsday Castle £2.50. All 
originals. Tel: Merstham 4644 (Tim) 
Wasted Pen-Pals to swap Spectrum 
48K games with Write to Robert 
Atherton 91 Meriton Road. Hand- 
forth. Wilmslow, Cheshire. SK9 3 HD. 
Don't forget your address 

QL, latest JM operating system, un¬ 
used. Extra cartidgcs. £325 Tel: 0932 
63522 (Cobham) 
ipectmm 48K originals. Kaleidoscope. 
Death Alley, Meany Monster, Alien 
Armada. Night Raider £3.50.£15aeL 
4 St. James Court, Wricklemarsh 
Road, London SE3 ONE. Tel: 01-856 
8773. 
Spectrum software for sale at less than 
halfpnce’S A E for list to Chris Hall. 
51 Clevely Park. Belfast BT8 4NB. 
ZX81 - 16K data recorder. £50 of 
software including Flight Simulation, 
Football Manager. Asteroids etc 
Many dedicated books and magazines 
£65 ono Tel: Bracknell (0344) 56814. 
W» swap aIf Sppctrum games for 
voure. Contact Tonv Reeves. 5 Main 
Street. Howsham. Lincoln. LN7 6LE 
Enclose SAE and a list of your games. 
orTel:06527 341 l6pm-10pm only). 
Spectrum Protak interface and joystick 
complete with game Gift boxed £25 
ono Tel 0924 361036 eve* and 
weekend* 
Spectrum semen damp program wanted 
for uae with Interface and Brother 
HR5 printer. Tel: 051-336 3277 
Spectrum software for sale Excellent 
condition Write for price list Isae) to 
Edgar Rose. 2 Butts Close, Shotting, 
Southampton 
Wsolid good new Spectrum originals. I 
will pay half pnee Wanted includes 
Alien 8 I have plenty games like Run 
for Gold Tel: Wilmslow 0625 524284. 
TraoWerut Keyboard Spectrum (needs 
repair), 2 book*. 10 Sinclair user 
magazines £25 Tel: 01-886 4797 
Sorioos Sinclair Spsctnaa software for 
sale. HL ZX Forth, Picturesque and 
Artie Monitors. Tel: Malvern 66039 
after 6pm 
48K Spectrum plus cassette recorder, 
printer and joystick and interface plus 
over 80 best selling software titles. 
Offers around £350. Tel: 0734 712255. 
Wanted Spectrum software at ridicu¬ 
lously cheap prices. Please write to 
Steve. 377 Winchester Road. Bassett, 
Southampton SOI 7DJ. Hants SAE 
appreciated. Quick replies necessary. 

Juki 6100 dariyudmai printer A* new. 
BBC cable £296 ono. Prism modem 
1000, BBC cables and Prestel software 
£55 ono Music System disk £20. Tel: 
0227 751100. 
Data Gaaarai D602 VDU, 3 types of 
serial interface. 110 to 4800 band 
Offers around £80. Tel: Andy. 0602 
818176. 
TftS-80 quick printer II. two roles of 
paper RS 232C and Centronics inter¬ 
faces with cable for Dragon computers 
£50 Tel: 0525 713719 (Beds), ask for 

Sharp MZ700, TV/monitor, data recor¬ 
der and software including mailing 
list, Pac Man, Defender. Space Invad¬ 
ers and more Only £200. Tef Disley 
4338. 
Sharp MZ700 for sale with built-in 
cassette recorder and 30 games, and 
free dustcover £160 ono Tel 021-454- 
7637, (in good condition) 
Sharp PC-1S00 and CE150 colour prin- 
tor'eassette interface with 4K ram 
module, software, cassette recorder 
and manuals Offers. Tel: Great Yar¬ 
mouth 781958. 
Sharp PC 1500 golf game with hazards, 
choice of clubs, screen graphics. £4 for 
printout and manual John Standing- 
ford. 3 Hampstead Ave.. Highgate 
SA5063, Australia. 
Sharp MZSQA 48K RAM built-in moni¬ 
tor. cassette Hisoft Pascal, Kuma 
Basic compiler, all manuals, some 
software, dust cover, excellent condi¬ 
tion £300 Tel: Staplehurst 892391 
eves weekends 
Sharp MZ80KSORD M5 - will ex¬ 
change for Texas TLD94A hardware 
32K expansion thermal printer Any¬ 
thing considered Tel: after 1800hrs, 
0480 75036 
Sharp MZ8M integral green monitor, 
cassette, manual, games. 48K. Un¬ 
wanted gift. Designed for business 
accounts stock control. £295 Tel: 
01 943 2633 

Mays Jizsw colour monitor Very good 
condition, with lead for BBC. Manual 
supplied. Only £ 125 forquick sale. Tel: 
01-659 1303 (eves). 
Pristsr API 00 A graphics and different 
print modes Ideal for parallel inter¬ 
lace ie BBC. Free paper, manual. 
Offers over £80. Tel: Luke. 01-589 

Apple parallel interface ideal for uae with 
any parallel printer £25 ono. Com- E with cable Tel: 01-589 8801. 

VM processor card with C PM 1 
M0ft Basic Fortran and Cobol 

separately opens way to business 
programs. £45 with manuals. Tel: 
Luke. 01-589 8801. 
Apple ipsech eysOiesJter. card and disk. 
Total control over volume, pitch, 
stress, speed of voice. Original plus 
small speakers Tel: Luke. 01-588 
8801 £40 negotiable 

TL9&4A speech editor module for sale 
£10 or nearest offer Tel: 0738 51054. 
Texas T1.9&4A for sale, with extended 
Basic, Invaders. Joysticks, tapes, 
magazines and 'best of 99’er' Tel: 
Minehead0643 4465 £100 
Tesas TLM/4A. with Data Recorder. 4 
plug-ins. joysticks and Basic Upe. 
Very good condition £125. Tel: Mans¬ 
field 0623 32561 
Taxas TL 9W4A computer with data 
recorder, joysticks, games, books, 
tapes and Chess module. Teach Your¬ 
self Basic course £60 Mr Clark Tel: 
Gravesend 0474 27197 
T1.9&4A, speech, teach yourselfex- 
tended Basic, Adventure. Alpiner, 
Parsec, video games I, early reading, 
grammer. cassette games and utili¬ 
ties .joysticks, books £150. Tel: 01-552 

TL 99/4A umts - meeting two guest 
speakers, demos. Please come 7.30pm 
28th January Hanham Folk Centre 
Hanham Bristol. Details.TeLSpence. 
Bristol 551298 (work) 
T1994.A £50; speech synthesiser £25; 
Extended Basic £35; joysticks £10; 
eight cartridges £7 each; books on 
TI994/A £6; also free membership to 
TPfnss. Tel: 0484 24906. 
TT96/4A Extended Basic including 
manual £35. Cartridges: Munchman, 
Household Budget Management, ex¬ 
change for Parsec or £50 the lot Tel: 
Victor, 0329 221577 
T19IV4A speech synthesiser, Parsec. 
Invaders. Mini Memory. Exbas, ter¬ 
minal emulator, demonstration ED 
ASS manual, offers Tel: 021-777 
7568._ 

Waited PCN issues 1 to67. Will have to 
deliver, can't collect. Will pay up to 
£15 Tel: Norwich (0603)808232 

invalid to request unwanted computer 
equipment. Exchange two rare trans¬ 
port badges. Mr Kaye. 41 Russell Ave. 
London N22 Tel: 01-881 4942 
Scatextric fer tale «•( 400 with extra 
track to make it up to 500. Only £23. 
Tel: 0603 484555 after 5pm < Exclud¬ 
ing pip I 
The Graft Space Race perfect condition 
used once. £10 Write to G Graham, 5 
South Crosahill Road. Bishopbnggs. 
Glasgow G64 2LZ (ForSpectrum 
Vextrex £150 sell for £80 With or 
without Spike. Solar Quest. Cosmic 
Chasm. Werterk, Starship. Vertrex 
not in original box Tel: 01-723 2416. 
Camera: Canon T50 SLR Tamron 
70-150mm zoom lens. Canon 244 flash 
gun. All in mint condition £ 150. quidk 
sale. Tel: 01-968 7175. 
WH swap Yamaha Playcard Organ 
PC 100 for A ms trad 464 or Spectrum 
QL Unwanted gift. Used three hours 
only. Tel: 01-651 0388 
kMMMea plus advanced Dungeons 
and Dragons, Tron, Lock 'n Chase. 
Star Strike Excellent condition £70. 
Tel: Sheppard. Cardiff (0222) 777353 
Sort MS complete with Basic I, Basic F. 
Basic G. and Falc. £300 worth Onlv 
£80 ono Tel Stove Gold. Sheffield 
<07421666867. 
Over 100 sap £20 first person to pick 
them up Tel: 0506 630975. (Gary), 
after 6pm only 
MS Mftwart, new, unused, half price: 
Falc, Basic G, Two cartridge games, 
seven double games cassettes £84 or 
will separate. Tel: 0922 641896 
OmrlSO computer magazines inc. PCN 
issues 1-76 Offers around £20? Tal: 
Andy 0602 818176 
Wsptad: a good condition MPF-U micro 
professor computer PO Box 9306. 
1006AH Amsterdam, Holland Tel: 
020-117618 after 9pm ask for Meng 
Prediction 2010 computer for sale — 
only 20 models made Produces print¬ 
outs of colour characters, analysis, 
C40320 different combinations Also 
biorythm charts £5,000 Tel; 0908 
670391 
TTtS to Model 148K: complete business' 
pleasure computer. Twin discs. Epsom 
printer, monitor, lots software, word 
processing, database.games, manuals 
-£500 Will Teasel. Tenterden. Kent 
Tel: 05806 2131 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fillin the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. 

Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

YouraRme.„.... 

Address:. 

Telephone: 
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MICROSHOP 
e £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available. Mechanical Data: 

Column width. 1 column 57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 
Contact: Jacqui Edmiston on 636 6890 

AMSTRAD ASSEMBLER 
U b* ronnrtd PC A Mi Fthnury. IMS (issue SI) complete 
■Mi. HuuMiMer end fell terete editor (ly the author of 

Reekie's 'Einee') 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE: 
* FREELY MIXED BAS 1C.MACHINE CODE 
■ PROFESSIONAL 80-COLUMN DISPLAY 
* NESTED LONDmONAL ASSEMBLY 
* COLOURS IN 40 COLUMN M00E 
* SUPER FASTM80 LINES. MIN 
■ UNRESTRICTED LABEL NAMES (even Mnemonics) 
* COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
* FULL FEATURE. MENU DRIVEN SCREEN EDITOR 
More cursor charactcr/Unc/pagc insert mode 
on/off, forwardViackward delete. invert delete 
line. Movc.'copy/dclclc block Set tab* Siring 
tcarch and replace. print tcxl/block taad/uve all or 
partot text Catalogue o(tiles. 

* DISASSEMBLE OR HEX DUMP ANY PART OF RAM 
OR ANY ROM ON SCREEN OR PRINTER 

* EXPRESSION EVALUATION-plesa directory ol 
commends, directives second to none. 

£13. HWmfWoTerseas^ 
Amor Ltd (dept PCM) 

POBox 619 London. SE25 6JL 

BLANK CASSETTES 
Guorcnteed lop quality computer 

Price# nctude V A T, pod end pockng 
□ (C5I £3.35 Q(C30)£4.70 
□ CIO) £3.40 a(C60)£&30 
□ Cl 2 £3 45 n(C90)£700 
□ ICS) £3.75 

4e density £19 <75 
tee density £21 85 
rtdmNyOB n 

Price peimt 
□ 3*0'Single side £400each 
□ 3*** Double side £4 75 eoch 
Indcato quantity of etxti product 
ieQL«ed n bams Free delivery U.K. only. 
ChequeP.O. Enclosed lor£_ 

aAaA/ 

BASIC COMPILER 
No* supports erowid 90 hey words Tuna Basic Programs ini 
—‘ - itx mi eesy tr--- 

SuAmttorSM 

Enqulro el your local co 

Cassette »mu»po >sui««m« £17.95 
Disk ACK Data £19.95 
(SOSO TRACK)- 

Nottingham. hK 
Tel: (0601) 26 

THE QL SuperBasic 
Utilities 

mjvailhanilASC DueimTan ImiMw 

-troSaMM 
y ji . . .1 ' UM 

- Cunt* Dili lit me 
SS£ "mt-WOW mptoo™ i™ Jo?™?!®! 

mrskssm"* 

Micro-Foto 
HOME COMPUTER SPECIALIST 

SPECIAL 
OPENING OFFERS 

Most Home Computers 
Peripherals & Software 

'£S*H 
ll 01 4J7SJ36M7I 

SPECIAL OFFER 
FOR ATARI 

400/600/800 OWNERS 

Hire your first 2 games FREE from 
our extensive range of software. Up 
to the minute releases available. 
Apply Now! We now have Atari 
hardware for sale at discount 
prices. Modems suitable for Atari 
Computers now for sale. For further 
details send s.a.e. to: 

CHARNWOOD GAMES 
27 WARWICK AVENUE 

QUORN. LOUGHBOROUGH 
LEICESTERSHIRE 
TEL: 0509 412604 

LOW COSTAIR CONDITIONED 
OFFICES SHORTLY AVAILABLE — 

ROMFORD MARKET PLACE 
From 200 iq ft upwards 

Rent inclusive of rates, repairs, cleaning and 
services from 75p per sq ft per 

calendar month, depending upon area re¬ 
quired and position. 

Apply: Mr Inna. 

Land Management Ltd 
Rumford Chambers. 

33 Market Place. 
Romford RM1 3AB 

Telephone: Romford 40462 

SINCLAIR COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast, reliable repairs by experienced engineers. 

introduction of the ZX80 Our price »inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT irrespective of 
fauh ’No hidden charges •Whilc-you-wail rer- 
viceavailable Specttumf 18 75 ZX81 £11.50 16K 
Ram £9.95. Call or rend with cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd. French's Road. 
Cambridge CB4 3NP Tel (0223) 311371. 

SPECTRUM ^MEMORY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

XK System Kit £15.95 Inc. VAT 
XK System Factory fitted £20.95 Inc. VAT 

Recruitment 

SEVERN 
SOFTWARE 

As a rapidly growing technical unit, we 
supply our own original titles to certain 
other companies to market on a world¬ 
wide scale; we also take on conversion 
and storyboard work from other com¬ 
panies. To cope with the demand, we 
require:- 

FREE-LANCE PROGRAMMERS for 
contract work of all types. 

ORIGIN AL SOFTWARE for submission 
to our marketing companies. 

WRITE TO US AT:— 
IS, HIGH ST, 
LYDNEY 
GLOSGL15 5DP 

CBM16 MACHINES 

SD DATA SERVICES is launching an 
exciting new range of educational 
software for Spectrums. Different ages 
and different subjects. Also we are still 
looking for new programs—original or 
educational — to complement our new 
range. Write for details to SD Data 
Services, Chestnut House. Bitteswcll, 
Leics. 

PROGRAMMERS 
The Black Knight wants you 

i field of machine code especially in i 
programming 

The Black Knight needs you 

In return, we will supply the machines, 
project ideas and substantial royalties So 
why not join the Black Knight now! 

BLACK KNIGHT COMPUTERS LTD 
PO Box 132, Chislehurst. Kent, BR7 6LJ 
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ibhbhbciieBb 

unieViAiiV/ir 
SYSTEMS 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

NOW AVAILABLE IN 
VOLUME DIRECTLY FROM 

MANUFACTURERS 
WELWYN ELECTRONICS 

For further information, please contact: 
RICHARD PHILBRICK, General Manager 

(0670)822181 
WELWYN SYSTEMS BEDLINGTON NORTHUMBERLAND 

NE22 7AA ENGLAND TELEX 53514 

NOW 
YOU'VE 

GOT IT™ 
KEEP IT 

BINDER ORDER CARD. Please rush me PCN binders) at £3.50 each. I enclose my cheque mode payable to 

Personal Computer News. Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express Card. 

NAME . ACCOUNT NO:. 

ADDRESS. EXPIRY DATE: 

. TOWN: POSTAL CODE: 

. . SIGNED:. 

SEND TO PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS, BINDERS DEPARTMENT, 53/55 FRITH STREET, LONDON W1H 2HG 

max 

J 
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business as usual at the 
Which Computer? Show last 
week. Oric wasn’t there, Sinc¬ 
lair found that the show was 
just too early for it to show off 
the matching accessories for 
the QL, and Commodore dis¬ 
played its new PC but wouldn’t 
say what was in it. 

Acorn, on the verge of de¬ 
livering its first, real business 
systems, also stayed away and 
for home micro fans the only 
remaining point of interest was 
the occasional MSX machine 
that sat shyly on the stands of a 
couple of Japanese manufac¬ 
turers. 

But there’s many a slip . . 
one of the joys of these events is 
that companies have to make 
an effort to stand out from the 
crowd. This tempts them into 
the kind of folly that under 
normal circumstances they’d 
run a mile from. 

There was Tandy, which suc¬ 
ceeded in distracting attention 
from its Model 1000, 4P, 2000 
and the rest almost completely 
by arranging to have an acrobat 
(Gina, pictured above) perform 
from a hoop above its stand. 
Gina was hoisted towards the 
rafters by earth-bound assis¬ 
tants whose ropes effectively 
closed off areas of the Tandy 
stand. 

Commodore left its elephant 

at home and Microvitec has 
apparently found a home for its 
famous tiger cubs, but with a 
touch of humour the company 
demonstrated a caged monitor 
with a growling tiger on the 
screen. The advantage of this is 
that the monitor doesn't need 
regular attention with water 
and red meat. 

Brother hit problems of a 
different kind. To launch its 
TC600 pri ntercomms terminal 
Brother thought it would be a 
smart idea to take the London- 
based press up to the show by 
train while simultaneously 
communicating with another 
terminal at the National Ex¬ 
hibition Centre in Birm¬ 
ingham. 

When first approached Brit¬ 
ish Rail was keen on the idea, 

and swore it could be done, but 
after four months BR changed 
its mind The comma facilities 
available were send only, and 
Brother was therefore reduced 
to booking a room at Birming¬ 
ham International to give the 
demo once the train had ar¬ 
rived. 

Still, it wasn't all bad news. 
The Brother Express was well 
patronised, to the extent that 
there wasn’t a single free seat in 
the restaurant car. Unfortu¬ 
nately, whoever had done the 
counting had forgotten to in¬ 
clude the Brother people, who 
were forced to stand for the 
duration of the journey. 

FALL GUYS — Subtlety isn’t the first 
thing you'd think of in connection 
with US advertising, but this Corn- 

bout the 
It's how 

is advertising its new 
C128 in the US, and as you can see it 
gets right to the point “ 

b>/ Y\>[[os 

mUALYA^U 
In issue 94 the first line of the 
first part of the Bruce saga was 
short of a letter or two. It should 
read: for w = t to to 

Some owners of issue 3 Spec¬ 
trum* may be having trouble 
with the listing of The Castle in 
issue 94. The problem lies with 
the IN values in lines 1100- 
1200. 

In 1100 change 254 to 190. In 
1110 change 253 to 189, and in 
1200 change 254 to 190. 

Sandwiched between Arendar- 
von Castle and Heathrow ATC 
on our Software Preview page 
last week was Technician Ted, 
which we wrongly ascribed to 
New Generation. In fact Ted is a 
creation of Hewson Consul¬ 
tants — our apologies to him for 
casting doubt on his parentage. 

NEXT WEEK 
Aladdin's Cave 
We present an original game 
from Tony Crowther, the au¬ 
thor of Potty Pigeon, Suicide 
Express and many others. We’ll 
publish a complete machine- 
code listing over the next few 
weeks. 

Part one of a screen-art routine 
to put some colour back into 
your Spectrum’s cheeks. 

Hard copy comparisons in the 
Pro-Test of two versatile units 
from the Japanese company 
with the family name. 
QL turntable 
We give a spin to CSTs disk 
drives just released for the 
Sinclair QL—is this the end for 
Microdrive? 

PCN DATELINES 
Event Dates Venue Organisers 1 

High Technology & Computers Jan 23-26 Barbican, London 

Jan 29-Feb 3 
Feb 5-7 Kensington Town Hall. London 11 Ml,1 1 .11P 111 11MMMlB 

Inti trade show for home comps. Feb 17-19 Olympia, London Turret-Wheatland, 0923-777000 

ZX Microfair Feb 9 Alexandra Palace, London Mike Johnston. 01-801 9172 

Inti Computer Graphics User Feb 19-21 Barbican, London Mountbuild, 01-486 1951 Show and 
Conference. 

MEXCOM Feb 25-28 Mexico City, Mexico AESI Ltd, 01-379 7628 

1 Feb 26-28 Barbican. London EMAP Inti Exhibitions. 01-837 3699 

March 4-7 Atlanta. USA Interface Group, 300 First Avenue, Needham, 
Mass 02194 
CGP 01-582 9256 

Comp Conf and Exhbn— 
COMDEX/WINTER 

March 21-24 Anaheim, USA Interface Group 300 First Ave, 
Needham. MA 02194 
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SPACE MISSION SIMULATION 
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A game of distinction From British Telecom 
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software 

REFLECT ON THISv : > 
A word processor designed with the typist in mind and a financial spread sheet developed to help 

the busy manager. These two powerful stand alone programs can only be surpassed by one 
thing . . . THEIR OWN TOTAL INTEGRATION. 

Word Result and Calc Result have been created with true integration - giving you the freedom to 
use each program either separately or together. In today’s office, where work overlap and rnachin* 
overload can become a big problem. Calc Result and Word Result can help you take the strain. 

WORD RESULT features:- 
• Eight European languages with true hyphenation 
• Mail-merge 
• The text on the screen as it will appear on paper Cleft, 

right or justified) 
• Easy to use commands and help screens 
• Automatic saving of your document whenever you stop 

CALC RESULT features:- 
• 64 X 254 X 32 pages I I 1 
• Automatic locking of formulas III 

colour down to - 
• Individual column widths 
• Pie and bar charts, saved and printed 
• Consolidate all your work with ease 

These are just some of the features available in each 
program . . . and then when you put them together . . . ! 

Why not send the coupon in TODAY and find out 
what else these programs have to offer? 


